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If you don’t actually possess this book, then this situation is still not a
problem. All you have to do is to first go to my website. And you do this
by calling google and typing Bryden Allen. And then enter my Internet
Website. Then you go to the top part of the site and just click on “Barry
and Gwen”. And this whole book will soon appear.
You can contact me in all the usual ways:
My phone number is:
0412 871 544
My email address is:
brydentallen@gmail.
com
I am on Facebook
(Bryden Allen) and
I will make you a
friend, if you send me a
request.
My address is: 7/5
Knox St, Ashfield,
Sydney 2131.
I still perform on
recorder, every
Saturday morning
from 11. am till 11.30
am - with my books
on show. This is in the
open space, beside the
Town Hall in front of
the Ashfield Mall. So
you can make personal
contact with me then as
well.
I also go to SICG every
Tuesday night at St
Peters. So you can see
me there also as well.
1/1/2021.

This picture shows me and some of my activities. So, you can
see, over my life of 80 years, I have been very active in a great
variety of ways. I have enjoyed life very much indeed. If I can
persuade you to help me to form some “just communities”,
then you can enjoy life just as much as I have.
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THE GHOST WITH NO BOOTS
		

Way down in the south in the Antipodes,
Where the light of the camp-fires shine bright on the trees,
		
Bush-men will tell you as night shadows fall.
		There’s a ghost roams the ranges with no boots at all.
			
Yes with no boots, no boots at all.
			
A GHOST roams the ranges with NO BOOTS at all.
		

Way down in the city so sinful and bad,
There lived a young fellow, a promising lad,
He wanted to be a big bold mountaineer,
But his mother she said as she quoffed down her beer: You’ve got no . . .

		
		

Our hero he murmurs – “Regardless press on.”
When she woke in the morning, she found he was gone,
Off to the hills went her pitiful shout:
		“You’ve got no boots at all if you want to bail out. Yes you’ve no . . .
		
		
		
		
		
		

He found a big mountain and climbed to the top,
As he stood at the edge of that horrible drop,
He though of his mother all over again,
He could still hear her singing that mournful refrain. You’ve got no . . .
The God of the mountain looked down from his throne,
And saw that young climber a-standing alone.
He said to the angel go down with a woosh,
And give that young fellow one helluva push. ‘Cos he’s got no . . .

		The Angel of Destiny swept through the pass,
		
And planted a foot fair and square in his a---,
		
As over and over and over fell he.
		The angels were singing that sweet melody. You’ve got no . . .
		
St Peter, he stood at the heavenly gate,
		
Checking in drunks coming early or late.
		
The Orderly Angel just dropped in to say –
		“There’s a dirty big climber a-coming this way. And he’s got no . . .
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

St Peter came down with a bucket of beer,
Saying – “Sorry, young fellow, you can’t come in here,
With thousands of angels to answer their call,
You’d be no good in heaven with no boots at all. And you’ve no . . .
The night it was stormy, the hour it was late,
When our hero arrived at the Satanic gate,
The little black devils, they spat in his face,
To show you, they said, it’s one helluva place. And you’ve no . . .
The devil said “Sorry, but I can’t let you in,
Unless you’ve been leading a lifetime of sin,
But how could you wallow and how could you fall?
You can’t be a sinner with no boots at all. Yes with no . . .

		
Now all you young fellows who some day may roam,
		
Be careful to stay with your mother at home.
		
With no one to love him or answer his call,
		A GHOST roams the ranges with no boots at all. Yes with no . . .
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SATURDAY

On a beautiful fine Saturday afternoon in Summer, a party of eight people
could be seen making their way very leisurely down Wollangambe canyon.
But let me first explain my term “leisurely”.

Here I join 2 different maps so you can see the canyon and the roads in Mt Wilson together.
So so then you can see how the roads in Mt Wilson fit in with the various tracks going to and
from Wollangambe Canyon.

There are many canyons in the Blue Mountains and many keen
bush-walkers regard it to be a fine challenge to savour the pleasures and
wonders of them all. And so they do each of them quickly and efficiently
in one day. But this party was not like this at all. For this party, the
Wollangambe canyon was something very special indeed and so its
wonders were to be savoured with plenty of time. Thus these people
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returned to this
canyon every
year as a means
of escaping the
heat and bustle
of the Sydney
summer. And then
they went down
on lilos because
this is a very
relaxed way of
doing the canyon.
In this case, you
put the pack on
the pillow end
of the lilo and
then you sit on
the lilo leaning
back on the
pack. From this
This is a painting of walls of the Wonllangambe Canyon done by
position it is not
my son Tim, who is an artist.
very convenient
to paddle quickly
– and so naturally they didn’t. But,
on the other hand, this position is a
wonderful position to enjoy the everchanging view. And so the varying
red tinges of colour of the cliffs on
either side could be appreciated in full
detail. Also, as you paddle through
the canyon, the ripples, made from
the paddling, reflect the sun-light on
the cliffs on either side giving ever
changing patterns. This quirkiness is
pleasant to behold. And this party also
This is Water Dragon Lizard.
liked to hear the sound of their own
voices. And so they would periodically
break out into song. And then the water-dragon lizards would have to
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break off from sunning themselves on the rocks, and then jump into the
water with a loud plonk. And then they would swim away in disgust at this
raucous noise. And, so you can see, all was peace and joy in this idyllic
little canyon world.

This photo is of me and my family just about to about to enter the canyon area proper. If
you look back at the map, it is where the map goes from “green” to “white”. And, if you
want to, you can do a small canyon on the left.

Now the Wollangambe is a wonderful canyon when you get used to
everything. But it takes a while to learn all the various techniques of - how
to get onto your lilo in the first place, how to manoeuver the lilo around
the many rocks in the canyon, and, most important of all, how to avoid
getting wet all the time. So beginners have a harder time. And this party
had two beginners and they were lagging behind. Now, in a canyon, a party
cannot lose their way because all the party has to do is to follow the stream
downwards. So the leader of the party does not need to be at the front to
find the way. And so, in a canyon, it is the accepted duty for the leader to
stay at the back of the party and there they can help any members, who
are having problems. So the leader of our party, who also happens to
be my ever-loving hubby, was at the back of our party helping the two
beginner girls cope with the various problems they were encountering. This
wasn’t a too arduous task because one of the girls was rather beautiful in
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a big serene sort of manner. And my hubby has a fine appreciation of the
aesthetic.
This circumstance also meant then that our whole party was divided
into two different groups most of the time. Thus there was four guys and
myself forming the leading group. And then there were the two girls,
who are actually sisters, with Gerry my husband looking after them,
making the rear party. But we in the front party were doing our duty as
well. So when we stopped to take a rest, we made a fire and prepared a
small brew. When the back party caught up with us then they could warm
themselves up on the fire and have a cup of tea. So that was OK. Or at least
no one was complaining too much.

This is a great photo of a group about to start doing the canyon proper.

Now, about halfway through the afternoon, we, the front party, came to a
convenient resting point and there we made a fire and waited for the back
party. However, this time we didn’t actually wait for them to join us.
‘Gerry,’ I cried out when the back party appeared in sight. ‘How
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about we, the front
party, push off
immediately? This
would mean we could
get to our camping
cave fairly soon and
then we could get a
really good fire going
before you arrive. The
weather is changing
and it looks as if it
could rain. And then
it would be best for
us to get a fire going
while the wood is
dry.’
‘Yes, that is
a great idea Gwen,’
Gerry replied. ‘We
will need to warm
up at your fire for at
least twenty minutes
so we should join you
at the camp cave in
about an hour’s time.’
Gerry is always very
good at estimating
how long everything
is likely to take. He is
a very sensible fellow. This photo shows me going down the canyon with my children.
And so we, the leading Tim is at the front and I am at the back with Rebecca and David.
party, pushed off
immediately to get to our camp cave as soon as possible and get everything
ready.
But, within ten minutes it started to rain. This is not an unusual situation
here because one often gets a storm towards the end of a hot Summer’s
day. But this situation posed a problem to us as to what we should do now.
9

I tended to be the
unofficial leader of
the leading group so
I gathered our group
around to discuss
the problem. At that
stage, we were in the
middle of a large pool
so we were all still on
our lilos. So the other
lilos slowly clustered
around my lilo in the
centre of the pool.
‘What do you
all think we should
do?’ I asked them.
‘We could continue
to push on and so get
to our camp cave.
But, if the rain gets
heavy, Gerry and the
girls may have to
stay where they are
and so we would be
Just a person walking down the upper canyon.
separated. Otherwise
we could go back and
try to spend the night where they are.’
Toby, who after myself had had the most experience of canyons,
replied first. ‘If you don’t mind, I think it could be better for all of us, if we
five were to continue on. I saw a small cave, where they are, which would
be adequate for the three of them. But it would not be big enough for all of
us. There is nothing wrong with us being separated just for one night.’ In a
canyon there are plenty of overhangs to shelter under, so overnight parties
never bother to carry tents. But you still need to find a suitable one. By the
way it is part of the bush-walking folk-law to call such overhangs, caves.
‘I appreciate your situation Gwen.’ Peter, the youngest in our
group, jumped in. ‘You are just a poor lone weak female, and so you
naturally feel a bit nervous at spending the night surrounded by four lusty
10

men like myself.
But, fear not, I
will protect you.’
‘Don’t
pay any attention
to Peter,’ Steve,
my closest friend
in the group, then
said. ‘Peter is just
being flippant.
We are all close
friends. You have
no worries.’
‘What
do you think?’ I
asked of Barry,
the oldest
The canyon is now getting a bit bigger.
member in our
group. ‘Are you
happy for us to push on?’
‘Yes,’ Barry replied. ‘If you don’t mind, I think it would be the
most sensible thing to do.’
‘So OK, let us all push on,’ I finally said. ‘Gerry and I won’t mind
being separated for the night under the circumstances. And Peter, I have
often been surrounded by men a lot more lustful than any of you here.
This circumstance has never worried me at all. I am completely capable
of looking after myself. In fact, I shall look forward to demonstrating this
simple fact to you tonight.’ Peter always needs to be put firmly in his place.
So the big decision had been made and we all pushed on.
But there was a lot more lying behind this decision of ours than this
discussion reveals. And so I must now explain everything. Gerry and I
have been married for a year and we are deeply attached to each other.
In most ways I find him to be the perfect partner. And we had just recently
decided it was time we started having a family. And, as luck would have it,
this weekend was my fertile period. So the fact that Gerry and I wouldn’t
be together this night, might mean that things would be delayed for another
11

month. But this
wouldn’t matter.
Now all of us
in this party belong to
a green self-sufficient
community. We all
find this to be a great
way to live and I
will tell you more
about our community,
when we return from
our canyon. But,
one of the slight
disadvantages of
living in a community
is that everyone
knows everyone
else’s business in
This is a beautiful side-canyon.
great detail. After
all, everyone likes
to gossip. And this puts a slight pressure on everyone to conform to other
people’s expectations. Now Gerry and I are regarded as the perfect
couple in our community. This is because Gerry takes the community very
seriously and he is very much the young leading light of our community.
And I, for my part, have played my part as a dutiful wife. Also I am the
best looking woman in the community. So this makes us the perfect couple.
Now Gerry doesn’t mind this situation because he is just naturally perfect.
But I am afraid that I am not perfect - and I have never had any desire to
be perfect. So, after playing my part of being the dutiful wife for a year, I
am beginning to find that this situation was grating on me. So, if I could
find a way of changing this situation - without appearing to be too bad
myself, then I certainly would do so. And this present situation here in our
canyon could provide me with such a perfect opportunity.
The two sisters with Gerry were called Melinda and Benita.
They are of Italian extraction and they had only recently arrived at our
community from South Australia. Melinda was the older one and she was
the beautiful, big, serene girl. She was a very pleasant girl and I liked her
very much. But Benita was a completely different kettle-of-fish. She was
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small, sharp, very pushy and I suspected
she was rather clever. And Benita had
decided she was in love with Gerry.
The fact that Gerry was married to me
didn’t seem to bother her at all. And
Gerry was accepting this situation with
amused tolerance. To all people, Gerry
was the perfect gentleman. But I also
think Gerry rather enjoyed Benita’s
infatuation for him.
Now my reasoning was the
following. If these three were left
alone for a night, then Benita would
carry on with Gerry something awful.
The situation would give her plenty
of opportunities to expose herself to
him, while drying in front of the fire.
And then, during the night, she would
sleep next to him and, as I well know
myself, in these circumstances there
are many things you can do to form a
slight intimate bond. It is very easy to
accidentally touch your sleeping partner.
And Benita would make the most
of these golden opportunities. Gerry
wouldn’t return her interest in him so I
wasn’t worried. But, when we returned
to our community, Benita would boast
about her closeness to Gerry. So people
would start to wonder. And Gerry would
be too much of a gentleman to reject
Benita’s claims too strongly. And then,
in return, I could take an interest in other
guys and so our community would have
Another beautiful side-canyon.
to accept that Gerry and I weren’t the
saintly couple they had hoped for. So I
could then return to my normal far from perfect ways. You see I like
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to flirt a bit
whenever I
meet someone
I really like.
For me flirting
is one of the
great pleasures
of life. And
I wasn’t
prepared to
completely
forgo this
wonderful
pleasure.
So
This is a group of who I knew from Folk-Dancing. So I took them down
you can see,
the Wollangambe canyon. I am in the middle.
I was actually
quite keen for
our party to be split up. But I didn’t want anyone in the party to think that
this might be the case. And so that is why I had called our meeting and let
all the others decide. Besides, I was fairly sure that most of the guys would
be keen to be left alone with me. I wouldn’t go too far – but they knew I
would still give them a good fun time. That is what I am like. I enjoy lots of
guys getting very keen on me.
So we pushed on. But the rain grew steadily heavier. A canyon is a
wonderful place to be when the weather is good. But it is an exceedingly
unpleasant place to be when you get caught in a bad storm. We could
have stopped and put our anoraks on. But that would take time and we
were soaking wet already. It was easier for us to push on and simply suffer
for a while. It shouldn’t take us too long. To make matters worse, the bit of
the canyon before the camp cave is an awkward bit of the canyon. We had
to climb over a few huge boulders, sometimes dragging our lilos after us,
and at other times tossing them before us. And this section is followed by
an awkward spot, where it is a bit difficult to remount onto one’s lilo. The
water is deep and the rocks are steep. We had to help each other. So some
of us had to hold a lilo in position while the owner mounted. And even
then Barry fell off and had to be helped back onto his lilo while swimming
14

in the fathomless pool. But
finally we managed it all.
And so, at last, we dragged
ourselves like drowned rats
into our camp cave.
We were all horribly
cold. But we kept ourselves
warm by doing all the jobs
that had to be done. First we
had to collect some firewood.
Fortunately, the previous
party had left a little dry
wood standing in the cave.
So we could use this to get
our fire started initially. But
then we had to collect some
wet wood that we could stand
up in the cave. So, when we
needed to use this, the wood
would be partially dry. There
was plenty of wood near
the cave because occasional
floods bring driftwood down
and scatter it around the
Here is a group of people doing some dangerous
jumping.
area. Then, when the fire was
really burning well, we all
stood around the fire in a circular huddle and started to warm up and dry
out. This took a while, but we were in no hurry. When we were warm, we
dragged a couple of large logs up to next to the fire and we used these to sit
on and continue warming ourselves. And finally we opened up our packs,
got some goodies out to eat and put a brew on. We started to feel we were
real human beings once again.
When the brew was ready, we all passed our goodies around. I
provided biscuits, Barry passed around chocolate, Steve – lots of cashew
nuts, Peter – some dried peaches and Toby a small flask of rum to put a bit
of fire into our tea or coffee. Finally, we felt alive again and we could think
about the rest of the world.
‘How do you think Gerry and the girls are getting on at the
15

Here is a group of people going down in some novel ways.

moment?’ Steve asked of me.
‘They should be quite well off,’ I replied. ‘The rain arrived before
they were thinking of setting off. And Gerry knows that this is not an easy
section of the canyon. So they would definitely have stayed where they
were. They will be cramped in their little cave. But they will manage. It
was definitely best for everyone that we pushed on.’
‘This is a superb overhang for us to stay under,’ Barry said. He was
the only one in our party who had never been here before.
‘Yes, this is probably the best place to stay overnight in the whole
of the canyon.’ I replied. Our party could see what the cave was like - but
you, my reader, can’t. So I ought to describe it to you. The overhang is
probably more than 100 meters long and quite high. It occurs on the inside
of a slight bend in the canyon so this protects it from too much wind. It
is not very wide so there are places where drips can form and need to be
avoided. The best part of the cave has a nice sandy level floor and it was
there where we had set up our fire and where we would sleep. On the inside
of this section, everything was quite dry. Most parties don’t actually see
this cave because it is about 20 meters up from the river and concealed by
the usual river bushes. So this means that it is not used too often and so
there is plenty of wood. If you should ever want to find it then, it is just a
little upstream of the little side canyon called “Water Dragon Canyon”
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and is on the same side i.e. the
opposite side to Mt Wilson.
We now all felt OK.
But, as we looked at each
other, we looked a very
bedraggled bunch. But we all
know each other very well
so we could see behind the
horrible exteriors we now
presented. But you, my reader,
don’t. So I now need tell you
about us all.
Toby is a very jovial
fellow. Physically he is of
normal height; he is slightly
overweight and carries a
paunch. But, in spite of this,
he is very agile and is very
capable in a canyon. He likes
Another group of people.
his drink – but he rarely goes
too far. He came out from the
UK a few years ago and he has been with our community since then. He
is a very useful member of the community and his present ambition is to
be our community social officer. He would be good at this job. I would
imagine he would be a year or two older than me. And I am 24. I like him
very much.
Peter is the youngest of our group. He is probably a few years
younger than myself. He is the best looking of all the guys and he knows
it. He is tall, athletic and he is training to be a dentist. But he only thinks of
himself and this makes him a bit of a trial at times. However, we have to
put up with him. He is keen on outdoor activities and he brings some nice
girls into our community. But he definitely needs to be kept in his place.
Steve is my special friend. He is small and slight. And this is very
useful when you are on a lilo, because it means you don’t sink too far into
the water. So you stay fairly dry. He is very different from me because I am
certainly not small. But I like him being different. I like the way he is so
lithe and can get into anything. Also he seems to remain very active when
I feel I need a rest. He is roughly the same age as me. He is very practical
17

This is another very fine side-canyon.

and is easy to get along with. So he is a very useful friend.
Barry, I don’t like. But it will take me a while to explain this
aversion of mine. I imagine he is roughly thirty years old and he has been
a member of our community for many years. He is a vet and a vet is very
useful in a self-sufficient community like ours. And he also runs a vet
business from the house at the front of our community. And this business
brings a lot of money into our community. So he is a useful and very
respected member of our community and he holds a quite unique position
with us. Physically he is big, slightly overweight and not very fit. Because
of this, he was having some difficulties at times in the canyon. But he is
reasonably good looking. So why don’t I like him? Well, because of his
position, Barry thinks he is a cut above the rest of us and looks down on
us. This particularly applies to Steve, Toby and myself who don’t have
tertiary qualifications. Also Barry doesn’t usually come on our bush walks
and canyon trips because this is not particularly his scene. He only comes
on trips with us when we have a girl that he could be interested in. And
18

I thought the only reason he was with us today was because he might
be interested in Melinda. You see Barry has been a very conscientious
womaniser for many years.
Now I normally give Barry the big cold shoulder - as opposed
to most people who have to suck up to him because of his position in
the community. I don’t think this is necessary. However, if I had done
that today, he would have stayed behind with the back party in order to
get to know Melinda better. But, the presence of a senior member of
our community watching on would have severely hampered Benita from
flirting with Gerry. So today I had gone out of my way to be friendly to
him. I even nobly refrained from laughing at him when he fell off his lilo.
And my good works were rewarded and he stayed with my front party for
most of the day. And now, as I had gone out of my way to get him with us,
I had to continue to pretend to be friendly with him. It would be a trial - but
it had to be done.
On over-night canyon trips, we always take a dry set of clothing to wear
around the camp. But we couldn’t put these clothes on immediately
because we were too busy doing other things – getting the fire going
and putting some easy food in one’s tum. Also it was useful to use this
opportunity to let our canyon clothes dry out just a little. But now the
glorious time had come for us to take off our wet clothes and put on our
nice clean dry clothes. And, at the same time, we could make ourselves
look presentable again. But, for me, this would also be the time when the
main interest of the night would begin. So I would remind the guys that
I had a different physical shape from them. And also I would show
them that my own particular shape is remarkably good as female shapes
go. And then good healthy sexy thoughts would start to circulate around in
the guy’s little brains again. And so I would be doing my duty to this world,
as I see, it and make people think about propagating the species. I am good
at that. It is my gift.
‘Barry,’ I said before we began changing, ‘hasn’t been in this
situation for a long time. So I should explain to him our standard practise
as regards drying ourselves and changing our clothes. As you know, it
is much more pleasant for us all to do this very close to the fire. But we
must preserve a reasonable degree of decorum. So, what we do then,
is to first strip down to our swimmers and then dry ourselves, as well as
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possible, directly facing the fire. We then turn away from the fire, take our
swimmers off and dry ourselves completely. But, because we are all facing
away from the circle and our important parts at the front of us, the bits of
us that should not be seen, will remain unseen. And, at the same time, we
will be warming our bums and our backsides. And then, still facing away,
we put on our dry clothes. In this way we preserve our modesty, while
remaining as warm as possible. So you see Barry, you - our oldest and
most respected member, we are a well-behaved set of young people. I trust
that are you happy with this procedure?’
‘Yes, I appreciate all the good sense in everything you do.’ Barry
replied. This reply tended to indicate to me that my bit of sucking up to
Barry was making him appreciate me a bit more. This was interesting.
And so we did. But there was plenty of opportunities for me to
make the situation more interesting. So I took a long time to dry my long
golden hair. And, at the same time, the guys could appreciate my physical
beauty. And then when we had turned around and I bent down to pick up
my clothes, I could see the guys’ feet through my legs. And they weren’t
all facing away from the fire. And, as I moved around, I was fairly sure the
guys would get glimpses of my special parts swinging freely. That is
what I wanted – tantalizing glimpses can be much more exciting than a full
on view.
The clothes I took off were two layers of thermals and a hardwearing two-piece swimsuit. What I put on was a light two-piece swimsuit
and a very large thick T-shirt that came down almost to my knees. So, if the
weather was good tomorrow, I could continue to wear my light swimsuit
and not have to put on the heavy wet one again. And my large T-shirt was
fun and informal and it allowed me to continue showing my body to the
best of its advantage.
You might notice that I am quite keen to tell you many of the practical
details associated with canyoning. This is intentional. I love canyoning particularly the leisurely way we do them. But less and less people seem to
be going out into the bush these days. And, when they do, they do canyons
quickly and rarely stay overnight. I think this is very sad. So part of the
purpose of this story is to persuade you to return to the bush and enjoy
canyons in a very relaxed manner. So I want to tell you all the details of
how you can be comfortable in canyons, particularly overnight.
Our next job was to hang out all our wet gear. Toby had taken a
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thin nylon rope that could be used as a top-rope for anyone who might
have a problem. But, at night, we used this thin rope as a clothes-line. So
we set this up at the back of the cave and hung our clothes on it. But there
wasn’t room for everything, so the rest of our wet gear had to be spread
around on the top of small bushes. But the most tedious job is to get all the
sand out of your runners. The best technique is to bash your runners and
socks against a rock. And finally our lilos needed to be dried out ready for
sleeping on at night. So we built the fire up and waved our lilos over the
top of the fire until we could see steam coming off them. It took a while –
but it is a pleasant way of spending the time.
And then when this was finished, we were ready to set out our lilos
and gear for the coming night. This needed a lot of careful manouvering
on my part to make sure I was sleeping next to the people I wanted to.
But I finally managed the operation without making it too obvious what
my preference was. So I had Steve on one side of me, and Toby on the
other. Peter then was on the far side of Toby. Barry reverted to his normal
snobby ways and chose a spot some distance away from us behind a bush.
But that was fine by us. I would have preferred to have had a spot where
I would have been alone with Steve. But that would have been far too
obvious. My plan then was that, during the night, Steve and I might do a
bit of touching and perhaps just a very quiet surreptitious kiss. Just enough
contact to indicate we might go further some time in the future, if and when
the circumstances were convenient. Before meeting Gerry, I have enjoyed
several episodes like this. And I was certainly not averse to enjoying myself
again in this manner. It is great fun when you get a response.
Then we were ready for the evening meal. But I had a problem.
‘Gerry and I,’ I told them, ‘naturally share our food. Now each of
us independently carries our day food. But, for nights, Gerry carries the
evening meal food and I carry the breakfast food and brew stuff. So, can
I persuade some of you to share some of your evening meal with me in
return for breakfast food and substantial Milo drinks from me?’
And, of course, everyone was more than willing to share their
evening meal with the ever-popular me.
‘But what does your breakfast food consist of?’ Peter asked.
‘Porridge,’ I simply replied.
‘Yuck,’ was the chorus from Peter and Toby. Steve and Barry were
more tactful and said nothing. But I could still see that they also weren’t
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too keen on it.
‘Why eat porridge?’ Toby asked. ‘In the dark ages I suppose people
had to eat it. But, now days, there are so many more pleasant cereals to eat.
So why eat that?’
‘For some people I agree, porridge is an acquired taste.’ I replied.
‘But, when you get used to it, it is a very useful food. For a start, it is a
different grain and so it is good to extend your dietary intake whenever you
can. And, when you do extended trips in poor countries, it is very useful to
eat porridge once a day. It is simple, cheap and light and it lasts forever. So
that is why Gerry and I eat porridge whenever we can.’
‘I am happy to share my evening meal with you.’ Peter said. ‘But
don’t ask me to eat porridge with you in the morning.’
‘I have my principles,’ I replied. ‘We all need to share and learn
to prepare for times when things might not be so easy. So I’m afraid that
I will only share food from people who are prepared to share with mine.
If necessary, I will put you all to shame by eating porridge tonight by
myself.’ And then they all grudgingly agreed to have some porridge with
me in the morning. I take a perverse pleasure in forcing people to do what
they don’t want to do. And we all have our different principles. I have a
feeling that you, my reader, might be questioning some of mine. It is just
that my principles could be different from yours. But there is no point is us
all having the same principles. And also, if I had your principles, then my
story might be less interesting.
So I shared everyone’s food. Thus I had to do no cooking at all
and I had a magnificent feed. I had a much better meal than if I been with
Gerry.
For our group, our main evening activity was always to have a good
singing session around the campfire. And I always tend to lead this. This
is my big thing. I am good at it. But Toby in particular is very keen as well
and so he helps a lot. We always sing from the “Walkers Song Book” and
Toby and I always take our copies wherever we are. So there is never any
reason not to have a good singsong. Unfortunately, it is now completely
out of fashion to sing the old traditional songs that are in the Walkers Song
Book. The addiction to the mass media means that people only wish to
listen to professional singers. But we don’t care – we like to sing come
what may. {I have copied out all the relevant songs from the Walkers Song
Book at the end of this book.}
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We always start with our club song “No Boots at All” as given
at the front of this story. For us, this song is very special because it is
the only song we know that seems to reflect the nature of the old bushwalking scene and its ideas. Also no one knows who wrote the song, very
few people know it and it has certainly never been aired on any form of
mass media. And so we, who hate the whole mass media business, feel
this song is very special to us. Also the song has its own tune. Not many
people know it – and even the Walker’s Song Book says you sing it to a
very common tune Charlotte. But we do know the correct tune. One of the
older members of our community learnt this song from none other than the
great Dot Butler herself. And she was around in the nineteen thirties when
the song was almost certainly first conceived. So we are always very proud
to sing our song. But now please go back and read the song again before I
rave on any further about it.
In the bush-walking scene, there is a strong difference of opinion
between the NSW and Queensland states and the Victoria and Tasmanian
states. The southern states believe it is far better and safer to wear boots
while in the bush. But we in the northern states find it easier to wear
runners. And, in the northern states, we have a more cavalier attitude to
safety. {At least this was true until it became politically correct for no
one to think of anything but safety.} This song comes from NSW and the
song is having a dig at the southern states over their excessive concern
about boots and safety. And we in our club continue to reflect this slightly
cavalier attitude. So we sang our song with great gusto. The chorus is
not really sung but rather yelled out in a very raucous manner. It is not a
politically correct song.
We then continued with our other special favourites like: “Bless
‘em all”, “Double-Bunking”, “Snows on the Mountains”, etc. But I
wanted this campfire to be a bit more special and interactive than a normal
campfire usually is. So I then suggested that I would do a couples’ song
with each of the four guys. They could choose the song and then we would
act it out together. And they, of course, were dead keen for this. It would
give them a chance to carry on with me a bit.
Steve chose “The Foggy, Foggy Dew”. So, in the second verse,
Steve lay down. And I came to him, knelt beside him, “and wept and cried
and I damn near died” until he took me in his arms and gave me a kiss.
And Toby chose “the Jolly Tinker”. So, in the fourth verse, I
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“took him up the stairs, to show him what to do”. And I fell on my lilo and Toby fell on me too.
And Peter chose “Oh, Sir Roger”. So I had to tell him
successively – to “do not touch me”, then to “do not touch”, then to “do
not”, and finally to “do”. And this had to be accompanied by the various
suitable actions. I would have preferred to have done this song with Steve.
With Peter, this song was a bit dangerous. But, fortunately, I had the other
guys around to stop Peter from going too far.
And finally Barry chose “Barbara Allen”. This was a much more
pleasant song for me to do. So, when we came to the last verse, I and Barry
had to “tie ourselves in a true lovers’ knot”, I forced myself to entwine
myself around Barry very closely indeed. After all, I had kept him away
from Melinda all day. So I had to appear to be just as enthusiastic with him
as I was with everyone else.
You can see that I was very much the centre of everything. But I also knew
that Toby likes to do his stuff as well.
‘Toby,’ I said therefore, ‘it is your turn now. Give us one of the
many special songs you know.’
‘I would love to do a new song that I have just learnt.’ Toby replied.
‘But you might find it too bawdy.’
‘For me that depends in what way it is bawdy. I don’t like songs
like “Seven old ladies locked in the lavatory”. I know it is in our song book
- but I still don’t like that sort of thing.’
‘No, this song is not like that at all. I don’t like “Seven old ladies”
either. That song has sadist misogynistic elements. But this song is not like
that at all. It is just boisterously bawdy.’
‘That is OK. So give it to us. I am sure we will like a new
boisterous song.’
‘When I have taught you the tune, we can all sing it together. It is in
the Walker’s Song Book.’
‘It can’t be there. If there was a good boisterous bawdy song there,
we would have sung it years ago.’
‘Sometimes our songbook only gives a hint as to the way a song
ought to be sung. So our songbook does not print “Oh, Sir Roger” the way
everyone actually sings it. And in our No Boots song in verse six, the book
says “pants” instead of “a---”. But “a---” is clearly the correct rhyme.’
‘OK, so I don’t have your devious brain. So which is the song?’
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‘The song is “Large Boots”.’
And I looked it up. But I still couldn’t see why it should be bawdy.
I had to ask Toby to explain it to me further.
‘Just think of a word that, like “boots”, starts with “b”, finishes with
“s” and has five letters. And, if still in doubt, just remember in detail what a
stud bull looks like.’
And finally everything clicked and we all now read the song avidly.
I have given Walker Song Book version at the end of this book. But here
I’ll give the slightly different chorus version that Toby taught us.
		‘Cos, they were big b- - -s, large b- - -s,
			
B- - -s as heavy as lead.
		
With a dexterous twist of his muscular wrist,
			
He could toss ‘em right over his head’.
		
Ta ra da boom,
			
Ta ra da boom,
				
Ta ra da boom boom boom.
‘Where did you learn the tune and the different chorus?’ I asked.
‘I assumed it was an old rugby song. So I have been to some old
ruby clubs and talked to the old guys there. It took some time to find a guy
that knew it – but the effort was worth it.’
‘It is a fantastic song,’ Peter said. ‘I used to play rugby in Penrith
and I still meet the team and play occasionally. As soon as I have learnt it, I
will go back and teach the song to them. It will be a hit.’
But Toby suddenly started to look worried. ‘You mustn’t let it be
known that I taught you the song. It would reflect badly on our community,
if people learnt that we were going round teaching young people bawdy
songs.’
‘Don’t worry. I will be most happy to say that it was just me alone
that learnt this song.’
But Toby continued to look worried. And I knew what he was
thinking. In our community, everyone likes to get an officer position. And,
in a few-weeks time, Toby was to stand for our community’s social officer
position. And Toby took this position very seriously indeed. But, quietly
in the background, Barry was listening carefully to this conversation. And
he was a respected member of our community. So, if Barry was to casually
mention to members of our community that Toby had been instrumental in
the passing round of a bawdy song, Toby could say farewell to his officer
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position. So Toby was worried. And he couldn’t say all this with Barry
present himself. So he simply changed his mind and refused to teach us the
tune. We were devastated. We were really looking forward to the song.
So I had to step forward and do something different myself. But I
did have a song up my sleeve. I had never done this particular song before
because I regarded it to be low class. But occasionally everyone should
indulge in a bit of low class.
‘When I came out from England to Australia overland,’ I said,
‘there was one popular bawdy song that everyone sang. It is not in our
songbook. But I know the words and the chorus is easy. So would you like
to join me in a boisterous version of “Roll me over in the Clover”.’ And
of course everyone was ecstatic. They knew the song a bit.
At this stage, we were all sitting on the sand in a row, directly in
front of the fire. We had removed the logs we previously had sat on because
they now got in the way. So we were on the dry warm cave side of the fire
with our four lilos directly behind us. So we were in a comfortable situation
to do the song, if we took sand to mean clover. I was in the middle with
Toby on my left and Steve next to him. Then on my right side, there was
Peter and then Barry. So I got Toby and Peter to move back a little. So
then Steve and Barry could move forwards and come in next to my legs.
So everyone would be in a good position for rolling me over. We then
organised how to do the song. I sang the verses (in italics) and the guys
sang the chorus (in bold). So this is how we acted out the song.
		Now this is number one, and aren’t we having fun?
And I tickled them, and they tickled me back in return.
		Roll me over, lay me down, and do it again.
		Roll her over in the clover,
And the four guys rolled me from side to side.
		Roll her over, lay her down, and do her again.
And the guys laid me back onto the lilos behind me, and there they
hugged or kissed the nearest bit of bare flesh available to them. Then I sat
up again to sing the next verse.
		Now this is number two, and he’s taking off my shoe.
I didn’t have any shoes on, so the guys rubbed the sand out from
between my toes instead. This was noble of them and the act was much
appreciated.
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		Roll me over, . . . and then chorus with actions as before.
		Now this is number three, and he’s reaching for my knee.
And the guys started to fondle my legs.
		Roll me over, . . . and chorus etc.
		And this is number four, and he’s got me on the floor.
And the guys pushed me down, took a limb each and pinned me
there.
		Roll me over, . . . and chorus etc.
		Now this is number five, and it’s good to be alive.
And guys started to let their hands search underneath my T-shirt.
		Roll me over, . . . and chorus etc.
		Now this is number six, and I’m in an awful fix.
And the guys held their hands beneath my T-shirt, while I pretended
to defend myself by holding my T-shirt with both hands, firmly between my
legs. The guys had a gloating look in their eyes. And I didn’t think this was
entirely all pretend.
		Roll me over, . . . and chorus.
Now this is number seven, and we’re in the seventh heaven.
And the guys did the clenched-fist, arm movement, while I waved
my legs in the air with joy.
		Roll me over, . . . and chorus.
		Now this is number eight, and the doctor’s at the gate.
And we all looked back up the canyon in pretended horror that
perhaps Gerry and the girls should suddenly arrive.
		Roll me over, . . . and chorus.
		Now this is number nine, and the twins are doing fine.
And the guys pretended to suck my breasts. Of course, there was
my T-shirt and my swimmers between me and their mouths. So I was quite
safe.
		Roll me over, . . . and chorus.
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		Now this is number ten, so lets do it all again.
And the guys did a mixture of all the previous actions.
		Roll me over, . . . and chorus.
We all enjoyed the performance enormously. It was a bit risqué and
I would never dream of doing something like this with people like Peter.
But with my two good friends Steve and Toby on one side and the wellrespected Barry on my other side, I was quite safe.
‘That was absolutely fantastic,’ Steve said. ‘And now can you also
lead us in your famous “Tassie Tiger”. You do it so incredibly well.’
But I needed a break. So I said. ‘It is still quite early in the night.
I can do that later. Besides, the Tassie Tiger needs a bit of time to prepare.
What I really need to do now is to have a little rest for a while. I have
become over-excited. I need to go away and let myself calm down for
twenty minutes or so.’
‘My sleeping spot really is the perfect spot for you to have a short
rest.’ Barry said. ‘Let me show it to you.’
I didn’t really want to rest in Barry’s little pad. But, on the other
hand, my lilo was too close to everyone else here. And I didn’t want to
appear to be unfriendly to Barry. So I had to agree. It wouldn’t be long.
‘OK,’ then I said. ‘But should I take my lilo with me?’
‘No, I don’t think you will need it. You will find my spot more
comfortable without it. But take your sleeping bag with you. You will find
the weather to be cold away from the fire.’
So, against my will, I grabbed my sleeping bag and Barry led me
over to his little pad.
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2.

ANT WARS

Barry had clearly
prepared a very
comfortable
sleeping spot
for himself. It
was about twenty
meters downstream
of our fire behind
a small bush. So
the spot definitely
had a little privacy
of its own. He
had done a bit of
work on it and so
he had levelled
out the sand very
This chapter is about “Ant Wars” and not canyoning. So I will
carefully. On top
now show some old photos of mine of many years ago. This is
of this, he had put
about going down Claustral Canyon..
some bracken and
this was covered by his ground sheet. He only had a bulky, cheap sleeping
bag and this was unzipped and lying open on the ground sheet. But, for
sleeping on, this is better than a good quality sleeping bag because it retains
its bulk. Thus, for lying on, it is softer. He had even made a good pillow
by using his pack at the bottom with his clothes on top of the pack. The
pillow was close under the bush. So he wasn’t using his lilo at all. But this
can be sensible. If you do the work, then this form of bed will be more
comfortable than a lilo. So he really had made a nice little secluded pad for
himself.
‘If I were to sleep on your sleeping bag,’ I said, ‘I would be
putting sand all over it. You don’t want me to do that, do you?’
‘I wouldn’t mind,’ Barry replied. ‘But it would be better for both
of us, if I just quickly brush all the sand off you.’ So he got his towel and
brushed off the sand. And I lay down with my sleeping bag lightly tossed
over the top of me.’
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‘I wouldn’t mind a rest
myself,’ Barry then said. ‘There
is plenty of room for me beside
you. Would you mind if I also
rested here as well? I promise I
will not talk to you or disturb you
in any way at all.’
I naturally did object to
his resting so close to me. But
I couldn’t tell him this because
there was no real reason for me
to object, apart from the simple
fact that I didn’t like him. And I
couldn’t tell him that. Besides, it
was his bed. So I agreed for him
to rest as well and he lay down
beside me. But then he was out
in the cold because I was resting
on the part of his sleeping bag
that could have covered him. So I
had to do the right thing and thus
I undid the zipper on my good
This is of me going down a small water fall.
quality light sleeping bag to make
it of double width (the same as
Barry’s bag was). And then I spread it over the both of us. Barry was very
grateful. But then I very emphatically turned away from him leaving my
back to him. He, in his turn, lay on his back - apparently contemplating
the infinite. Thus nothing could really happen between us. So that was OK.
I lay in this manner for about five minutes thinking how Barry had
sneakily sucked me into this position, and how much I disliked him. And
then I thought how much better it would have been, if I had been in this
situation with Steve. But then I remembered - I couldn’t really have played
up too much with Steve. It would have ended up by me hurting Steve.
But Barry was a different matter altogether. And it was about time that
someone put this womanizing bugger firmly in his place. And who better
to do this than me? Besides, after all those sexy songs, I was in the mood
for a bit of fun tonight. Why shouldn’t I use this golden opportunity to
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score off on old Barry. I might
not get another chance like
this for a long time. He was
clearly a bit keen on me and
so it would be fun to make
him fall for me. And there
was no way at all that I could
fall for him or go too far. Also
Barry had a hairy chest. And
checking out a hairy chest
would be a new experience
for me.
So I rolled over and
coyly spoke to him. ‘I’ve
changed my mind Barry. I’ve
rested enough now. I wouldn’t
mind using this opportunity to
get to know you better. I have
never really talked to you
at length. Would you like to
chat with me for a while?’
‘That would be
wonderful,’ Barry replied.
‘It will take a little
This photo is of me on a log.
while. Shall I call out to the
other guys and tell them we
want to talk for a while? We
can then take our time.’
And Barry naturally agreed. So I called out to the others telling
them we wanted to talk a bit so we would come back a bit later. And they
understood. So now I was in the perfect position to have some real fun. By
the way, Barry was on the cave wall side of the sleeping spot and I was on
the open side. So I could leave from there easily. Thus I wasn’t worried at
all.
‘Barry.’ I said. ‘I have never known a guy before with such a fine
hairy chest as you have. Can I have a little feel of it?’
‘You are naturally most welcome to if you want to.’ Barry replied
in a surprised voice.
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‘But, if I am
to see your chest
properly, you need to
take your top off. But
I’ll take my top off
as well so we are in
the same state. Is that
OK?’ And he agreed
and we both removed
our tops and added
them to our pillow.
This also made our
pillow better suited
for supporting two
heads.
‘You will
notice,’ I continued
on, ‘that you are now
bare on top while
I am still wearing
my swimmer tops.
This is as it should
be for a female.
But I have very
egalitarian principles
This photo is of my good friend Jack Pettigrew showing off with a
and feel that all
snake. This a dangerous thing to do.
people should be
treated in the same
way. So, on this basis, I should remove my top as well. But then you might
feel that I was acting in an immodest manner. So I wouldn’t want to do
that. So my solution to this problem is that I give you the right to remove
my swimmer tops at any time, should you feel it would be in our common
interest. Would you like that?’
‘That is very generous of you indeed.’ Barry replied. But, of course,
I wasn’t being generous at all. I have a very fine pair of breasts and
I like them to be appreciated. Particularly, when by doing so, I can get
Barry to fall in love with me. And I have used my breasts in this way
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several times before. I am no
saintly girl. But, in this case, I
had to be careful as to how this
was to be done. I didn’t want to
appear too immodest to him by
taking my top off myself. But,
on the other hand, I didn’t want
to let Barry later remove my top
and then feel that I was giving
way to him. Hence I had to
give my very carefully prepared
little speech as above. But I was
pleased with my solution. It
gave me a little thrill just telling
him this and watching his eyes
travelling over my breasts. He
was going to fall for me. He
wouldn’t have a hope.
So now I was ready for
the fun to begin. I snuggled up
to Barry and started to feel and
investigate his hairy chest.
‘Barry.’ I said. ‘What a great
This photo shows another fine side-canyon.
jungle this is. And I can see
some ants moving around in it.’
‘Are you sure? I can’t
feel them and they certainly aren’t biting me.’
‘It is dark, so I could be wrong.’ I said. ‘But it is such a fine jungle
that there ought to be ants there.’ Then Barry cottoned on to the fact
that I was just having a game. He smiled at me and I then started my
game in earnest.
‘In the middle of your jungle, I can see a bunch of little white ants.
They are eating your hairs and enjoying themselves. Scritchy, scratchy,
scritchy. Some of them are also just frisking about. Can you feel them yet?’
‘Yes, they’re tickling me.’
‘Good, so you know they are for real.’ But now I needed both hands
– previously I had been lying on my side and just using my right hand for
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the actions. I now sat up so that I could use both hands. I pushed Barry onto
his back again for better access to his whole body. This also meant that
Barry would have a better chance to appreciate the beauty of my body. My
beasts would be swinging directly above him. ‘But now I can also see some
more ants. But this time they are black ants and they are sneaking down
that bit of jungle that leads down from your neck.’ And I used the fingers of
my left hand to creep down. ‘Can you feel them as well.’
‘Yes, the black ants are even more ticklish.’
‘Good. The black ants are very evil. They have caught some of the
outer white ants and are eating them. And they don’t even bother to kill
them first. Chomp, chomp, chomp. They just eat anything that moves.
Disgusting table manners. But now the black ants have reached the main
bunch of white ants. There is utter mayhem. The white ants are flying
everywhere. And the black ants are trying to eat several white ants at once.
Fortunately, some of the sensible white ants are fleeing back to their termite
home I think I can see in the distance.’ And my right fingers, as the white
ants, fled down the middle of his tum followed by my left hand fingers as
the black ants. ‘I hope you are not worried about where the battle may now
take place?’
‘No, I am not worried. I am sure I can rely on your very good sense
of decorum in this situation.’
And, unfortunately, Barry was right. I couldn’t go too far and let
my fingers stray into the jungle beneath his trousers where they wanted to
go. After all, he might do the same to me. But I could continue with the
ant wars. ‘The black ants have surrounded the termite pile now and are
waiting to pounce. But something very strange is happening. The termite
pile is growing in size. Yes, I really can see it getting bigger.’ The moon
had risen and there was just enough light for me to see the centre of Barry’s
trousers rising a little. ‘I know what has happened. The retreating white
ants must have told all the millions of resident ants what has happened.
And this news has AROUSED all the white ants to a frenzy of action.
And now the white ants are pouring out of their termite pile in their
thousands. Some of the stupid black ants are still trying to eat the white
ants. But the white ants eat the black ants even while these black ants are
eating their friends. Chompy, chompy, chomp. And, when the white ants
have finished eating the black ants, the white ants eat up what is left of their
friends as well. So you will be pleased to know, ants are very green animals
indeed. They don’t waste anything at all. But I hope you don’t mind what I
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am doing to you now Barry?’
‘No I don’t mind.’ Barry replied. In spite of the physical effect I
had induced upon him, Barry still seemed quite calm. I was impressed by
him. ‘But you have seen what you have done to me. It is only fair now that
you at least give me a genuine kiss at the end of it all.’
‘Yes, that is fair enough. At the end, you can have a kiss.’ I was
expecting we would eventually have a proper kiss. I wouldn’t have wanted
it otherwise. ‘But the battle is still raging.’ I continued on. ‘The good
sensible black ants are fleeing. Here they go.’ And my left hand scrabbled
up through Barry’s hairy chest and into his armpit. ‘The black ants have
found a fine bit of jungle here to hide in here – scritchy, scratchy.’ And I
tickled him there. ‘But the white ants have found them, and they are eating
them - chompy, chompy, chomp.’ And I tickled him some more.
‘But there are a few black-ants that I think they have a very clever
plan. Here they go.’ And the fingers of my left hand now scrabbled along
Barry’s closest arm and this arm led to where I was sitting. ‘They are
seeking out the local anteater. This anteater is dozing at the moment but
some of the ants first bite him on the bum.’ And I got Barry’s fingers to
nip me on the bum. ‘Then the most daring ant of all gives off one of those
horrid ant-smells right in front of his nose.’ And I took Barry’s fingers up to
my nose.
‘The anteater, of course, wakes up and chases them.’ I continued
on. ‘Here he comes, sniffing after them.’ And my fingers crawled back up
Barry’s arm with me sniffing after them. ‘But now the anteater has reached
the white ants. And he loves white ants. He will eat black ants when he is
really hungry. But white ants are much nicer and juicier. Slurpy, slurpy,
slurp, the anteater goes as he gobbles the white ants up.’ And I licked
and sucked up the top bit of Barry’s arm. ‘The white ants are now trying
to hide in any bush or crevice they can find.’ So I tickled inside his ear.
‘But the anteater smells them out and gets them.’ So I licked, slurped
and sucked all over Barry’s ear. Then I did the same for his eyes and his
nose. When I do a job, I like to do it properly. ‘And now the anteater is
heading downwards towards the termite pile gutsing on white ants all the
while.’ And I went hoovering through his hairy chest until I finally came
to his trousers. I wanted to go under. But I couldn’t risk that. But I
accidentally brushed over the top of the trousers and had a slight feel of the
termite pile. It was very solid. I was doing a good job. Barry’s desire for me
was getting very high indeed. He would fall for me. But it was time for me
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now to take a short break.
‘The anteater is just waiting around the termite mound now.’ I
said, ‘He is hoping that a white ant might try to make a break for it. So,
while waiting, we should do what we are supposed to be doing, - and this
is to talk and to get to know each other better. So how about we make
ourselves comfortable.’ And, of course, Barry agreed and so we did. Barry
was still very calm and friendly. I lay down near Barry’s arm and I used his
arm for my pillow. We faced each other quite closely and Barry then found
it convenient to rest his hand quietly on my upper breast. And I didn’t
object. When I flirt I expect to really flirt. There was no way I was going to
go too far. But I didn’t mind Barry thinking and hoping that I might.
‘Aren’t you a little surprised that I am not the good, well-behaved
lady of our community?’ I asked of Barry.
‘I am not as surprised as you may think. I have been intrigued by
you for a long time.’
‘Why is that?’
‘You are a quite remarkably self-confident person. And
a person does not acquire your degree of self-confidence by staying at
home and having an easy life. Your past life must have been a lot more
adventurous. And you know a lot about the general outdoor scene. So I
think it was probably you that suggested that our club change its name from
the Fabian Bush-walking Club to the much better “No Boots Club” name.
Am I right?’
‘Yes, it has a more with-it ring to it. But how did you guess that?’
‘You are clearly aware of all the overtones of meaning in our
general out-door scene. But you come from the UK. Now I know that,
in the UK, most clubs like us are just called mountaineering clubs. And
such clubs normally have, walking trips, mountain trips and also go rockclimbing. But to go rock-climbing is clearly the most challenging and
difficult activity of all. And, of course, it has the highest status. So I think
that, in the UK, you probably climbed to a high standard. Hence you have
immense self-confidence and why you know this whole scene so very
well. Am I right?’
‘Yes. I am really amazed that you have guessed that. I have only
told Gerry here and no one else has guessed. And many other people know
me a lot better than you do.’
‘A person like myself can surmise a lot by simply watching
carefully, listening and thinking in the background.’
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‘Well, I am impressed. But I don’t want my past climbing generally
known. You will keep it quiet, won’t you?’
‘Yes, I will. I think I understand your position. If the members in
our club knew you were a very good climber, they would be overawed by
you. It is best for them that you appear to be just a normal person. I think
you really must be a very good person to think of this. Most people just like
to boast of what they have done. So I am most impressed by you.’
‘Thank you.’ I replied. I actually felt a bit embarrassed. People
don’t usually say things like that to me. But, of course, I loved it.
‘Can I ask a special request of you?’ Barry asked.
‘That depends on the request,’ I answered. After all, I wasn’t going
to satiate his very clear desire for me, or anything that might lead me in
that direction. I wasn’t going to let his bit of flattery to completely go to my
head.
‘I know your full name is Gwendolen. And I think Gwendolen is
a very beautiful name indeed. Gwen is a more suitable name for general
public use. But, when no one else is around, could I just occasionally call
you Gwendolen. This would allow me to express, in my own way, that I
regard you to be a very special person indeed.’
‘Orr – shucks,’ I said, smiling. ‘Yes, you may do that. In fact, I
would really like you to do that. In fact, I will give you a kiss simply on the
basis of this.’ And we kissed. Just a normal simple kiss and Barry didn’t
try to push things further at all. But I had to admit that I was beginning to
soften towards this Barry character. He definitely wasn’t such a bad bloke
after all. Perhaps I had misjudged him a bit. Of course, he was still a snob
and clearly a very cunning womaniser. But I was beginning to like him –
wicked though he was. Besides, I do like my full name Gwendolen as well.
It is a very special name for the very special person who is me. So this was
all very good stuff – but I shouldn’t let this whole thing go to my head.
But I then had to make a slight pretence of being interested in
Barry’s life as well - which I most definitely wasn’t. The life of a vet has no
fascination for me at all. So we talked and then, after this boring interlude,
we could get on with the real action again.
‘Let’s continue with our ant wars.’ I finally said. ‘The anteater
has got tired of waiting and gone home. But would you like to run the
war for a while?’
‘Yes I would love to,’ Barry said sitting up. And I lay down to let
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Barry play with my body a bit instead.
‘The black ants now rule the jungle and they have multiplied
enormously.’ Barry said. ‘And the white ants have been confined to their
termite castle. Soon the black ants will attack the termite castle itself.’
‘Oh goody. I can help with that.’
‘No you don’t, not so fast. May I remind you that you are a happily
married woman. But the white ants have a hero called Prince Valiant.
He has a plan. But first he must break out from the termite castle, which is
surrounded by black ants. So what he does is to boot a few of his minions
out of the castle for the black ants to eat.’
I, at least, could play that. ‘Scritchy, scratchy, gobble, gobble.’
I cried. And I let my fingers play just a little in the jungle in front of the
termite castle. I should be allowed to do that.
‘While the black ants are gutsing, Prince Valiant sneaks out at the
back of the castle. He must find some open country because the jungle is
now full of black ants. But, wonders of wonders, he has just found some
perfect open land.’ And Barry’s fingers jumped onto my hand and made
their way up to my armpit. ‘He is starving hungry. But sustenance is at
hand. Here is a great little jungle with lots of tender young shoots. Scritchy,
scratchy, guzzle, guzzle’. And Barry now tickled me under the arm.
‘Fortified now, our hero continues on.’ And Barry’s fingers went up onto
my shoulder and down onto my chest. ‘Our hero’s aim now is to find the
anteater again to lure him back to eat all the multitude of black ants. But
the Prince doesn’t know where the anteater lives. Fortunately, there are a
couple of mountains nearby with a perfect view. But, at the moment,
the mountains are covered with an impenetrable scrub. But luckily, like all
true princes, Prince Valiant has a fairy godmother.’
‘My fairy-queen godmother, Gwendolen,’ Barry cried to me.
‘Remember your promise to me. You must come and save your godson
now in his hour of need. Please use your magic now to remove this scrub
from the mountains.’
So I had to take my swimmers-top off. But I thought Barry had
constructed the situation rather well. I was now also slightly more sensitive
about baring my breasts. Barry seemed to be getting rather close to me
now. And then Barry’s fingers took a long time to climb the mountains. The
prince claimed now that the hills were very slippery so he slid down them
many times. And then he had to find a different way up. And then, when
at the top, Prince Valiant had to hold onto my nipples very tightly
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because he claimed there was a high wind that was blowing him off.
‘The prince still can’t see the anteater.’ Barry continued on. ‘But
what he can see is the home of some allies of theirs. They are a colony of
white ants, but these ants live in a cave. And this colony has a princess
of great fame and beauty. She is the daughter of the prince’s own fairy
godmother Gwendolen. So naturally the prince is very keen to meet this
princess. But, unfortunately, the colony’s cave is also covered by that same
impenetrable scrub. But the prince thinks he might be able to crawl
beneath it this time. The prince thinks he could very well fall in love with
this princess. So he must try to meet her.’
And Barry’s fingers walked down my tum to my swimmers and
then slowly crawled underneath it. But my fingers met his there in the
jungle before the cave. ‘Behold, I am famous, beautiful princess.’ I said.
‘You would recognise this except that it is pitch black down here with this
dense scrub above us. My mum told me you were coming and so I am
happy also to get to know you. Now, in our ant society, this means we must
lock together in combat and strive for mastery over each other. And in this
combat, I must win because I am a queen ant and you are a mere male.’
And so our fingers locked in combat. But Barry had to be a gentleman and
so, after a pretend tussle, his hand turned over on its back and I pushed it
out of the danger area.
‘You may be worthy of me,’ I told him. ‘When you have rid our
lands of the evil black ants, I might be prepared to allow you to be my
consort for a while. So now back to your duty.’
So Barry’s fingers trotted back up my tum and climbed the
mountains again. This time he finally found the anteater. So the fingers
went up my neck, onto my face and onto my eyes. I naturally closed my
eyes before they did. ‘Wakey, wakey, Anteater.’ Barry cried as he prised my
eyelids open. Then the fingers walked down in front of my nostrils. And
Barry made a very rude noise into them. Then he went to my mouth and
prised my lips open. ‘Eat me if you can now, you stupid old anteater.’ He
yelled. Then the prince scampered down my arm and jumped onto Barry’s
body. So the prince would try to join the other white ants in the termite pile.
And then, because I had to play the anteater, we had to change
places again. So Barry now lay down and I moved up to be above
him. So I followed, sucking up the supposed black ants, first on his arm
and then all over his face. And then I moved down on his hairy chest to
complete the job. The difference between this time and the previous time
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was that this time my breasts were now swinging freely over Barry eyes.
And Barry was able to study their beauty very carefully.
‘My duties are complete at last.’ Barry said. ‘So I, Prince Valiant,
can now claim you, my princess, as my consort.’ And he put his arms
around me and gave me a very possessive hug.
‘In ant societies,’ I replied, ‘the queen ant always eats her consort
after he has done his duty to her. So we shouldn’t try to play this game any
further. But we are due now for a really good proper kiss.’ And so we did.
During this kiss, which I enjoyed, I had time to do some thinking.
And my thinking was now very highly in favour of Barry. He had
joined with me in my game in a really fun manner. And he had been the
perfect gentleman and never pushed things further than he ought to. I was
thinking of our little hand tussle next to my pubic hairs. And finally he had
shown great enthusiasm and appreciation of my body. I like that sort of
thing. So, no wonder I returned his enthusiastic kiss with interest.
Our kiss went on for some time. But it was interrupted by a call from the
campfire.
‘Barry and Gwen,’ Steve called out. ‘It has stopped raining for
a while now. We thought we would like to go up the canyon for a short
distance and find out how much the water level has dropped. So we will see
you when we get back.’
‘That is a very good idea,’ I replied. ‘We will join up with you all
again afterwards. Thanks a lot.’ This call reminded me that Barry and I had
been away from them for quite a while. This call might simply have been a
subtle hint from them that it was time we came back. Perhaps I should have
said we would join them. But I definitely still wanted a bit more time with
Barry to complete this whole episode with him. When I do a job I like to do
it well. Besides, it was fun.
Barry and I then just quietly talked together for a while. So I told
him all about my climbing activities in the UK. I had, in fact, dropped
my Uni course in favour of climbing. And Barry then told me about
his family. They were local farmers in our area and that is why Barry
was involved with our community from an early age. But, during this
conversation, Barry showed by various looks and touches that he really
was very keen on me. This was good. This is what I had planned. But,
what wasn’t quite so good was that I now returned all these looks and
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touches in equal measure. I was starting to grow keen on Barry myself. I
would now have to watch myself.
We then had a very strong kiss and during this Barry now started to
show his very powerful sexual attraction for me. And I now started to feel
the same way towards him. I was now feeling more-sexy towards Barry
than I had ever felt for Gerry. Now, when I had been in situations like this
before, I had always gone the whole way. And previously I had done this,
even when there had been a slight risk of pregnancy. I have been a bit of a
risk taker. But, in the current circumstances, I most definitely couldn’t do
anything like that. But I had to say something to him about it.
‘Barry, dear.’ I told him. ‘You are very sexually attracted to me and
I, at this moment, am feeling the same way about you. But we can’t do
anything about it. I am married to Gerry and we truly love each other. And,
if we did go the whole way, it would be very hard for us to deny what we
had done. There are so many people around us who would think otherwise.
And then our whole community would hear about it. So it is utterly
impossible. You do understand, don’t you?’
‘My beautiful Gwendolen.’ Barry very slowly replied to me
looking at me very carefully. ‘I don’t think you have fully explained your
situation to me. I think that you are mostly worried that I will get you
pregnant.’
I was amazed – how could Barry possibly know that? I specifically
didn’t talk about this subject because it was too personal. This was an item
that was supposed to be strictly between me and Gerry. This is what we
both wanted it to be. ‘How ever did you guess that?’
‘Remember – I am a vet. For a vet, it is extremely useful to be able
to recognize when an animal is ‘on-heat’. So I have learnt to recognize
the many subtle signs. Thus, in heat, animals become more-frisky, show a
greater interest in the opposite sex and in a way become more beautiful and
attractive. Just like you are now.’ And he gave me a little kiss on the nose.
‘I admit that is very clever of you. You almost know more about me
than I know myself. But you can see even more clearly now that we can’t
do anything. So please be kind to me and don’t try.’ At this stage Barry
and I were still lying very close together with my head resting on his arm
and his hand still resting on my breast. I was wondering if I should move
further away. But I didn’t want to. It would be unkind to him and I liked the
way things were between us. I would like to give him the chance of being
kind to me first.
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‘Gwendolen dear, you are forgetting just how well I understand
you. You are not entirely happy with your current position in our
community. You are the personification of the perfect lady in our
community. And you hate it. You are longing for the wilder, freer life
you had when you were climbing. You would welcome a less perfect
image in our community. And remember - it didn’t worry you too much
years ago when you gave up your Uni course to go climbing. And I bet
your family disapproved, didn’t they?’
‘Yes. They were horrified.’
‘And similarly now. If you did something with me, our community
would be horrified. But our community couldn’t actually do anything about
it. We all appreciate your presence here far too much to think of kicking
you out, whatever you do. And in one simple step you would be throwing
away your hated perfect image.’
I smiled at Barry. ‘I have to give it to you, Barry, that you
understand me very well. But you are forgetting that Gerry and I love each
other very much. And I don’t want to ruin our marriage.’
‘I admit my profound ignorance as to how much you and Gerry
love each other. But this doesn’t matter. All I know is that I love you very
much and I want to spend as much time as I possibly can, expressing this
love to you. If you are worried about me, all you have to do is to remember
the perfect love that binds you and Gerry together. This remembrance will
protect you from any advance I make. There is no way in the world that I
am actually going to force myself upon you.’
I thought about all this and I almost laughed. Gerry and I do love
each other. But we both have all the imperfections of all normal
people. Our love alas could well fail under many circumstances. ‘I admire
the way you are putting your case Barry. And you have been very fair to
me. Fortunately, the others will be coming back quite soon. I should be able
to control my passions till then. So let us enjoy ourselves now while we
may.’
‘I wouldn’t be so sure that they will be coming back, my dear. We
have been together so long that they could well think we want to be left
alone for the whole night. So, in order not to disturb us, they could well be
sleeping further up the cave. They could be simply being very considerate
to you. They, at least, don’t think you are perfect.’
I thought about what the three guys might be thinking as well. ‘As
so often, you could well be correct. But this doesn’t matter too much. If
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you are not kind to me and do the right thing for me, I can easily leave you
and join the others. So look after me now properly or I will.’
‘I know you. You entered this episode with your eyes fully open.
You wanted to play a game with me and this was to get me to fall in love
with you. And I have. And we both have enjoyed this game enormously.
But we both must play by the rules. And the rules are that you can’t drop
out unless the other person cheats. And you know I haven’t cheated. I am
not forcing myself upon you, am I?’
‘No, I have to admit. You have been very good.’
‘And whatever happens, you can cope with your new situation
because there are many people that love you and will look after you, aren’t
there?’
‘Yes, I admit there are.’
‘So you can’t go running away and hiding with the others - just
because I want to express my love to you as best I can. After all, you
wanted me to fall in love with you in the first place, didn’t you?’
‘Yes I did. Damn – damn – damn - damn, you are right. No I can’t
run away. I do have my code of honour. I must stay with you while the
others leave us alone. And this might be the whole night. But I have been in
this situation with other guys before. I shall prevail. Let’s go on.’ And we
joined together again for another long kiss.
I was clear in my brain as to what I had to do with Barry. But my very
over-sexed body had quite different ideas about this subject. And my body
won over my brain – it usually does. So alas, in about an hour’s time, I was
lying in Barry’s arms with the knowledge that Barry’s sperm were now in
my womb doing their best to enter my egg and so make me fertile. But I
was completely happy with this new situation. Worse still, I was now very
much in love with Barry. And I was quite sure he was in love with
me.
We had been lying in this blissful state for some time now. But,
after a while, vague thoughts of the future eventually started to enter my
brain.
‘I shall have to split up with Gerry now.’ I told Barry. I had
thought this out. All that Barry had said to me was correct. Yes - I hated my
perfect image in the community - and I didn’t need to be married to Gerry.
And it would be wrong for me to be having Barry’s child while being
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married to Gerry. Besides all this, the pleasant easy life has no attraction to
me at all. I was bored with my life with Gerry – to some slight extent, I was
longing for my past wilder climbing life.
‘I didn’t want to suggest that to you myself.’ Barry replied. ‘But I
think it is best for you if you did. It will make your situation clearer to the
rest of our community.’
‘I would like you then to move into a unit next to or very close
to mine. That way we can be a couple without advertising our closeness
too strongly to the rest of our community.’
However, before I can go any further, I need to describe the nature
of the accommodation in our community. We all live in four rows of terrace
houses (there are roughly 100 people living in our community). We favour
this compact form of housing because: it is easy to insulate, it provides a
large flat roof where we can install our hot water and PV panels and we
can all use our community hot water without too much heat loss. Besides,
it is a very egalitarian way of living because everyone has the same form
of accommodation. The detailed nature of our terraced housing is also very
important to our community and to this story. But I will describe the details
when we get home.
But the one person who does not live in a terrace unit or house is
Barry. He lives in the original farmhouse, which is next to the public
road. This allows external veterinary users to visit without entering our
community. This was a very convenient arrangement for most people. But
it posed problems for me in my current circumstances.
‘I appreciate your situation,’ Barry said. ‘But we must also
think about our community’s needs. I am an important member of our
community because I bring in a lot of money to them. And they want me to
be where I am because it helps this process. There is plenty of room in my
house for you so it would be far better for you to move there.’
‘But such a move would be so horribly definitive.’
‘But this must be the case whatever we do. If I move out of my
house while you split with Gerry, then everyone will immediately assume
the correct reason for why everything has happened. And we definitely love
each other. Our community would much prefer that you and I rationalized
our situation completely and formed a new stable relationship. They would
love to see you, Gwendolen, the most beautiful woman in our community,
together with me attracting more people into our community at our big
house at the front.’
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‘I suppose you are right about this. You have been completely
correct about everything else this night. I suppose I just must accept this
new way of life. This is way of the world.’
Barry smiled at me and I collapsed into his arms. I immediately
broke out into tears and cried for quite a time. Barry held me tight in his
arms and consoled me. When my crying was over and Barry helped me
wash my tears away. Then I returned and snuggled into his arms again and
reflected on everything again.
But nothing in this world seems to turnout as you think it is going to
turnout. I did love Barry and what he had suggested seemed very
sensible then. But then I started to think about Gerry. He had been very
far from my thoughts for a long time. Now I was more in love with Barry
than I had ever been with Gerry. But Gerry and I were really good friends.
And Gerry was a genuinely kind fellow. But I couldn’t be so certain about
how kind Barry was. And so I continued to think about everything again.
And the result of my thinking was that - there was absolutely no
way in the world that I was going to go and live in Barry’s house.
Gerry and the rest of the world would interpret this to mean that I was
giving Gerry the big chuck in favour of Barry. And I just couldn’t bear
that anyone might think like that. But, on the other hand, I didn’t want to
go back and live with Gerry. Barry was right about that point. The easiest
thing then would be for me to persuade Barry to come and live close to me
as I had originally suggested. This shouldn’t really be too much hardship
on Barry. After all, our accommodation units are only fifty meters away
from his house. His house, it is true, would need to be used. But our
community café and bakery is right next to the house. The people, who run
the café, could just as easily use that part of his house which was not being
used for veterinary purposes. It was also true that our community would
much prefer to see me in a stable relationship with Barry rather than for me
to be a free spirit. Particularly when they learnt I was pregnant. Well the
community would just have to lump it. They couldn’t kick me out. There
are too many people that like me very much. My thinking was that, if I
really worked hard on Barry, he would agree to this.
Yes, that would be the easiest thing for me to do. But I had my
pride. That wretched snobby Barry had brought me down to be a
weeping, slobbering wreck in his arms. Me, the girl that had conquered
most of the classic hard routes in North Wales. Cenotaph Corner,
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Surplomb, Vector, Diagonal Direct, Shrike, Troach, Vember and many
other hard routes had all fallen to my nerve and skill. And, in my time,
I had been the accepted darling of most of the members of the Climbers
Club itself. Not that I claim to be all that good. After all I had fallen in love
with Barry and I was still in love with him now. I am human – I have my
weaknesses. But Barry definitely needed to be put in his place and taught
a lesson. And I was the one to do it. In my childhood, I used to think of
myself as becoming the almighty - Gwendolen the Great. A woman that
would bring all those big nasty snobby men down to their knees. And I still
feel the same way. So I slowly formed a plan. But, if I was to wreak the
maximum amount of revenge back on Barry, I needed to be very careful
as to what I told him now.
‘For the good of the community,’ I humbly said, ‘it would be best
if I came and lived with you in your house. But this is a big decision and I
still need a little more time to finalize my mind. But now I need to leave
you and tell everyone what has happened and try to make peace with them
all. This will take me at least an hour, because I will need to paddle up
stream to see the back party. I can do this with Steve. Up there I will have
to tell Gerry all that has happened. At the end of all this, I will come
back and spend the rest of the night with you. Is that OK?’
Barry was initially a bit worried about me leaving him so soon.
He thought perhaps he should go with me. But I persuaded him that this
really must be done and it was certainly best if it was done by me alone.
So eventually he congratulated me on having the courage to do what
needed to be done. And finally he was pleased with the whole idea. We
had a very good kiss. Then I dressed again and I set out on my mission of
reconciliation and revenge.

Steve, Toby and Peter were resting in their sleeping bags about 20
meters further up the cave behind a small tree. I explained to them that I
had got carried away with Barry - and they knew what this meant. I then
said I wanted to talk to them further about this, but I needed to talk to
Gerry first. Then Steve and I returned to the fire, which was burning
weakly. We built it up until it was burning strongly. We then took off our
dry clothes and put on our still wet canyon gear. This time we made no
attempt to preserve our modesty. The unpleasantness of putting on our cold
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wet clothes occupied our thoughts completely. We then spent a few more
minutes warming ourselves thoroughly. Finally, we put some big wet logs
on the fire. These hopefully would provide us with some much needed
warmth when we returned back in about an hour’s time.
On lilo canyon trips, a person’s lilo can often get punctured or even
torn beyond repair. Under these circumstances, it is best if two people
double up on one lilo. This means they must drag their packs after them
in the water. On a previous trip, Steve and I had had to do this and so I
already knew that we could form a good team with two of us on just one
lilo. And, if the two people are not too heavy and don’t have packs, then
this is much the fastest and easiest way of travelling on a lilo. What you
do is to sit on the lilo facing each other with your feet around the other
person’s bum. And, in this position, one’s toes also give a bit of support
to the other person’s back. And then, when on the lilo, the front person,
who is facing backwards, can paddle much more strongly with their hands.
The situation is similar to rowing a boat. But the back person, who can
see where they are going, can paddle a little and keep the lilo in the right
direction. So this is what we did. We both had head torches so we could
find our way without difficulty. Thus we reached Gerry and the girls
relatively quickly.
At the cave, their fire was nearly out. On the far side of the fire,
the three lilos were packed very close together because there was very
little room. Melinda was closest to the fire, Benita in the middle and
Gerry on the outside. They seemed to be sleeping but Benita couldn’t
have been because she arose quickly to greet us. She had been facing Gerry
with her sleeping bag very open and clearly not wearing anything on top.
But this is what I was expecting. I thought she would be annoyed at our
intrusion. But not so. She greeted us loudly with obvious pleasure and at
the same time she woke up the others. But I had to now have a very serious
discussion with Gerry. So, after we had all expressed our joy that everyone
was healthy and well, Gerry and I moved upstream for a bit of
privacy. Steve got the fire going properly again so I could warm up when
I got back. My worry about the coming discussion meant I could forget the
cold for the moment without difficulty.
This was going to be a tricky time for me because, not only would I have
to admit to my sins, but I knew Gerry wouldn’t like my future plans. But
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it had to be done. Fortunately, Gerry is a very understanding fellow. But
perhaps I should tell you just a little about Gerry before I start. He is very
simply just a good, regular, sensible guy. Physically he is fairly fit and
slightly above average height. Otherwise to me he seems just very normal.
His peculiarity is that he has a degree in theology and enjoys being the lay
preacher at our local village church. But this does not affect his activities in
our community at all. And there he is a very active member in nearly all our
activities. He is also the current membership secretary of our community
and this is an important executive position. He is a few years older than me
but not as old as Barry.
First I had to tell him everything that had happened. But naturally I
missed out the embarrassing bit about my falling in love with Barry. Gerry
wouldn’t like to know a thing like that. So I was just being tactful and kind
to Gerry. But I did stress the fact that this entire episode was almost entirely
my fault.
‘Afterwards Barry asked me to come and live in his house,’ I said
finally. ‘Initially I have to admit I was thinking of doing this. But then I
thought of you. And I immediately decided that was the last thing I would
think of doing.’
‘Thank you for thinking of me just a little and coming to that more
sensible decision.’ Gerry said. I think he was being just a bit sarcastic.
‘I am sorry about it all and I have come all this way to tell you of
my wrong-doing. This hasn’t been easy you know.’ And I took Gerry’s
hands. And Gerry’s look softened a little.
‘I hope you don’t do this again,’ He replied. ‘But the best thing for
us to do is to forget the whole episode. I’m sure Barry’s genes are fine and
we can treat his child exactly like our own children later. Let’s have a kiss
and forget everything about it all.’ It was no surprise to me that Gerry was
so magnanimous about it all. This is what he is like. But this is not what I
wanted. I avoided the kiss.
‘I appreciate your generosity enormously. Thank you Gerry. But I
am a problem woman. I don’t think it is right for me to continue living with
you. And nor, I have to admit, do I want to.’
‘So what do you want to do then?’
‘I want to be single and have this child by myself, while I am
thinking things over. But I also want a close friend around me while I am
doing this. So my idea is to ask either Steve, Toby or Peter to be my
friend for a year or so. But I must give them something back in return.
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So I will give them a baby of their own. So I will have two babies.’
‘That is ridiculous. It is insane,’ Gerry replied in complete
exasperation. ‘Why do you want to do that when you have a perfectly good
person like me to live with? It would be better if you were to go and live
with Barry rather than do that.’
And you, my dear reader, probably agree with Gerry. But, when
you talk with people, there are often many things that it is tactful to omit.
Things like, I was sort of in love with Barry and now wanted to take my
revenge on him. Also my real plan was actually more extreme than I
wanted to tell Gerry at that moment. This will come out later.
‘Gerry,’ I said, preparing myself for a big argument. ‘I have been
your saintly wife for long enough and I can’t bear it any longer. You
are naturally good - but I am not. For a start, I enjoy flirting and playing
up. And I am very unwilling to give this up. So this is problem. But also,
I have never shared your good beliefs about looking after people. So you,
like everyone else, think we must keep trying harder to look after our
indigenous people. But I think this is hopeless. People must, at some stage,
start to look after themselves. And if they don’t and they just keep getting
drunk, then we must leave them to their fate. And similarly about people
in prison. Why should we spend a huge amount of money supporting them
in prison when this never works? I think we should help the people that
will help themselves and just forget the rest. But this is not a very Christian
attitude. But this is the sort of person that I am. And I want to stay the
way I am and occasionally air my own wicked views. And I can’t be my
natural self if I am married to you. And the situation would be just as bad if
I was coupled with Barry. He also would require his partner to play a good
dignified role in our community. But this wouldn’t apply to Steve, Toby or
Peter because fortunately they are not important people in our community.
So I want one of them to be my friend for a couple of years.’
Up to this point you will notice, I had kept the argument clean and
fairly abstract. But, from that point onwards, our row got more personal
and vindictive. But I shall follow that great bit of advice - “don’t wash
your dirty linen in public”. So I won’t lower the tone of my story by
going into details. It wouldn’t reflect well on either Gerry or me. But, by
the way, did you know that, according to my book of quotations, it was
Napoleon himself that gave us this saying. It has always seemed amazing
to me that a monster like him should have had so much sense. Perhaps he
was not such a monster as I thought he was.
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But finally, when I saw this argument was going nowhere, I said.
‘I’m sorry Gerry, but I am definitely going to leave you while I have this
baby. So let us not argue about this matter any further. But it is still possible
that we could get together sometime in the future.’
‘So how long am I supposed to keep waiting for you to make up
your mind about what you want?’
‘The very last thing I want is for you to be moping around our
community, waiting for me. It would make me feel awful. But Benita is
ready and waiting for you. So you should use your present opportunity
to make her happy.’
‘You know perfectly well that I don’t fancy Benita at all.’
‘You have always said to me that Benita is just a harmless
enthusiastic young girl. Now I remember one of your sermons when you
said this word ‘enthusiasm’ comes from the Greek meaning “the spirit of
the Gods”. And so, as you are a “man of God” and Benita has the “spirit of
the Gods”, you should be very well matched. But, besides this, she should
be fun for you for a while. You know what Benita is like. And I would think
a lot more of you if you did something like this. I don’t like your saintly
image.’
Gerry thought about this for a while. And then he finally took my
hint. So, if he took Benita to be his partner, then, after a few years, she
would probably “fall in love” with someone else. And then he would be
free again. ‘So could we finally get together again sometime?’ He asked.
‘I don’t know. But we have always been very good friends and we
have had a good marriage together. We must wait and see. No one knows
what the future holds for us - as I have often heard you say in many of
your sermons. We must just do our best and then accept our fate. But it is
certainly possible.’ Gerry is really more of a Stoic than a Christian. And I
was playing on this fact.
And then Gerry, very slowly and unwillingly, accepted his fate. We
finally had a good kiss. We are good friends.
‘There is just one more minor point.’ I told Gerry. ‘I haven’t
actually told Barry about my future plans yet. He thinks I will probably
live with him. And I wish to take my time about correcting this view. You
must accept this situation for a short while.’ Gerry also didn’t like this idea
either. But he accepted it with reasonable grace. He knows I like to have
my little bit of fun.
And then finally we went back to join Steve and the girls. There
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was one item in this conversation that I was slightly surprised about. This
was that Gerry accepted Benita so meekly. I thought Gerry could actually
have rather fancied Melinda. But I wouldn’t have liked that because that
could have become a permanent relationship. So things were better the way
it was.

Back at the cave, everyone was now huddled over a much rejuvenated
fire with their sleeping bags over their backs. Steve had clearly borrowed
Gerry’s. I took Gerry’s sleeping bag for myself and pushed them out of the
way. My need for warmth was much greater then theirs was at the moment.
Naturally they were all keen to know what had happened.
‘Gerry can tell you whatever he feels is appropriate for your
delicate ears to hear when I am gone.’ I replied. ‘He knows you better than
I do. Besides it would take me too long. And Steve and I must be going as
soon as I am warm enough to move.’
Steve and I set off quite quickly and we again made good progress
down to our own cave. Up to this point, I had also not told anything to
Steve. I debated this point with myself but I decided I shouldn’t. If I told
him before the other two, then this would essentially put him above the
others. And, in my position, I wanted to show no partiality to anyone. And
Steve, the good fellow that he is, accepted this situation.
Back at our cave, Toby and Peter were sleeping where we had
left them. I naturally would have preferred to have told them everything
around our campfire. But then Barry might have heard us. So I had to suffer
the cold again and tell them where we were. I am a hero. I was prepared to
suffer a lot to get the result I wanted.
‘This episode is actually a lot more serious than you have
previously thought.’ I explained. ‘Very likely, I am now bearing Barry’s
child. And I don’t wish now to live with either Barry or Gerry, though both
of them would be happy for me to do so. But I am a very social person
and I would like to live with someone. So how about any of you?’
And they all jumped at the chance as I thought they would. And I
accepted them all.
‘Thank you,’ I said. ‘Each one of you shall become very special
to me. And I, for my part, would like to give you something in return. I’ll
also like to give a baby to any of you that wants one.’
Toby and Peter shouted for joy. But Steve, much more sensibly,
took the matter a lot more seriously.
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‘This would be asking far too much of you.’ Steve said. ‘If you
were to give us each a child, and have Barry’s child as well, then that adds
up to four children. You would be giving up the major part of your life for a
whim. You can’t do this for us.’
‘I have actually thought out all this matter quite carefully.’ I
replied. ‘For a start, either I, or any of you, could change our minds at any
stage. And we all must accept this. This is certainly no firm contract. But,
for me, it is a possibility that I would like to explore. I would be very
happy to have four children in the near future. And, as you know,
our community is a superb place to have children. The local people don’t
call our community the rabbit-warren for nothing. And at the moment, I
haven’t enjoyed the restrictions of marriage. Gerry is a terrific guy. But I
was starting to feel confined. So why shouldn’t we try this option. We are
all friends and we trust each other. Why not give it a go? If we don’t like it,
we just stop. After all that is what happens in practise if a marriage doesn’t
work out. So how about it?’
And then after more questions and thinking they all agreed. It
wasn’t such a big decision as it sounds. After all, I would be bearing
Barry’s child for the next year in any case. And what happened after that
would always be problematical.
‘There is one final thing I would also like us to do now. I don’t
mind having Barry’s child. But I would prefer not to have to admit to our
community that the child is his. So this is my plan. In a moment I will go
to the fire, take off this wet gear and dry myself. But then I could have
a moment of forgetfulness. I could just remember that you are my close
friends and I haven’t been individually friendly with you yet. So I could
come back here and, as a friendly gesture, do part of the song I did with
you each around the camp fire before. And then I think I would be fully
justified in saying I didn’t know whose child I was bearing.’
And they agreed. Though Steve was clearly rather dubious about
the whole matter again. So I returned to our camp fire which was now
burning quite well on what had been the big wet logs. I stripped and dried
and warmed myself thoroughly. And then I returned - having forgotten
to put my clothes back on. With Steve then I wept and cried until he
took me under his sleeping bag and gave me a very intimate hug. And
then with Toby, I fell on his lilo and he very possessively fell on me.
And with Peter to my cries of - “do not touch”, “do not”, “do” he
carried out the appropriate action until he finally ‘did’. And so I now had a
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reasonable basis for being unsure who the father of my child might be.
And finally I had to tell the three that I hadn’t told these future
plans of mine to Barry yet. But they, unlike Gerry, understood my motives
a little more clearly. And this was that I wanted to take my revenge on
Barry and put this snobby bugger firmly back in his place.
I then returned to the campfire and finally dressed back into my nice warm
clothes. I put the fire out by pulling the big logs out of the fire and then
threw wet sand over everything. In this way, we would still have plenty of
good dry firewood in the morning. And finally I returned to Barry. He
was asleep but he quickly woke up as I snuggled in beside him. Very soon
we were back in a very intimate relationship with each other again. And a
very big day for me was now over.
It might seem strange to you, but I was enormously pleased how
everything had turned out. It would be a day I could look back on with
great pride. On this day I had been the real, glorious, wonderful,
incomparable me, - in short Gwendolen the Great herself. This
would be a day I would remember in detail for the rest of my life. I bet you,
my reader, don’t have a day in your life that can compare with this big day
of mine.
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3.

SUNDAY

On this, the second day of the trip, the canyon was now much bigger and more dramatic.

Barry and I naturally got up very late on the following morning. So when
we went to join the others, Gerry and the girls had already joined our party
from upstream. And, when Barry and I appeared together, this tended to
confirm in everyone’s eyes that Barry and I were now an item. But this
is what I wanted. I wanted Barry to feel that I was now going to live with
him without actually telling him I would do so.
The one sad feature associated with everyone being together for
breakfast, however, was that I couldn’t now insist that Barry and the other
three guys join me and share my porridge. Gerry always likes a substantial
helping of porridge, so there wouldn’t be enough to go round for everyone.
So the four guys escaped from their morning task.
After breakfast, Steve spoke out. ‘Last night, Gwen, you promised
us that you would do the Tassie Tiger for us. So how about doing it now.
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We are all together at the moment so there are more people to appreciate
it and join in. So please do it.’ And all the others joined in a loud chorus
requesting the item. And I can never resist doing what a good enthusiastic
audience will appreciate.
The Tassie Tiger I do is a parody of one of Hilaire Belloc’s
poems. This parody was originally done by members of the Kameruka
Bush Walking Club who also produced the Walker’s Song Book. Some
members of the Kameruka club go climbing and I had met a few members
of the club in this way. They told me about their famous Tassie Tiger skit
and I persuaded them to take me to a Kameruka reunion to hear it. So that
is how I learnt it. And I am proud of this knowledge of mine. Every time
this item is performed it should be adjusted to fit the current circumstances
and characters. I am not real good at this – but I do my best. So this is the
version I finally organised. Like all good items the audience must be very
heavily involved. But I, knowing the words, had to do nearly all the talking
(in italics). But I needed to do a lot of acting as well – I jumped all over the
place and put my heart and soul into everything I did.
		There was a lass, her name was Gwen,
		
Our No Boots Club, they took her in,
		
She loved to walk and enjoyed the charms
		
Of Splendour Rock and Burning Palms.
		
		
		
		

Now Gwen she teamed up with our club’s best,
To traverse Tassie’s wild South West.
And there to her befell the fate,
Which presently I shall relate.

		
		
		
		

You know – at least you ought to know,
For Gerry’s often told you so,
That party members mustn’t push,
Ahead of leaders in the bush.

		
		
		
		

Now this was Gwen’s especial foible,
She took the lead, when she was oible,
And on this inauspicious day,
She took the lead and shot away!
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Toby now took charge of the following participation actions.
		
Toby yelling			
Everyone
		Down the ridge		
Beating chests rapidly		
		Through the grass		
Swishing hands together
		Across the flat			
Beating thighs
		Up the spur			
Beating thighs slowly
		Onto the ridge			
Beating chests and panting
		Up the ridge			
Beating chests slowly
						
and panting heavily
		She’d hardly reached the top – when bang,
		
With gaping jaws a tiger sprang, Barry, the tiger, sprang
		“No, No,” Gwen cried, “you are extinct”
		
The Tassie tiger slyly winked,
And Barry winked
		And hungrily began to eat
		
Young Gwen commencing at her feet. And I sat down and
Barry started eating my feet. And Steve then did his part and got everyone
to join in with lots of munching and crunching sounds.
		Now just imagine how it feels,
		
When first your toes and then your heels,
		
And then by gradual degrees,
		
Your ankles, shins and calves and knees,
		
Are slowly eaten bit by bit.
And Barry carried out
		No wonder Gwen detested it ! ! the various eating actions.
		No wonder that she shouted “Hi !”
		
Our party leader heard her cry,
		
And being fit he did swiftly fly,
		
To help his fellow No Boots guy.
And Toby once again took charge of the participation actions as
before. But first he yelled out. ‘Last time it was only Gwen making the
noise. But this time it is a huge energetic Gerry. So let me really hear some
real noise.’ And so they did.
Gerry now played the part of the leader.
		
“Monster.” He shouted as he came,
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Though ‘Barry’ was its proper name.
“Monster.” He said with angry frown.
“Down Sir! Down Sir! Put her down.”

		The Tassie tiger made a stop,
		
And let the dainty morsel drop.
		
And slunk reluctant to one side,
		Snarling with rage and injured pride.
Barry continued to play the part of the tiger. He slunk and snarled
with considerable realism.
		But when Gerry bended over Gwen,
		
The party leader’s eyes grew dim,
		
The tiger having reached her head,
		
Our beloved Gwen, she now was dead
And naturally Gerry and I acted out this scene.
		When S&R were called out they,
		
Were more concerned than I can say.
		
Steve, he said as he dried his eyes.
Steve “Well it gives me no surprise,
		
She would not do as she was told.”
		But Toby who was self-controlled,
		
Bade all bushwalkers round attend,
		
To Gwen’s sad and miserable end.
Toby
		

“You should never shoot ahead of leader,
For fear of meeting a worser bleeder !”

We all enjoy partaking in this little bit of our local folk heritage.
And I was rather proud of the job I did in fitting the story to our current
situation and people. I specifically linked Barry and myself together a lot so
that he would think we really were a couple.
You are probably wondering why our packs don’t get soaking wet when
they fall into the water (as they inevitably do). Well our final job, before
setting off in the morning, is to address this very problem. So what each of
us does is to waterproof our pack with a sequence of garbage bags. This is
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what I do myself. First, I
take my important items
that I won’t need during
the day. This includes
- my sleeping bag, my
evening dry clothes, my
spare or evening food and
a spare box of matches.
This is carefully wrapped
and sealed in one garbage
bag. This item is then put
at the bottom of a second
garbage bag and all this
is put in my pack. Then,
above the first garbage
bag but inside the second
garbage bag, I place
the items that might be
needed during the day.
This includes - food for
the day, cooking utensils
and matches, anorak,
This photo shows another picture of another party doing
and map and compass.
the lower party of the canyon.
The second garbage bag
is then sealed (usually I
do this sealing just by twisting the top bit of the bag and tucking it under).
The important thing to remember is that garbage bags can develop holes –
usually caused by the sharp corners of utensils, etc. But, if you do the job
carefully and well, then your important items at least will almost certainly
stay dry.
And then we set out on our second day. The sun was shining so
I didn’t bother to put on my wet swimmers again. I assumed my current
light swimmers would dry on the walk-out at the end of the day. Gerry
had ordained that it was now my duty to stay at the end of the party and
so look after Melinda. Barry naturally stayed with me to form a new back
party. And now Gerry, Benita and the three guys formed the front
party. But I didn’t object. I was happy to have a quiet relaxing day telling
Melinda and Barry how they ought to deal with the many little problems
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This photo is of the same party but slightly further down the canyon.

that must be overcome in a canyon. I didn’t help them – it is good for their
souls to learn how to do it themselves. But I am quite willing to impart my
wonderful wisdom to them. {By the way on the subject of technique, in
the photograph on my front cover, the people are not sitting in the correct
position. The two people are sitting too far back on their lilos. The correct
position is to have one’s feet over the front of one’s lilo. A person can then
lean back further on their pack. This a more relaxed way of sitting and a
person doesn’t get as wet.}
I also wanted to get to know Melinda better. She had only arrived
during the last week, whereas Benita had been here for a couple of months.
In the first part of Wollangambe canyon, the terrain keeps changing so
much that I can’t remember how it all goes. But, in this second day, the
canyon is bigger and more sustained. So I mostly do remember the
general form. So I will now impart this precious knowledge to you - should
you be interested.
Just around from our camp cave is the very pretty little Water
Dragon Canyon. Our front party pushed off quickly to do this, while I was
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still busy
teaching
Melinda how
to waterproof
her pack.
Barry tried
to teach her
as well. But
Melinda
sensibly paid
no attention
to Barry at
all. Melinda
didn’t seem
to care for
Barry much at
all. We then
met the front
party at the
In a canyon it natural to include your feet when taking a photo.
entrance to
the canyon,
after they had
briefly gone up and down it. But soon they were well in front of us again.
For a short distance then the canyon breaks down where the usual day
trip exit appears on the right. But we ignored this and went straight on.
Shortly after the day exit, there is a slightly awkward drop of two
or three meters into a large pool. Steve, after getting down himself with
the front party, stayed in the pool below to help us with this problem. First
we threw our lilos down to the pool. We then threw our packs down trying
to make sure that they landed on our lilos. But, if they didn’t, Steve put
them on our lilos in any case. Then Melinda and Barry scrambled down
a few feet and then jumped into the pool. They then swam a few meters
with their lilos ahead of them to a shallow spot where they could remount
onto their lilos. But I have my pride. With a bit of luck, I can do this whole
canyon trip without going fully into the water at all. So I scrambled down
the drop till I was almost at the water. But the hard thing then was to get
onto my lilo without going fully into the water. So from the rock I had to
jump onto my lilo with my legs apart to straddle the lilo. And this time I
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This photo shows a guy making a very dramatic jump into the canyon below.

finally managed it without going strictly into the water. But, of course, the
water splashes up and you get very wet in any case. But for me this was my
little triumph. This is part of my climbing legacy. I get quite competitive in
trying to do little problems like this.
From this point, the canyon is one continuous pool for a very
long way indeed. Also the cliffs on either side are very sustained. So
in one sense, this is the best part of the whole canyon. It is best to take
everything very leisurely indeed and slowly paddle through it spending
most of your time enjoying the spectacular view. And this what we, in the
back party, certainly did. Towards the end of this long stretch another small
side canyon called “Whungee, Wheengee” comes in from the left. Our
front party also went up and down this canyon but we again didn’t bother.
Finally, we joined up with the front party where this long pool comes to an
end. This at the most northerly section of the canyon where there is a mass
of huge boulders. Here the front party had lit a fire and we all had lunch
together.
After lunch Steve led me aside very seriously and asked, ‘Have you
told Barry yet about your arrangements for the future?’
‘No,’ I simply replied.
‘You must tell him as soon as possible. He is a very important
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member of our
community and
he could be very
upset, if he is not
properly informed.
You ought to do it
now.’
‘Don’t
worry about it
Steve. I will
deal with Barry
when the time is
appropriate. Barry
is my problem
so leave him to
me.’ But even
then Steve kept
pestering me on the
subject. In some
ways Steve is a bit
wet. He is horribly
over-cautious. But
I just ignore people
in circumstances
like this.
This photo shows what probably was the second descent of the
From our lunch
canyon. Rona and Wendy Butler are at the back. I am in the
spot, our party went middle and Jack Petigrew took the photo - it is his feet. .
through a pretty
little closed cavern into another long pool. And then, soon after this, there
is another reasonably well frequented exit point. But we ignored this –
mostly on the simple basis this exit provides no room to dry one’s gear and
repack everything for the walk out. So we continued on southwards.
After a while the canyon breaks down a little, and the creek flows
around several large boulders. These boulders allowed me to show off
another of the little techniques I have learnt. Before a suitable pool, I would
clamber to the top of a preceding boulder. I would then put my lilo squarely
between my legs. And then, holding the lilo in position, leap into the pool.
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If I am successful and
land correctly on my
lilo, then the operation
looks very spectacular.
But I am not always
successful and then I
fall off and get very
wet. But I am usually
successful.
Soon the
canyon breaks down
further and we needed
to crawl through the
creek beneath some
nasty river scrub. But
this didn’t last long
and we could then see
our exit point. You can
recognise this exit by
a distinctive redish
rock pillar standing
close to the water’s
edge on the right. The
actual exit is a scrubby
gully immediately after
the pillar. Immediately
in front of the pillar
are a couple of clear
sandy pools - perfect
for washing if you feel
so inclined. And, just
before the pillar, there
is an easy angled rock
ledge. And this ledge
This is where I usually finish the canyon. I and my
catches the sun perfectly son Tim are in blue. An my brother David and his son
Mathew are the other 2 people
on a sunny afternoon.
Here you can light a
fire, have a cup of tea and dry yourself and your lilo completely. So this is
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a perfect place to leave the canyon. We were a little late in getting here, but
the advantage of this was that we could now do the tedious climb out when
the weather was a bit cooler. So, bearing this in mind, we took our time in
packing up. Our final task was to do a slightly delicate traverse around the
pillar to the gully. We didn’t feel like getting our legs wet again.
There is also one slightly disturbing feature about this pillar. High
up, jammed between the pillar and the rock-face, there is some driftwood.
This wood must have been deposited there by an awesomely large flood.
And such a flood would certainly wipe out any normal bushwalking party.
Hopefully these flood events occur very rarely indeed. {By the way, the
whole canyon does not finish here. About hundred meters further on, the
canyon proper starts again and continues on for a further two days. If you
feel so inclined.}
The first stage of the climb out is up the scrubby gully. This is unpleasant
and Melinda needed some help over a large rock near the end. We all had
a good rest at the top and Peter took Melina’s lilo so that she wouldn’t
now be so slow. We then all started on the main walkout ridge. But,
as I glanced back, I saw that Melinda had decided she needed a longer
rest. So Barry and I waited, where we were, till Melinda continued on.
The other five had continued up the ridge. So the stage was now set for an
interesting conversation between Barry and myself.
‘Today I have been most impressed by you, Gwendolen,’ Barry
said. ‘You have clearly demonstrated to our whole party that you and Gerry
are no longer a couple. And we are now a couple. It must have taken a lot
of courage on your part to demonstrate this fact so clearly. So when do you
now wish to move into my house?’
I glanced back and saw that Melinda had made herself very
comfortable and clearly had no intention of moving for a while. So I
suggested to Barry that we should sit down to talk. Barry was happy, so we
took our packs off and sat on them. And I took Barry’s hands in my hands
as a sign of my good faith.
‘I have some good news for you Barry,’ I said and I paused. I
had prepared what I had to say to Barry very carefully. And I wanted to
make sure Barry would appreciate my infinite wisdom. So I didn’t want to
rush things
‘Go on!’ And I was glad to see that Barry had become intrigued.
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‘As you know, I have fallen in love with you, Barry. Now Gerry,
with his knowledge of theology, tells me that, in Greek, there are three
words for our one word ‘love’. One of these words means the good old
passionate kind of love. And this is the love I had for you last night. Then
there is second word but I’ve forgotten what it means. But the third word
for love is a much higher and altruistic kind of love. And in this kind of
love, a person wants to do for another person what is best for them. And my
good news is that I have now moved to this higher form of love for you.’
‘That is good,’ Barry said, but very suspiciously indeed.
‘Now Barry. You know you are a snob.’
‘There is nothing wrong with that,’ Barry replied smiling. ‘We are
all proud of what we can do. You are proud of your climbing exploits and
I am proud of being a very good vet. We are both snobs in our different
ways. This is fine. So I make no apologies for being a snob.’
‘Yes, that is true. There is nothing too bad about being a snob. And
I am a slight snob myself as well. But you are in an unfortunate position.
You hold a senior and admired position in our community and, in this
position, your snobbishness can go to your head. And, if I was to move
in with you, this would make your already perilously snobby situation
much worse. So I, with my new altruistic form of love, must now consider
carefully what is best for you and your moral situation.’
Barry now began to realise the situation was serious and, what I
was going to suggest, might not be what wanted to hear. He drew back
upright and the smile disappeared from his face. The humour, that I had
tried to inject into our conversation, was lost on him. He now just kept
hold of one of my hands. ‘It is for the benefit of our community as a whole,
that I am suggesting you move in with me. Our community wants to show
to the outside world that our form of living is stable and supports the
sensible conventions of our civilised world. So they want people like us,
who love each other and who are having a baby together, to move towards
becoming a married couple. We must think of our community. This is what
they will want.’
‘I agree that this is what our community would like. But that
doesn’t mean the community is right. Our community, like the rest of the
world, wants a pleasant easy life. And life is easiest if everyone continues
to live in the normal conventional manner. But, on the world scale, our
continuing to live in the normal conventional way is causing our earth
to be destroyed by climate change. And this is the very reason that our
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community was formed in the first place. So, doing the easiest thing is not
always the correct thing to do. Do you agree with that?’
‘Yes.’ Of course he had to agree with that. He would be tossed out
of our community immediately if he had any doubts on this matter.
‘So, in general, we have to think very carefully indeed about
what is the correct thing to do. And, in my case, there is no way that our
community can know what is the correct and just thing for me to do,
simply because they do not know the relevant facts. And there is only one
person that knows all the relevant facts in this case and that person is ME.
Further more, it is just ME that will be having and supporting this
coming baby. So it is my decision, and mine alone, as to where and how I
shall have my coming baby. Is that clear?’
‘Yes,’ Barry replied in a more subdued tone. ‘So what do you
intend to do then?’
I looked at Barry carefully. This was a big decision. As you know, I
had no intention of going to live with Barry at all. But the way I answered
this question could determine whether Barry left his house and came to
live close to me. If I showed enthusiasm and said he would be my primary
partner, then he probably would. But, if I didn’t show much enthusiasm and
indicated he would be just one of four, he probably wouldn’t. So I thought
about him. He was certainly very clever and rightly had a very senior
position in our community. So that was good. Also he was quite handsome.
But then he wasn’t very fit and he would always think that he was better
than the rest of us. So he was admirable and clever but in my view he was
still a snob and a slob. He finally got my thumbs down. So I said. ‘I shall
leave Gerry and live independently of him. But I want to have some friends
close by me who I can rely on. And Steve, Toby and Peter have agreed
to be such friends. I would like you to leave your house and become a
friend of mine the same as the other three. Would you like to do that?’
‘No, I certainly wouldn’t. I think I should mean more to you than
those other three people do.’
‘Yes, I agree that is true – you do. But, as I said at the beginning,
because I really have your best interests at heart, I must think of your own
well-being. So far you have had too good a life in our community with your
very special position. But our community is supposed to be an egalitarian
community and it is time you took your place in our community like any
normal person. A bit of normal community life would be good for you.’
‘I am definitely not going to do that. Our community and myself
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like the situation the way it is. So who are you going to say then is the
father of your child?’
And then I explained about my slight bits of intimacy with the other
three guys on Saturday night. But I’m afraid Barry again failed to see
the humour of the situation.
‘So, the whole of this day, everyone has known that you have been
taking me for a ride. And they must have all been laughing at me behind
my back.’ Barry was now white with anger. He dropped my hand and stood
up. ‘You are all despicable.’
I had to stand up myself. I didn’t want him standing over me. ‘I
must defend my friends,’ I said. ‘They respect you and certainly have not
being laughing behind your back. It is me, and me alone, who considers
your personal moral well-being. But I think I have said enough for the
moment. Melinda is getting up now and we still have a long climb out.
And we want to do this in the light if possible.’ So I left Barry to himself
“snarling with rage and injured pride”. A bit of suffering is good for
us all. And clearly Barry hadn’t had enough suffering in his life yet. I was
just doing him a good deed. So my revenge was complete. You can rely
on good old Gwendolen the Great to put those snobby chauvinistic males
firmly in their place.
I pushed on ahead to join up with the front party. But I hadn’t gone far
before I came upon Steve who was waiting to see what we were doing. I
briefly explained what had happened. Steve was horrified and immediately
went back to pacify things down a bit with Barry and to be of any help to
Melinda. Steve is a very peace-loving guy. I can’t say I am.
We still had a long way to go to get back to our small community
bus. We only just got back to the road in the light. And then it was
still a long tramp to where we had left the bus. But fortunately there was
plenty of room in the bus. So we simply went straight into the bus and took
our packs off and sorted everything out in there. While we were doing this,
Gerry drove back and so we were able to pick up the final three, who were
still straggling behind. We ate at a small café at North Richmond on the
road back.
I was far too tired to explain everything to Gerry that night. But
Gerry slept in another room in any case. He is rather prim and proper about
who should sleep with whom.
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4.

FABCOM

I now believe that mankind’s
greatest challenge is to show
how a small community
can live and work sensibly
together. And such a
community then doesn’t
need to indulge in the current
stupidities of our present
world. However, I certainly
didn’t used to think this way.
This is how it all happened.
About two years ago I
had just finished a good stint
of climbing on the cliffs at
Arapiles in Victoria. And I then
wanted to move up and check
out the climbing scene around
Sydney. But I needed to earn
some more money. So I got
myself a job as a waitress in
a café in Melbourne. One day
Gerry, who I had never seen
before, was having coffee at
the café. As it was a slack time, This picture shows what this community looks like.
I sat down beside him and I
raved on to him about all my glorious climbing exploits. At that stage
in my life, I did this to absolutely anyone I met. And Gerry very patiently
listened to me. But then he, in reply, said that the greatest challenge in the
world was really to live in a better and saner manner. I just laughed at him
- there, of course, could be no challenge that could compare with climbing
at all. And then we argued about the matter for ages and ages. In fact, our
argument was only terminated by my boss telling me to get on with my
work. But then I agreed that, when I was climbing around Sydney, I would
call in to see this special community of his who he claimed were doing the
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impossible. And there, very gradually, I was converted to Gerry’s way
of thinking. So I eventually gave up my climbing challenge in favour of
this greater challenge.
And now, in a similar manner, I will be trying to convert you, my
reader, to this same idea. But it will take time - as it did for me. Just how a
good community can work correctly is a very complex business indeed.
The full name of our community is “the Fabian, green, self-sufficiency
Community”. But FabCom is what everyone calls us. Our community
was formed about twenty years ago by a group of socially inclined
intellectuals. They were worried about the direction in which our current
world is moving. Specifically, they were totally opposed to any form of
pollution and they very much disliked the globalist trends of our present
world. Also they were worried about the world’s pointless search for
economic growth and the resultant excessive consumerism.
So, in our community, we are completely green and we don’t cause
any pollution at all. Thus we recycle everything we use and we get all our
energy directly from the sun. Surprisingly, if you build your community
with this aim in mind, this is not a difficult thing to do. And we don’t find
that this limits us in anything we do at all.
The globalist trend of the current world means that each nation
is now much more dependant on other nations. So we in Australia have
almost completely lost our industrial base and now we mostly import our
goods from China. In return we export iron ore and coal to the world. We,
in our community, deplore this situation - but there is nothing much we can
do about it. If people in Australia desire an easy life, then this is indeed the
easiest way of obtaining an easy life. It is not a safe or healthy thing to do
– but, for a while, it gives us an easy life. Now a small community, like us,
can clearly not manufacture its required industrial goods. But what we can
do is to be self-sufficient in food, water and energy. And also we can do
all our own construction. So this is what the “self-sufficiency” means in our
title.
This degree of self-sufficiency means we can provide a large
amount of self-employment in our community. So, if a person here
loses their external job, then they can simply stay here and work in our
community. And, as we recycle most of our goods in our community, we in
our community can live here for a long time without worrying whether our
external world is in boom or bust. But, in general, we expect that a person
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will still spend a reasonable proportion of their time working in the outside
world. We certainly do not reject the outside world. We simply try to be
less dependent upon it.
This independence from the world means we can now forget about
this world’s stupid economic growth and consumerism. And, by
doing this, we can regain the leisure we used to have in the world many
years ago. And we can use this leisure to be more social within our local
community. But, best of all, we can bring up our children in our community
with plenty of time and in a very safe environment, where everyone knows
everyone else and there are no cars to worry about. And our children can
then see how the world works just by watching us, their parents, doing all
the essential jobs of life. This is what I meant when I said we had a better
way of living.

Our community is situated about ten-minutes drive south of
Penrith and here it adjoins a small village. This local village has a
small primary school, a little church where Gerry is the lay preacher, a
good store with post office and a few other facilities as well. Our land has
a wedge-like shape and the sharp end of this wedge adjoins the village.
Then the majority of our land stretches backwards towards the Nepean
river. In the corner nearest to the village, we have our accommodation and
our other essential facilities. So it is less than a ten-minute walk for us to
get to the village facilities. Behind our living area, on one side we have
our agricultural land and its related facilities. And then on the other side
there is what we call our natural land. This land is for wild fauna and flora,
a possible expansion area for us and, of course, recreational activities.
Scattered among our land, we use any suitable areas for water collection
(using tiles) and our reservoirs (which are covered).
We are very economical in our use of land. So, although we support
100 people, we only have and use 20 hectares of land. So we have a
footprint per person of only 0.2 ha (as opposed to a footprint of 6.5 ha for
the average Australian). So we really are a very green community indeed.
But this economical use of land also means that we could afford to buy land
quite close to Sydney. And this means our community members can work
in Penrith or Sydney if they want to.
Before I can continue with my story, I also need to tell you the details of
our accommodation. This is important because I can then show you how I
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can live close to my friends. Now
I have already told you we live in
terrace houses, because this compact
form of housing can be kept at the
correct temperature relatively easily
by just using sunlight. But the form
of these terraces is very special to
us. This is because, with just one
form of terrace house, we want to
be able to obtain all the various
different sized units and houses
that people will require at the
various different stages of life.
Each of our individual
terrace houses is quite large. Thus
each house is either two or three
levels high and three room-widths
wide. On each level, on both sides
of a house, there is a small one bedroomed unit. Each of these units has
– a large room at the front, normally
a lounge/kitchen; a smaller room
at the back, normally the bedroom;
and a toilet/shower unit between
the two rooms. On the ground floor
in the central section, there is a
passage-way out to the back garden
on one side. Then, on the other side,
there is the stair well at the front,
a laundry at the back and storage
for bikes etc in the middle. On the
upper levels in this middle section,
there is the stair well and storage
at the front, a bedroom at the back,
and in the middle there is a shelf
storage and a cross passage. This
This is the form of our housing. It is very
cross passage has doors leading to
adaptable.
both the side units
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And this then is how we get the various sized accommodation units.
Clearly one bedroom units abound. A two-bedroom unit is obtained on the
upper levels by attaching the central bedroom and the shelf storage to one
of the units on either side. You do this by locking or unlocking the doors in
the units that lead to the cross passage. You obtain a three-bedroom unit by
unlocking both doors on the cross passage on an upper level. You obtain a
four-bedroom house by locking the door to the stair well on a two storey
house. And finally you obtain a five-bedroom house by locking the door to
the front of a two storey house.
This may seem a lot of detail. But is very important to our
community that we can build our own accommodation and this
accommodation can easily cope with all the various circumstances that
always occur in life. In particular, what we can do when couples split up.

Gerry and I lived in a two-bedroom unit on the second floor of a
three-levelled terrace house. We would have been quite happy to live in
a one-bedroom unit except that Gerry was our community’s membership
secretary. This means he looks after prospective new members. And such
people often want to stay in our community for a short time to see what we
are like. And we have one bedroom units allocated for this very purpose
(as well as any other visitors). However, occasionally it is nice be able let
people, who you know yourself, actually live with you. It is more friendly.
So that is what our second bedroom was for. In a green community, some
people tend to be very proud of just how minimalist they are. And Gerry
and I are such people. But, on the other hand, Barry certainly wasn’t.
I slept very well that night and so I arose well refreshed. I was
prepared to meet the battles associated with my new situation. Gerry and I
met properly attired at our normal time for breakfast. We treated each other
rather formally and avoided any serious conversation till breakfast was
over.
‘Are you still determined that we must split up?’ Gerry finally
asked.
‘Yes, we must.’ I replied and then I told him the full details of what
happened with me and Steve, Toby and Peter later on Saturday night. I
tried to stress that I hadn’t really intended to be involved with three people
- but that was the way everything had turned out. It wasn’t really my fault.
But Gerry didn’t really believe me and he now was completely aghast at
my whole situation.
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‘Yes, I can see we must now separate,’ Gerry replied. ‘Your
situation is intolerable. Our community won’t turn you out. But you will
sink enormously in everyone’s esteem. I will have to wash my hands of you
completely. You are going to be terribly on your own now.’
I certainly didn’t intend for this to happen at all. But I couldn’t
explain this to Gerry at the moment while he was so anti-me. So I carefully
changed the conversation to a different topic. ‘What are you and Benita
going to do?’ I asked of him.
‘Unlike you, I care very much about what people think of me in
our community. I am prepared to become a close friend of Benita. But I
don’t want anyone in our community to possibly think that it could have
been me that caused the split between us. So I must wait till the situation is
absolutely clear in the community about where the blame lies.’
‘Don’t worry. I will make sure that everyone in our community
knows that it was me, and me alone, that caused our split. So, at lunchtime,
I will go to our secretary and tell him I want to move out and get a unit
for myself. And I will explicitly explain that the fault is all mine. And
then, during the week I will explain to everyone in our community that
everything again is all my fault. So by the weekend everyone will know
about my misdeeds and then you can do what you like with Benita.’
‘OK,’ Gerry replied. ‘But I won’t be doing anything till I have seen
you have done what you are saying you will do.’
So now everything was up to me. Gerry and I weren’t in a very
friendly mood with each other that morning. But I knew we would get
over it in time. We really are good friends. But even good friends have their
rows.
So now I had to organise where I would live. Now, by chance, Toby and
Peter actually lived in the same two-storey terrace house already. {By the
way, our older terrace houses tend to be two-storey while our new houses
are usually three-storey. This is because our community is starting to run
out of space.} Peter had the top right hand unit in their house and Toby
had the bottom left one. The top left two-bedroom unit in their house was
occupied by a couple. But they had just had a baby so they would probably
want to move out soon into something bigger. So, if I could possibly move
into this couple’s unit with Steve, then this would be a possible solution.
But this solution would advertise too clearly that I might be having a baby
with Steve. So my first journey was not to Steve but to Toby instead. And
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there I put my plan before him. Now the top level of their house, together
with Toby’s unit, would make a good four bed-roomed unit/house by itself.
And my plan was that we all rent this big unit between us. So we could
all live together. And I offered to always cook the evening meal for us all.
Toby was very enthusiastic about the plan indeed – of course, I knew he
would be – he is that sort of guy – that is why I went to him first. And then,
with much to-ing and fro-ing on my part to all the various parties, everyone
finally agreed to my plan. And everyone would move on Saturday.
So this was my first bit of success. And Gerry was wrong – I
would not be living alone. I am a very social person and I like to feel I
have friends all around me. But it would mean I would be lumbered with
cooking the evening meal for everyone. Well - I couldn’t have everything.
The next thing I had to think about was my future status. And I have to
admit that status is awfully important to me. I don’t give a damn about
money – but I do care about my status. And up till now I have always
had plenty of it – first with my climbing and then as the beautiful wife of
Gerry. And I didn’t want to lose all this. Not me - the person I regard to be
Gwendolen the Great herself. No, I certainly did not !
And I thought about all this very hard and long. - No ! Yes ! No !
Damn – there was no other way. I really would have to start to work.
And this would not be the phoney work like everyone does in our outside
world. Yes – this would be real work for me.
In our community there is a considerable amount of work that
needs to be done and I have always done my fair share of this. So normal
work in our community is not a problem – and besides our work is usually
an easy physical relaxing kind of work which I like. And also, of course,
if we don’t work we don’t get paid. But we must have officers in our
community who direct this work. And these officers have to really know
what they are doing. These officers are elected for a year at our monthly
community general meetings. But, before a member can become a
candidate for an office, they must have passed the exam for that office. And
these exams aren’t real easy. They can’t be. A community certainly can’t
afford to have officers directing work when they don’t know what they
are doing. But an officer has real status. Our officers only earn the same
amount of money as everyone else. But this doesn’t matter – our people
like the status of obtaining an officer position. So I now, like everyone
else, would have to try to become an officer – as a matter of keeping my
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status. I didn’t want to – but I had to.
On every Monday night then, each current officer in turn gives a
course on their subject area. And at the end of such a course, anyone that
has attended the course may sit for the subject exam for the office. But
both the course notes and exam questions for each course have evolved
over many years so they don’t change very much. And the notes and exam
questions are always free to all members to read and check. So one could
sit for the exam without actually attending the course. But it is much easier
to attend the course where you can ask many questions about the details of
the subject and particular exam questions you don’t understand.
Up till now I had never ever attended a single course on Monday
nights. I didn’t need to – I had enough status without trying to become an
officer. Besides, on Monday night I usually liked to go to bed early after a
vigorous bush-walk over the weekend. But now I resolved I would have to
attend every course and even attempt to do a lot of the exams. Previously
at school before taking up climbing, I had been reasonably good at science
and technical subjects. But it had been much more fun to go climbing. But
now I would have to settle down again and pass some exams. For me this
is what real work is all about and I don’t like it. But I just couldn’t avoid it
anymore.
So I would definitely attend all the courses and try to do some of the
exams. The community would like that – they like to see members really
trying to learn how everything works. Also it is nice to gain the knowledge
that lies behind the work that you are actually doing in the community.
But, besides all this, I wanted to choose a specific office area that, after
taking the exam, I would stand as a candidate for the office. It would be a
big thing – but that is what I wanted to do. But there are fifteen offices in
all. So now I had to consider each office individually so that I could work
out which office would be best for me. And you, my reader, must consider
them all too. It is good for everyone to know what the various offices a
self-sufficient community should have. In fact, you ought to stop reading
my story right now and try to think for yourself what you think the various
offices ought to be. It would be a good exercise for you. Why don’t you
take up the challenge now and then find out how many of the offices you
think we should have, agree with the offices we have here. It would be fun
to see how they agree. But I, myself, must get on with my story.
The biggest and hardest office of all is the officer in charge of
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agriculture. Some day it would be fun to become this officer - but not
yet. The office divides naturally into two separate areas - namely crops and
animals. If we had a separate office just for crops, then I would definitely
try for it. It is a nice practical subject, which I really like. And I already
know the details quite well. I find learning about a subject becomes very
easy when you are actually involved with the details every day. But Barry
is naturally our expert on animals and I could not bear to have him telling
me about everything I got wrong. So agriculture was definitely out for the
time being.
Our next biggest department is building and construction. And I,
like most people, would find this a much easier department to run. This is
because, in our community, we go out of our way to have simple buildings
that are easy to build and maintain. So none of our buildings are very
fancy – but they are completely adequate for our needs. So construction
and maintenance is not too difficult and we all take part in this activity for a
significant amount of our working time. The trouble with this office is that,
in our community, there tends to be a slight sexual preference. Although
both sexes work in both the agricultural and construction areas, but men
tend to regard construction as their thing and women tend to regard
agriculture as their particular expertise. So I would tend to be of the wrong
sex for this office. But I could still definitely do the job, and so this office
was a possibility for me to stand for.
In our community we maintain a small fleet of vehicles that we
can all use when we need them (for a fee to the community of course). So
practically no one here has their own private vehicle. Also we run a little
bus service in to Penrith several times a day. And a few of the villagers
use this service of ours as well. So we naturally have a little transport
department with an officer in charge. I often do some of the driving
and I could organise the whole department. But the hard task in this
department is to do the necessary maintenance on the vehicles. In a selfsufficient community, this is precisely the sort of job we try to do ourselves.
So the officer in charge of this department is usually a mechanic. So this
tends to rule me out for this office.
In our community we all have a large amount of free time. This
is because being self-sufficient is a surprisingly efficient way of coping
with the various problems of life. And we try to persuade everyone in our
community to use this spare time by being social. So in our community, we
have: a book club, a bushwalking club (which is us), a wild-life nature club
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and several games and sports groups. And, most important of all, we run a
big dance every Saturday night that nearly every member tries to attend. By
being very social, we try to avoid our members degenerating into excessive
materialism - like the rest of our current world is doing at the moment. So
therefore we have a social officer who is in charge of all such activities.
Now you should be aware that I am a very social person and so I should
be a good social officer. But being the social officer is a jolly tough job
indeed. For most of our jobs, our members are paid for the work they
do. But, of course, this does not apply for social activities (apart from the
officer themselves). So the social officer has to persuade lots of people to
run and partake in a large number of social activities for which they will
not receive monetary remuneration. And this is not an easy job to do at all.
Besides all this, Toby, as you know, wanted to become the social officer.
And there was no way that I would stay in his way. But I am very happy
to do this. It is a damn hard job to do and I thought Toby would actually
do a better job than I could do myself. So this officer position was very
definitely out for me.
Care and education is the final important general activity that
we engage in. Clearly a small community of only 100 people can’t do too
much in this area. But we certainly can do something. As regards care,
we naturally run a crèche and have our own child minding facilities. And,
as much as we can, we also look after our old people. And what we do as
regards education is to run our own cubs/brownies/scouts/guides group.
Because we don’t have enough children in our own community to support
this activity, we invite all the local people to join us. And they do so in
quite large numbers. In fact, there are a large number of families close by
to us now who have moved near to us so that they can be partially involved
in many of our activities. This applies particularly to our social activities
as well. So in many ways our community is larger than 100 people. I was
involved with most of these activities and, in particular, I was one of the
leaders in our scout/guide group. So this would be the most natural office
for me to stand for. But I didn’t want to. For a start, most of the jobs in this
area were like our social jobs and so they were unpaid. So this made the
officer’s job more difficult. But also it would be boring. I know the area too
well. I would stand for this position if I couldn’t get anything else. But it
would be more fun to work in an area I didn’t know.
The next set of officer jobs are in charge of our fives services. The
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glamour job of these is energy. I didn’t know too much about the
subject. But back at school I had been reasonably good at physics. So I
would like to have a go at getting to know all about it. It would be a good
job to boast about. And of course we produce all our own energy using
our own hot-water and PV panels. So the job wouldn’t be too easy. But it
would be fun.
It may seem strange to you, but, in our community, water is a lot
more important to us than energy. Pure and simply we spend considerably
more money and effort in collecting and storing our water than we do in
obtaining our energy. But the outside world wouldn’t know this. I thought
I knew more about our water problems than I knew about energy. This
is because you can see water - but you can’t see energy. But the subject
doesn’t have the same glamour as energy. However, I should try for this
position in any case.
The next service office is recycling. This may sound easy – but
it isn’t. Fortunately, the recycling of excreta is done in our compost
building in our agricultural area. So this is the job of agriculture rather
than of recycling. So this should make this job easier. But it is still very
difficult. We try to recycle everything we can. Things like toys, clothes and
containers are OK. But, when things like fridges, washing machines, fans
and stoves break down, we try to fix them up. And to do this, you need
a mechanical bent, which I don’t have. I wouldn’t dare try to supervise
something that I couldn’t understand myself.
Our next service task is communications. But this job is
absolutely horrible. This officer needs to know how all our telephone,
internet and TV systems work for a start. And then we have our own
sensor lines for measuring our energy usage and these must be managed.
And finally naturally we have our own community computer with all our
accounts, usages and reports that everyone can check as to what is going
on. We need such an officer – but this is definitely not my scene.
Our final service officer is in charge of our workshop. In the
workshop we make some of the implements our other departments need.
Things like the hand-pushed carts that we use for moving our produce
about. Because the outside world usually operates on a large scale and is
very much big business oriented, there are quite a few objects that we have
to make or adjust for our small-scale operations here. I would love to be
able to do this job. But it will have wait till I learn more about it.
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The remaining five officers form our executive branch. The previous ten
officers are in control of small departments so they control other people
who do most of the work. But the five executive officers do all their work
themselves. This executive work is again not easy.
Naturally we have a president and their primary task is to
represent our community to the outside world. This would be a very
pleasant job for me. But their other job is to be chairman of our general
meetings. And this is a horrible job because our constitution explicitly
states that a demonstrably fair amount of speaking time must be given to
all officers and members over the total year. So it is our chairman’s job to
actually time each speaker. And then they have to check that every person’s
total times for the year are sensible. Our community does not want our
community meetings to be ruined by particular people speaking far too
long. And this rule forces the chairman to do their job properly and stop
people speaking who are hogging the time. But it means that the president’s
job is no longer a nice pleasant easy job. So I wouldn’t want the job even if
I could get it. Besides, this job usually goes to someone who is a bit older
than me in any case.
We also have a secretary and they are in charge of our internal
affairs. This primarily means members come to the secretary if they want
more or less work. And, similarly, our officers come to the secretary if
they want more or less workers in their departments (each department has
a budget of time and this cannot be exceeded). And the secretary must
balance out all these conflicting interests. This is not easy. Also they are in
charge of our accommodation. The trouble with this job is that everyone
always complains about everything they are given. I could do the job. But I
prefer to be able to complain myself rather than to have to put up with other
people’s complaints.
Then naturally we have a treasurer. And this is a really big job
because the treasurer is in charge of our community’s complete banking
system. We also have our own monetary unit and this is simply ‘hours
worked’. So, at the end of the week, we all have to fill in our time sheets
and present them to the treasurer. At the same time, our officers present
the treasurer with all our member’s expenses (these are also calculated in
terms of ‘hours’). These expenses are for rent, food, energy etc. And then
the treasurer has to put all these figures into our community’s computer
and this updates each member’s equity balance in our community. If
you should be really interested in how this all works, we have our own
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community book and this describes how everything works in detail. Here I
am just giving you are vague idea of all the work involved. And, besides all
this, the treasurer has to periodically define an exchange rate between our
‘hours worked’ and the Australian dollar. Also the treasurer has to propose
a budget for each department and then check that this budget is being
adhered to as the year progresses. This all must sound terribly complicated
to you, my reader, at the moment. But, when like me you are involved with
it every day, it all becomes perfectly natural and obvious. I could actually
do this job. But Steve has his eye on this job and he has already acted as the
assistant to our current treasurer (he types the data into the computer). So
that rules me out for this job.
Then we have a membership secretary. But Gerry, as you already
know, holds this position. So this again rules me out. I would love the nice
side of this job, which is to get new members. But the nasty side of this
job is that sometimes members must be threatened with eviction if they
are not obeying our community rules. And it is the membership secretary’s
job to do this. I would not be senior enough in the community to be able to
effectively do this. So I wouldn’t be suitable for this job.
Our final executive office is called the minute-secretary. This
officer compiles the minutes of all our meetings. But, using these minutes,
this officer’s main task is to check that all the other officers are doing their
jobs properly. Also members come to the minute-secretary if they feel
that a particular officer is not doing their job properly. Thus, in a way, this
officer takes on the job of the opposition party leader. Thus this again is
a difficult task and it is usually done by an older person. So I didn’t have
enough experience to try for this job.
So, if you have followed everything I have said, you will see that the
offices I could possibly try for are: construction, care and education,
energy, water, and secretary. So my resolution now was that, for these
fives offices, I would work really hard during the course and then I would
sit for the exam in each of them. But then, if my marks were good enough,
the office I really would like to stand for would be energy. The job would
be fun and a great challenge for me.
But I haven’t yet told you about the really fun thing concerning
this particular job. And this is our energy pricing system. The great
problem about solar energy is that a community has an excess of energy
when the sun is shining but a community runs very short of energy when
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the sun doesn’t shine. And storing this energy is expensive. So the way
we overcome this problem is to use the old-fashioned law of supply and
demand. So we put a very low price on energy, when we have an
excess, to persuade people to use it and then we put a very high price
on it, when we are short of energy, to persuade people not to use it.
This is why we have our energy sensory lines so that these charges can
be implemented on all our users. To you, who are not used to this system,
this must sound rather terrible. But we in our community rather enjoy it.
We treat it as a game and it is quite a subtle game. For a start there are two
forms of energy - namely electricity and hot-water. And these two forms
must be treated quite differently because it is much easier to store hotwater than it is to store electricity. So electrical energy is more expensive
and its price must change much more radically over time than the price of
hot-water does. So we members have to adjust our usage times to avoid
large bills. But we can do it quite easily and we find it quite fun. It means
that, when we discuss the
weather with our friends,
then this discussion has a
lot more relevance to our
life and the bills we pay.
But the important
thing for me is that it is
the energy officer who
decides what our energy
prices will be at any
one time. And this is a
terribly contentious issue.
Everyone has different
opinions on the matter
and of course these prices
must be heavily dependent
on the future weather
predictions as well. And
the good old energy
officer is at the centre of
This picture should remind you how we get all our
all this discussion - just
energy from PV panels on our roofs.
the sort of situation that I
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would enjoy. I love being at the centre of the action. So I would love to get
this job if I could get it.
During the following week, I duly put all my good intentions into
practise. So I went out every night to attend all our community’s various
activities. So our book cub and our wild-life nature group were blessed by
my presence for the first time. And there I did the right thing and got to
know everyone as best I could. Surreptitiously I wrote down everyone’s
children’s names so I could then show my deep concern for them at some
time in the future. And I explained to everyone that my big split up with
Gerry was entirely my fault. But, at the same time, I absolutely refused to
give them any details at all. As far as I’m concerned, the intimate details of
my life are very strictly my business alone.
On Monday night, our current course was agriculture. I dutifully
studied everything. With agriculture, the details are all concerned with
the many diseases, fungi and pests that can attack our various crops and
animals. I don’t find this information to be very wildly exciting. But
unfortunately someone does have to know it all and to be able to recognise
the various symptoms.
On Wednesday night, our community holds its general
meetings. The first Wednesday of the month is our important meeting and
attendance to this meeting is more-or-less mandatory for everyone. This is
a very formal meeting as one or two of our officers (of our fifteen officers)
are elected every month. This is taken very seriously as annual reports on
the relevant departments must be given at the same time and then the new
candidates and their qualifications need to be investigated thoroughly. I
have always attended these meetings but I have never paid much notice to
what goes on.
But on the later Wednesdays we have less formal meetings. On
these nights anyone can speak as much as they like. Chiefly the meetings
are used for asking questions to our officers. And also the meetings are
used for preparing what people want to present at the formal meeting. I had
never been to an informal meeting yet. But now I realised I really had to
attend if I wanted to become an officer. So I went. Our community takes
the election of an officer very seriously indeed. But if you think about it
carefully we have to. Our work must be well directed. So now I started to
take our whole election process very seriously myself.
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Saturday was our moving day. Physically this was no big deal for us
because the furniture and appliances in each unit are the same (so that we
can recycle them more easily). So we only needed to move our personal
possessions. And I am proud to say that I could carry all of mine in just
two trips. In our new unit/house, I took the middle bedroom at the back
and Steve took the spare bedroom beside me. Toby moved up from his
unit below and he used our spare top lounge as his bedroom. This is what
I wanted because then the four of us would then be sleeping with all our
bedrooms next to each other. So I was not favouring anyone above anyone
else. And then we could use the whole of Toby’s previous bottom unit as
our area for eating and other communal activities.
In this discussion so far I have not mentioned Peter at all. I
haven’t needed to because he stayed just where he was. But he was
different from us in that he still retained the whole of his single unit just
for his own personal use. But I preferred it this way. It meant he could act
independently from us and so he would only join Steve, Toby and myself
for our evening meal. I didn’t want to see too much of Peter. I wanted him
close - but not too close.
On Saturday night, as I told you, our community runs a traditional dance.
This is our big social event of the week. So everyone, who is available,
comes from our community and a sizable number from our local region
come as well. So we have about 200 people. Our hall is not big enough to
cope with this number of people actually dancing. But usually less than
half the people are dancing at one time. The others just watch on or chat
with their friends outside. Anyone that plays an instrument usually plays in
the band for some of the time. Toby plays the banjo in the band in this way.
But, in general, our band is made up of older people because the younger
people prefer to dance. Our dance is not terribly exciting because we have
very little sound amplification and it is rather old-fashioned. But it is very
friendly and everyone can join in. All the dances are called and everyone is
encouraged to dance with different partners during the night. So it is a good
way of meeting new people.
Because I used to go bushwalking so much, I had often missed
out on going to the dance. So now, in my reformed state, I had to play a
more active role at the dance. And so, although I arrived after our first
meal together with Steve, Toby and Peter, I made a point of not dancing
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with them too much. Instead I danced with some of the older community
members I didn’t know very well. So I was being exceedingly saintly.
During the dance, I was keen to see what was happening between
Gerry and Benita. And Benita for once was playing it very cool. She
arrived independently of Gerry. However, she had clearly spent a lot of
time on her appearance and she looked quite good. She made no attempt
to contact Gerry but just waited for him to come to her. And Gerry danced
and talked with her quite often. Gerry likes the comfort of having a
stable partner. They looked as if they would now become a couple. But,
unfortunately, I thought that, when she finally got her claws into Gerry, she
wouldn’t let him go. So I could say farewell to my possible future life with
Gerry.
Halfway through the dance, we have a supper break. During this
break, people can mount the stage, where the band plays, and make any
important announcements. Barry and Melinda did this, then held hands
and announced their engagement. I was horrified. On Sunday Melinda
had clearly shown she really didn’t like Barry at all. And Barry certainly
wasn’t in love with Melinda. He was in love with me. But everyone was
clapping and cheering so I couldn’t make a spectacle of myself and refrain
from joining in. So I had to clap and cheer with everyone else. But it was
very sad. I didn’t want to live with Barry. But I still wanted him to be
available for me to flirt with.
So it now looked as if both the guys in my life, who I was sort of in love
with, were going to marry someone else. I tried not to show my feelings.
But Toby and Steve must have guessed what I was thinking about and they
came to me and they tried to cheer me up. But I have my pride – I wasn’t
going to have people feeling sorry for me. Not me, - not Gwendolen the
Great herself. I wouldn’t repine. I would have to work hard within the
community to get new friends and be an important person once again. But
I could do it. Guys, unfortunately, have the right to be stupid. That is life.
But it was all a bit sad for me nevertheless.
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5.

A PARTY

I worked exceedingly hard for the next five months. So I attended
every community activity and took an active role in everything that was
going on. I got to know every person in the community much better and
learnt their likes and dislikes and who was friends with whom. And I
worked really hard at all my officer courses. And, you will be pleased to
know, my good works were rewarded. I am now the new glorious energy
officer.
In fact, it is not as hard for a young person to become an officer
in our community as you might imagine. Our community is not like
the present outside world at all. Our community thinks it is enormously
important that every young person becomes a full, active, knowledgeable
member as soon as possible. And so they specifically encourage young
members to become officers. Such a young member must clearly
demonstrate to the community that they really know their work. But, if
they do, a young person will be elected in preference to an older more
experienced person. Our community does this so that, at meetings, as many
people as possible will know the details of a subject well. So, with this
knowledge, many people will be able to speak and vote on matters they
genuinely know all about. This means our community will be well run.
And, even more importantly, our young members will rapidly become well
integrated into our community.
This means that our older members will have less to do in our
community. But this is what we want. Our older members can work in the
outside world as much as they like. And here, our older members can tell
the outside world all about the wonders of green living. And, best of all,
they can help to get new communities started up. Thus our green movement
can spread. And so, eventually, this beautiful world of ours might be saved
from the horrors of climate change.
This situation will help to explain how I became an officer. But it
doesn’t explain how I became an officer for a subject which five months
ago I knew practically nothing about. The answer is simply that I worked
very, very hard. Our community is a very open community and so every
past examination paper and all past member’s answers and associated
examiner’s marks are available for all members to study. Now there are
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only a limited number of radically different questions that can be made up
on the subject of energy that are relevant to a small community like ours.
So I could learn all the questions and understand all the previous answers
and errors from past examination papers. And that is precisely what I did.
The exam still wasn’t easy because the details of every question always
change for each exam. So each new question always uses different shapes,
sizes and numbers. So you have to know what you are doing. And also
I had to know how the various measures of energy in terms of calories,
joules, kilo-watt hours and work (i.e. tonne-meters) can all be applied to
various different circumstance and be converted when necessary. But I
finally did it. In fact, I got close to full marks. I can work hard when I really
apply myself. This is what I had done in climbing many years ago - and I
managed to do the same in this exam as well.
Not only does our community encourage young members to become
officers, but there is great celebration when a young member obtains their
first office. And so a big party is given to honour the new officer at our
Saturday night dance after a successful election. This is what this chapter is
all about – my triumphant party.
First the new officer is given a laurel wreath to wear for the
night in the style of the Greek Olympic champions of old. And mine, which
had been made by Toby
as the new social officer
himself, was beautifully
made. Then there was
free booze for the night
and the supper was much
more lavish than usual.
I could have invited any
of my personal friends
to the night as well. But
all my external friends
were either in the UK
or climbers - so they
couldn’t come. So this
This picture shows the dance - Sweets of May.
was sad. The highlight
of the night is a special dance chosen by the new officer. And I chose mine
to be ‘Sweets of May’. This is an Irish dance with just a little more style
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than the usual traditional bush dances we normally do. Toby had made sure
that the band knew the correct tune and could play it with the lilt and speed
that an Irish tune requires. And they played it well. The dance is done in a
square set with a couple on each side of the square. The dance needs a bit
of space for full movement. But not too many people in our community
knew the dance. So we only had four sets. But this was exactly right
number of sets for our sized hall.
I had a problem as to whom I should choose for my partner. I was
pregnant and I certainly wasn’t trying to hide this fact. So everyone knew.
But I steadfastly declined to say who the father was in spite of a lot of
queries on the matter. However, I knew I would have to put down a father’s
name on the birth certificate when my child was born. And Steve and I
agreed that his name would be put down on the certificate. And now,
just as a nice friendly gesture, Steve and I now slept with each other once a
week. But we kept this fact very discrete. So even Toby and Peter couldn’t
be certain that we were sleeping with each other. And Steve was happy
to continue acting as the child’s father after the birth when it would be
appropriate. So that was OK.
But we didn’t want people to think that the father was Steve too
strongly. So, to confuse the issue, I chose Peter to be my partner for the
‘Sweets of May’ dance. He was delighted to do so. He was also a good
dancer. So, with his youth and good looks, he was a perfect partner for me
for the night. I felt I deserved a great night and I got it.
Towards the end of the evening, I noticed there was a new girl at the dance
and she seemed to be vaguely associated with Barry and Melinda. I was
intrigued and so, when Barry was absent, I sat next to Melinda to find out
more. By the way, both Melinda and Benita were pregnant same as myself.
As I have told you before, our community is a great place to have children so no one hangs around about having children here.
‘Who is the new girl?’ I asked of Melinda as soon as I sat down.
Melinda was actually a little drunk. She immediately put her arm around
me to express her delight in seeing me. I hadn’t seen too much of her over
the last few months because she had been with Barry so much. So I was
glad to be with her alone once again.
‘Her name is Angela,’ Melinda replied. I should explain that in our
community we only use our Christian names. Everyone here always knows
everyone else’s Christian name. And we only use Christian names when
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we sign for the items we consume or use – remember we don’t use cash at
all. It would take longer and be more confusing to add our surnames. So, as
absolutely everything is done in terms of Christian names, we tend to forget
about surnames completely. Besides, we object to the sexist convention of
children only taking their father’s surname. And also I don’t bother to use
surnames when I’m writing my story - as you may have noticed.
‘She has just started a vet degree course at Sydney Uni,’ Melinda
continued on. ‘She wants to gain experience and earn some money during
her holidays and on some weekends. So she has just started up here to
assist Barry occasionally. We have plenty of spare rooms in our house
where she can stay overnight. It looks as if she will fit in here well.’
Then we chatted on together for a while. During this I encouraged
Melinda to drink more by drinking myself. I wondered if Melinda was
worried that Barry might take a more personal interest in Angela - and
hence Melinda’s drinking. But to me Angela didn’t look the type. She
was a sturdy healthy sort of girl and appeared to have a very no-nonsense
approach to life. She wouldn’t be interested in Barry. I thought Melinda
was safe. But, as Melinda continued to drink, I though this might be a
golden opportunity to learn what was going on between her and Barry.
‘Why don’t we go home now,’ I said, ‘and make ourselves comfy at home.
We can finish drinking there. We have both done enough here and it would
be better to relax together at home.’ Melinda was very pleased with this
suggestion. So we waved goodbye to everyone and set off home. And I
carried some of our extra wine with us to help lubricate Melinda’s
tongue.
It so happened that my terrace house backed onto the Bakery and Vet
complex where Melinda and Barry lived. Also we had a little gate in our
back garden because we, in our house, use this route as a short cut to the
village. So I could persuade Melinda to go to her house via our house.
And, when there, I had no difficulty in persuading Melinda to stop off
for a rest in our common bottom unit. We were not likely to be disturbed
there because the others would naturally go straight up the stairs to their
bedrooms above. So we made ourselves comfy on the sofa with our wine
and glasses in front of us, ready for a nice personal intimate chat.
‘Neither of us knows what happened to the other person on that
all important Saturday night which was to change all our lives,’ I began.
‘Wouldn’t it be lovely to hear the other person’s full story?’
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Melinda
slowly looked up
at me and thought
for a while. She
was putting her
drunkenness behind
her. She was very
wary. ‘Yes, it would
This picture shows how close Gwen and Barry lived
be lovely to know,’
together. Gwen live in house 5. And Barry and Melinda
She said. ‘But I must
live in the vets house is on the right close to the road.
be terribly careful. I
know perfectly well
that Barry chose to marry me simply on the rebound from you. And
I am quite happy with this situation. I am not a high flier like you are.
You see I am no good at passing exams and even in dances I make lots of
mistakes - particularly in a dance like ‘Sweets of May’. All I want is to be
safely married to a good provider like Barry. And I will try to be a good
wife to him. But, if Barry though that I was in any way in league with you,
he would absolutely never forgive me. And I am very dependent on him.
He is still very angry with you. Do you understand?’
I was very impressed by this speech. In fact, I now thought that
Melinda was a good suitable wife for Barry. But I still wanted to know
more about what happened. So I said, ‘I promise absolutely faithfully that I
will never breathe a word to anyone of anything you tell me at all. You will
be completely safe. I understand and appreciate your situation. But it would
still be nice to hear each other’s story.’
‘OK,’ She said. ‘I wouldn’t do this for anyone. But you are my
hero. So I will do it just for you.’ And we had a very good hug and kiss
with each other. We then both had a good drink of wine. Then I agreed
to tell my story first. This naturally took a while and Melinda was a really
good attentive listener. And then this is Melinda’s story as told by her. --“
‘Well before you and Steve came to visit us, Benita was wildly
optimistic that you would, in some way, compromise your marriage
with Gerry. And Benita talked about it the whole time. Gerry to begin
with was just mildly amused. But finally even he got exasperated by the
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whole thing. He suggested to Benita that, if she was sufficiently keen, she
could possibly see what the lower party were in fact doing. Behind our cave
there was a slight break in the cliff line where a very minor creek joined the
river. She could take a torch and scramble up to the top of the cliff there.
And from there she could walk along the top and then she might be able
to see what the other party were doing. And Benita accepted the challenge
and off she went. I think Gerry did this mainly as a means of getting rid of
Benita for a while and as a means of using up some of her excess energy.
But also he wanted to be left alone with me. I think he quite liked me - the
quieter elder sister.
We moved closer together and chatted together for a while. And
then Gerry asked, ‘Why are you always so silent when Benita is around?’
‘I don’t have much choice,’ I replied. ‘I am just a visitor at your
community here and I sleep in Benita’s front room. I don’t have much
money. If Benita felt that her elder sister was getting in her way, then
I would have to leave immediately. And Benita wants me to be silent
when you are around. So I am. I would love to become a member of your
community. But I have no one to support my application. And I can’t claim
to have any great abilities.’
‘I am the membership secretary and I will support your application
for membership. I think you will get it. You don’t need to fear. We welcome
ordinary people like you to join us here.’
‘That would be awfully good of you. I would appreciate that
enormously. But it is best if we can be as discreet as possible about this. I
don’t want to upset Benita. I admire you immensely and I would love to be
your very close friend. But, unlike Benita, I would much prefer to keep our
friendship a complete secret. Will you do this for me?’
Gerry agreed and we had a very tight hug to show our friendship.
I think we both appreciated the friendship. And then we chatted on until
Benita returned.
‘Guess what?’ Benita said. ‘I have just seen three males sitting
around a campfire. I take this to mean that Gwen has strayed with the other
male. Isn’t that wonderful.’
‘It is just your over-fertile imagination,’ Gerry replied. ‘I have
nothing to worry about. Even if it is true about what you have seen, there
could be plenty of other explanations.’
‘OK, then. If you are so completely confident about the situation,
how about you agree that, if Gwen strays, then you will also stray in a
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similar manner.’
‘Fair enough,’ He replied with a confident smile. ‘But now leave
me in peace until I have some definite proof that Gwen has strayed.’
Benita was satisfied and so we finally had some sleep.
After your and Steve’s visit, Gerry returned to us in a very sorry state and
he had to admit that you had strayed. I felt very sorry for him. But Benita
was jubilant and claimed her just reward.
But Gerry replied, ‘I only agreed that I would stray. But I did not
say with whom. I will share the night with both of you. That is the only fair
thing to do.’
Gerry was being very kind to me here because he carefully avoided
showing Benita that he and I were now good friends. But Benita was still
furious. However, to calm things down, I said. ‘I would be quite happy to
have just half-an-hour alone with Gerry. That is enough for me. Benita, you
can have the rest of the night with Gerry.’
And Benita had to agree to this or get nothing at all. She gave me
the first half-hour and so she took her lilo around the corner.
When Gerry and I were alone, I said, ‘By the way you look, the
last thing you will want to do at the moment is to flirt. I take it the situation
between you and Gwen is very serious indeed.’
‘Yes, it is. Our marriage is probably at an end.’
‘I would like to be able to help you. I admire you above anyone
else in the world. But I know my limitations. I am not good enough or able
enough to be your partner in life. I need your friendship and want to give
you my friendship in return. But that is as far as I can go.’
‘I most willingly will give you my friendship and will receive your
friendship in return.’ And we had a solid genuine kiss. ‘So what can I do for
you?’
‘I need your help to become a member as I mentioned before. But,
besides this, I have to admit I do have a far-out dream. And this dream is to
have a child by you and that this child might have all your abilities. I have
no wish for the fact that you are the father to be publicly known. But this is
my dream in life.’
‘We should all have our dreams in life. And I will support yours as
much as I am able.’ We then chatted on. But finally we had a short intimate
cuddle - just enough to confirm our possible future intentions. That was all
that I wanted. And I think that Gerry was now very happy to have a good
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friend in me.
And then Barry, on the rebound from you, asked to marry me. And I
certainly wasn’t going to turn down a nice easy cushy life with Barry. But
I explained to Barry about my little act with Gerry and so it was possible
I might be bearing his child. And Barry was happy to accept this. Barry,
the good vet he is, knew that I should not be bearing Gerry’s child from
that period of my menstrual cycle. And I professed complete ignorance on
these matters. But, a few days later, Gerry and I had a secret meeting in the
middle of the night, when it was the right time of the month for me. And so
I got my dream wish. So I might be now bearing Gerry’s child rather than
Barry’s. I am not quite as thick as Barry imagines me to be. But now I am
a good wife to Barry and I hope to remain so for evermore. And I had been
honest with Barry. He had accepted marrying me knowing that I might be
bearing Gerry’s child.
But now you can see why you must keep everything completely
secret. I have to trust you, my hero, to support me.’ --”
And I, of course, gave Melinda my trust again. I was very pleased to know
the true state of affairs about Gerry. I had been surprised that Gerry had
been so willing to link his life with Benita. But now I saw he had done this
under the assumption that this included a very good close association with
Melinda as well. But then Melinda had suddenly married Barry leaving
poor Gerry lumbered with just Benita for the rest of his life. I started
to feel quite sorry for poor old Gerry.
But quite soon Melinda quietly dropped off into a deep slumber.
This was the way alcohol seemed to affect her. And then I wasn’t going to
miss out on a glorious opportunity like this. I lifted Melinda’s legs up onto
the sofa and made her comfortable. I put a pillow under her head and a
blanket all over the rest of her. Then I quietly pinched her keys, dimmed the
light and set off to Barry’s house to impersonate Melinda in their marriage
bed. I was due for a bit of genuine fun for a night after my five months of
hard work. I really deserved it.
I knew the vet’s house vaguely and where the main bedroom was likely
to be. I thought Barry had probably not returned yet because, if he had,
he would have found Melinda missing and he would have returned to my
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place. He had seen Melinda and myself leaving together. Mostly we don’t
bother to lock our units in our community because we have no worries
about intruders. But Barry’s house was on the public road so that was
why it was locked. The key fitted without any difficulty and I found their
bedroom. Melinda’s nightie was under the pillow. So I took it out,
undressed, put the nightie on and popped into Melinda’s side of the bed.
When I do a job I like to do it well. Fortunately, Melinda’s side was on the
far side from the door. So, if I faced away, all Barry would see was my hair,
which was similar to Melinda’s. So he wouldn’t pick out the difference
between us immediately. I am not as big as Melinda but we aren’t too
dissimilar. And, of course, we were both pregnant to the same degree. I
turned the light off, took my position and prepared to wait.
Barry eventually came. He didn’t turn the light on but undressed
quietly and lumbered into bed. Barry is not agile like me. He snuggled up
to my back. I gradually felt Barry’s top hand feel my legs, then slide up
under my nightie and to rest on my breasts. Then, when the other hand
slipped beneath my body I pretended to slowly wake up and returned the
kiss he was clearly keen to give me.
‘It is lovely to be close to you once again, my dear Barry.’ I
whispered. ‘I am sure you must have missed me, the love of your life.’
Barry drew back in horror. ‘Where is Melinda?’ He asked in a very
angry tone.
‘She drank too much and is sleeping it off at my place. Don’t you
appreciate my nobleness in taking her place?’
‘What do you want?’
‘I don’t want anything. I have simply come to help you to get in
touch with your true feelings once again. You are in a state of denial. You
don’t know it but you are missing me.’
‘I don’t want to have anything to do with you now. We are most
definitely finished.’
‘I am pleased to tell you that when a person truly falls in love with
someone you cannot undo it. I am part of your life now – you cannot deny
it.’
‘I can deny it and I will. And furthermore I am going to deny you
the opportunity of making a fool of me again. Forget it.’
‘Awe shucks Barry. Don’t you remember how once you called
upon me, your fairy godmother, Gwendolen to come to your aid. And I
have come to your aid now. And how you then struggled with princess
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Gwendolen afterwards in the bush in front of her cave. Those glorious
times cannot be forgotten.’
‘They are forgotten. Now will you kindly leave and tell Melinda to
return?’
‘I can see you are still “snarling with rage and injured pride”. I
did a good job on you in curbing your pride, didn’t I? I am the only person
that thinks about your moral well-being. But you will recover. I am pleased
to have seen you again. I will wait here for another ten minutes and enjoy
myself watching you still simmering with rage over me. Then I will leave.
I don’t think Melinda will be capable of returning here right yet. She will
return to you after a good night’s sleep. Now put up with me for another ten
minutes.’
And Barry accepted this. I was pleased with the episode. In spite of
his efforts, Barry wouldn’t be forgetting about me too easily. And then after
ten minutes I did leave. But I managed to extract a kiss from him before I
left. And, before Melinda returned in the morning, I told her all about what
I had done. And Melinda continued to be impressed by me her hero. So I
felt I was still very much - Gwendolen the Great herself.
I do like myself. I am a great fan of myself. I hope you, my reader,
are as well.
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6.

A PICNIC

A year has now passed since that momentous canyon trip of ours. And
Steve has organised a picnic for the eight of us in honour of this very
special occasion. It would have been much nicer for us to have actually
repeated the trip itself, now that the heat of summer was on us once again.
But that would have been far too difficult for us with three very young
babies to look after. So we had to make do with a common picnic. By the
way, my child is called Julie; Melinda and Barry’s – Max; and Benita
and Gerry’s - Sabrina.
In this story of mine you might have noticed, I am skipping out all
the normal stuff associated with - a birth, babies, my family coming out
from the UK, lack of sleep and all the other standard aspects of life that my
adventure has now entailed. This is because I am only interested in what is
very special about me myself. In most respects, I am naturally just a normal
boring individual. So why tell you that. But one thing that is very special
to me now is my time as the FabCom energy officer. So I am certainly
going to tell you about this enterprise of mine.
It so happened that my predecessor in this office was a remarkably
good energy officer indeed. But I only found this out when I studied
his records in detail over time - about the community’s energy reserves,
the weather forecasts and the energy prices he set. But the rest of the
community did not know this because they hadn’t studied the complete
picture. And there are always a couple of ratbags in a community that will
always complain – particularly when the officer says the energy price must
rise. So what I did was to always write down what these trouble-makers
suggested themselves. And these people always make some horrible
mistakes themselves. So, when I made mistakes myself, the trouble-makers
had to shut up because I could point out their own errors. So, in general, the
community thought I was a very good energy officer - which I wasn’t – but
then I wasn’t too bad either.
And my position in our community was soon sufficiently good that
I could start to skip studying the remaining officer courses. Why should
I work - when I didn’t need to? I am certainly in no way addicted to hard
work.
My one slight problem then was with Peter. Our community
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now started to assume that Peter was the cause of this whole episode.
And Peter encouraged this whole idea. And even my putting Steve on
the birth certificate made no difference to this community opinion. They
just assumed I had had a night of madness with a guy who is young and
handsome. And I simply wrote down Steve because he would look more
suitable. And I couldn’t actually categorically deny the possibility that
Peter could be the father either. So I had to suffer this one slight indignity.
And Peter gradually became even more insufferable.
But on the whole, this year had been a year of triumph for me.
In spite of Gerry’s dire prediction, my status in our community was higher
than ever – everyone admired me. People might not have approved of
what I did – but now they all grudgingly respected me. And even Gerry
himself recognised this and was now a bit envious of my position in the
community. Of course Steve, Toby and Peter were now sort of in love
with me. But I was careful to keep their feelings for me in check. Even
with Barry, after that incident on my party night, he gradually began to
unwind towards me. So, although this year had
been the most difficult year I have ever had to
face, it was also my most successful year. And
now I was free of the constraints of marriage and yet I was very much in the centre of all the
action in our community. So I had achieved my
goal in life – I have truly become Gwendolen
the Great herself. But naturally I keep this
little fact secret to myself.
In our natural land, there is one spot that is
ideal for a picnic. Here there is a little rock
pool with a grassy glade next to it. It would be
nice to think that this was all natural – but it
was not. In a community, if you want to live in
a good environment without demanding to have
perfect land to begin with, then you mostly have
to create the features that you want yourself. So
our rock pool was actually created by us. It is
situated in a creek-bed where water will run in
times of heavy rain. Above this dry creek bed,
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Clearly the ideal place for a
picnic is the glade on the topright.

we have our water collection panels and below this we have our covered
water reservoir. A pipeline, below the dry creek bed, normally takes the
water from our collection panels to our reservoir. In the Australian climate
you cannot afford to waste any water at all. But we siphon off a small
amount of our water and this was used to form our rock pool. Our rock
pool has also been carefully sealed beneath to prevent loss of water to the
soil. And, similarly, we had created our own glade. And we occasionally
need to water it as well in times of drought. We find we need to doctor
nature a little in order to create a more pleasant home environment.
So this is naturally where we had our picnic on the appropriate
Sunday afternoon. We didn’t settle down too close to the rock-pool because
this was being used by a crowd of rowdy teenagers. The weather was quite
hot. So we chose a spot slightly upstream from the pool. Our party went
well. Everyone was in a good mood, there was plenty of food and wine
to partake of, and there was much to reminisce over what had happened
during the past year. Our party was in full swing when a party of three
young girls detached themselves from the teenagers playing in the pool and
approached us. I knew this was going to spell trouble for me.
The three girls were called Mary, Fiona and Shelley. The ringleader, Mary, was a perfectly ghastly girl of about fifteen. She was short,
fat and pimply - but this didn’t seem to inhibit her in any way at all. Her
parents had been important founder members of the community. But the
family had moved down to Melbourne. And now Mary came up to stay at
the community for the long holidays. She stayed with a distant relation who
was also a member of our community. I suppose people felt they had to put
up with her obnoxious ways because of her family connections. But I found
her exceedingly hard to take. And she always seemed to go out of her way
to be especially obnoxious to me. The other two girls were a couple of
years younger than her and more normal.
The younger girls were just in swimmers with their towels wrapped
around them. But Mary had put on a red skirt and a white blouse above
her swimmers. She had also put on some lipstick, which was over-done,
and she had vaguely combed her hair. She had the air of someone who
considers this to be an important occasion for her and she was definitely
going to make the most of it. They were clearly coming here with the idea
of joining our party. And I was absolutely determined that they should
not.
‘What-ho, what-ho, what-ho,’ Mary began. She was going through
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a very painful P.G. Wodehouse stage in her life. ‘Behold, in front of
me I see the very cream of our community gathered together for a very
exclusive little party.’
‘We are not an exclusive party,’ I replied, ignoring her sarcasm.
‘We are simply a group of people who went canyoning together last year.
We can’t go this year because now we have babies. So we are reminiscing
about it all. You don’t belong to this scene. So kindly now go and return to
your friends.’
But they clearly didn’t intend to leave. Mary glared at us for few
moments. And then she said, ‘You are clearly forgetting your social
duties.’
‘You could have brought your own food just as easily as we have.
You have no excuse for sharing ours.’
‘You are forgetting the nature of our current world and what our
community stands for. We, in the western world, have an excess of food
and so we suffer from gluttony. Just look at me. So we certainly don’t
want your food. Our problem is that we, poor children, are losing our
maternal instincts through too much commercially-oriented education.
Our community deplores this tendency. Your duty, as you know perfectly
well, is to help young people regain their maternal instincts. And your party
has three young babies. And here in front of you are three sweet young girls
desperate to regain their maternal instincts. We already know your babies’
names – so we have done our duty. You cannot ignore our community
rules. We don’t want your food. But we are desperate to gaze upon and
fondle your beautiful babies. You don’t have to talk to us at all – but you
must help us develop our maternal instincts for just a short period. Rules is
rules!’
Clearly these girls weren’t remotely interested in developing their
maternal instincts at all. But the words were right and it would look bad for
our group, if I turned them away, and then this incident was reported back
to the community. And so I had to let them join us. As soon as Mary had
commandeered Julie from me, she poked her tongue at me, but making
sure that no one else was watching. And then, as soon as they were settled
with us playing with our babies, Melinda helped them to food and wine.
Melinda can’t avoid her Italian culture of always offering food. And then
they interfered with everything.
Mary rapidly found out that Benita’s baby Sabrina had a poohey
nappy. We always use nappies here because the convenient disposables
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can’t be recycled. And this gave Mary an excuse to give a great lecture to
Benita on the subject of nappies.
‘Benita, my dear,’ She carried on. ‘It seems to have escaped your
notice that boy babies and girl babies have different anatomies. So, when
Max pees, he pees in front of him, but, when Sabrina pees, she pees
beneath her. So, when you fold a girl’s nappy, you must fold it in a different
manner. And you, in your extreme ignorance, have just copied Melinda’s
triangular method. This method, which uses just one safety pin, is good
for boy babies because it places a lot of material at the front. But for girl
babies you need to use the more complex two safety pin system because
this method puts more material beneath the baby. Let me show you.’ And
she did. Benita had to watch on grinding her teeth in fury. I, for once, had a
lot of sympathy for Benita. But the rest of the crowd, particularly the guys,
unfortunately found the whole incident to be rather amusing.
‘Shelley has written a little poem especially for you, her hero
Gwen. Come along and read it out Shelley. I am sure you will appreciate
it.’ Mary now said. And I was powerless to stop her. Everyone else was
keen to hear it.
Shelley came forward and did a little curtsey to us all. She was the
smallest and youngest of the girls. ‘This poem comes from the nursery ditty
“Queen, Queen Caroline”. This is how it goes:
		Queen, Queen Gwendolen,
		
Surrounded by our adoring men,
		
The GREATEST chook in this little pen,
		
Queen, Queen Gwendolen.
You, Gwen, we consider to be our community’s queen.’
And Shelley gave another little curtsey and left. Clearly Mary had
organised the whole item and written the poem herself for my discomfort.
But, at least this time, the guys didn’t find the incident quite so amusing.
So the clapping didn’t last too long. And I didn’t like the way that Shelley
emphasised the word “greatest”. I like to think that I am great. But I don’t
like the thought that other people might guess that I fancy myself.
Mary now stood up. Clearly she had a big announcement to make.
‘Today is an important day for me. Today I am sixteen.’ I grimaced with
horror. But I didn’t realise that Mary was watching me carefully. ‘Don’t
pull that face at me, Gwen. I do know my place in this world. I know,
Ms High-and-Mighty, that this is your party and I have no right at all to
change it into a birthday party for myself. But I am not doing that at all.
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The significance of the day is simply that legally I am now an adult. I am
now in charge of my own life. So today I want to be left alone with a male
and to find out how this new, blossoming body of mine is progressing. Will
I manage to seduce some guy, or will some guy with a virile male shape
seduce me instead?’
And then she went over and kneeled in front of Melinda. ‘Could I
borrow your very good husband for this purpose? He is mature, handsome
and responsible and I respect him enormously. Being a vet he clearly must
know a lot about many different kinds of bodies. He would be the perfect
guy for this purpose. Please.’
Melinda smiled. She must have taken it as a joke. I think she
actually liked the repulsive brat. ‘Yes, you certainly may. I would feel
honoured to lend him to you.’ Mary gave her a full kiss on the mouth. You
could even see the lip-stick she left behind on Melinda’s mouth.
Mary jumped into the air with a loud, ‘Wacko - Wacko. See, I
shall soon be on my way to adulthood.’ She bounded over to Barry and
kissed him and took his hand. I suspected now that this whole incident
must have all been arranged by Barry and Mary beforehand. ‘Now let us
both see what a bit of “touchies and feelies” will do to these sexy bodies
of ours when we are left alone by ourselves in private.’ And they then
marched off hand-in-hand into the bush.
Naturally I was pleased to get rid of the brat. But the nature of our
party was completely disturbed. No one could talk of anything else but
what it all could mean, how far it might go and what Barry thought about it
all. Even when she was absent, Mary was the complete centre of attention.
I had to smoulder in fury alone.
They duly did return in just over half-an-hour still hand-in-hand. They
were both covered with grass and junk indicating that they must have had
a rumble together in the undergrowth. But this could have all been just an
act like everything else. Mary thanked Melinda profusely and said, ‘Barry
was fantastic. I didn’t manage to quite seduce him this time. He was too
much of a gentleman. But give me time and I will.’
Then, mercifully, the three girls left us to join the other teenagers in
the pool again. I didn’t know what to make of this whole horrible episode
at all.
Towards the end of the afternoon, I managed to get a bit of time alone with
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Gerry. Melinda and Benita together had taken their babies back home. I
was keen to know how Gerry was getting on with Benita. But naturally I
couldn’t ask about this subject directly.
‘What are your general plans for your future in the community
now?’ I asked instead. My thinking was that, if Gerry told me anything
about his future plans, then this would indicate to what extent he might
remain to be coupled with Benita.
‘Do you really wish to know?’ He replied. ‘It is a rather complex
subject.’
‘Of course I do. Tell me all.’ I really didn’t want to know too much.
But I had to show some enthusiasm, if I was going to learn anything about
his future plans.
‘FabCom will soon run out of space. So we need to think where we
can expand to.’
‘And where are you thinking of us going to now?’
‘It is now too difficult to buy land near where we are in the Sydney
basin. And surrounding the Sydney basin there is a very extensive set of
national parks. So my feeling is that we need to take a big step away and
now think in terms of expanding into the Hunter Valley. There is a
large amount of reasonable land we could buy there. And, if we were to
buy a farm of about 400 hectares there, we could form a much larger more
independent community. As you know, our community’s land has a wedgelike shape with the narrow section adjoining the village. We could fit 16
communities like ours around a village centre. So, if we were to build a
village centre at the centre of our farm, we could have 16 communities like
ours surrounding it. So we could eventually form a complete self-sufficient
village community of 1600 people. And such a community would then
be big enough to support a village school and all facilities that a village
really needs. We could then have a much better independent social life
with like-minded self-sufficient people. It would be a big step to form such
a community and it would take a long period of time. But that is what I
would like us to try to do. And I personally want to start trying to make this
to happen myself.’
This idea may sound like a very fine challenge to you. But
Gerry wasn’t kidding me. The reason that Gerry wanted to try to form a
community so far away was that he would have a really good excuse to
be away from home for a long time. It was the perfect excuse for him to
escape from Benita. And I was certain Benita wouldn’t like to be left
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alone for a significant amount of time. Also none of us members, living
here, would want to move so far away from Sydney. We would much prefer
to persevere here and form something smaller and closer to home. Besides,
this was just a dream on Gerry’s part and would come to nothing. It was
too hard. But then, I was keen to see Gerry parted from Benita. So I had to
pretend to support Gerry.
‘That is certainly a very impressive and ambitious plan of yours,’
I said. ‘I thoroughly support you. It will be difficult to get people to move
there. But you should keep trying.’
‘And what are your future plans then?’ Gerry asked. ‘Are you
thinking of marrying again?’
I was keen to learn Gerry’s future plans - but not to tell him of
mine. I had to stall. ‘I am still seeing how I can manage with my new baby,’
I said. ‘I will have to wait and see.’
But in fact I was still keen to continue with my plan of having
four children. I have my pride. I have no desire to be like your normal
good solid dependable housewife. I want to have a challenge, which I think
I could do, but which very few other people could manage. I am like the
original grey and woolly kangaroo of Rudyard Kipling, who danced on
the outcrop in the middle of Australia and wanted to be different from all
other animals. And his pride was inordinate. Mind you, I had no intentions
of undergoing all the hardships that old man kangaroo had to endure. That
is why I wasn’t going to tell Gerry anything – so, if things grew too hard,
I could chicken out. But I would stick to the challenge if I could cope with
everything. Also there was no one here I actually wanted to marry now.
But, of course, it was best to tell absolutely no one about my plan, because
the community wouldn’t approve of it at all. Everyone here fully supports
normal sensible stable marriages.
You are probably wondering how I could cope financially without a
partner to support me. And our community certainly wouldn’t allow me to
obtain the single parent pension from outside. A self-sufficient community
won’t allow that sort of thing at all. So I would have to look after myself.
It wouldn’t be easy - but I thought I could manage. For a start, our
community has a very good crèche and child-minding facility that everyone
helps with. So this would allow me to work some of the time without my
children. I thought I would like to do about four hours work a day, i.e.
twenty hours a week. Now all officers are allowed ten hours a week for
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general management, i.e. thinking, talking to people and writing reports
about their area. I could do this work with my children with me. So this
would mean I only needed to definitely use our crèche for two hours a day.
This seemed a reasonable amount.
As we work in our community, the excess of our work hours
over our expense hours becomes our equity in our community bank. The
average person in our community has an equity of about 10,000 hours
(equivalent of between $200,000 and $300,000). And our community likes
to see young people’s equity gradually increase so that, by the age of about
forty, they have reached this average equity. My equity, when I left Gerry,
was about 1,000 hours. And I had managed to increase this to 2,000 hours
over the past year. I had done very well over these years because I had
worked a lot. But also, during the past year, Steve and Toby had helped me
by giving me an extra 5 hours a week. And then they said that, if I had their
children later, then they would each support me by giving me five hours
a week for at least two years as well. I then did all the various necessary
sums and they showed that I should be able to pay all my expenses. And
there would still be enough money left over for me to slowly increase my
equity in the community as time went by. {If you wish to know to know
whether this calculation is correct, then you need to read our community’s
booklet on our community’s financial system that I mentioned before.} So
my calculation was that I should be OK.
You, my reader, ought to be worrying now about all the tax I ought
to be paying to the Australian government. You know all good citizens
need to pay their taxes – otherwise our form of government will collapse.
This question is an enormously important point to our community as
well. We, as a self-sufficient community, believe that we should look after
ourselves within our community. And then we should simply pay for all
the goods and services we need to use in the outside world. But our current
government believes they should look after us in our community and then
they must tax us for all the services that we don’t want to receive from
them. Thus there is a strong difference of opinion between the external
government and us.
What we do then in our community is the following. We claim to
the tax office that our community is just like an extended family home.
So what goes on inside our community is of no concern of theirs. So our
members can: do things for other people; help each other; and gives things
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to one another just as we please. But we make sure that the tax man gets
sufficient tax from us by saying that any member, who works in the outside
world, should be taxed as if they were already receiving $30,000. This is
because such members are already receiving all the basic needs of life in
terms of accommodation, food, energy and water. So such members pay a
significant amount of tax. And we then actually work out how much of the
outside government facilities we use as a community. And we compare this
with how much tax we actually pay. And we can show we pay almost twice
the amount of tax in comparison to the facilities we actually use. So the
taxman cannot complain about us.
The reason we much prefer to do things this way is because it
places the tax burden on our members when they can afford to pay it. When
people are young they are reasonably busy. Thus they have to learn how to
do all the various jobs, earn their equity in the community and also have
children. But, in our community, none of this applies to older members and
so they should have a lot of spare time. So they can work in the outside
world and pay plenty of tax. We are very happy to help the outside world
with its problems. But only when we have sufficient time to do so.
If the tax-man was to investigate all our detailed internal accounts,
our life here would be an absolute nightmare. We should pay tax on all the
interest income each member receives. And we would receive no benefit
at all from the fact we all own equity in our total community (as a person
who owns their own home does). We should also pay purchase tax on all
our own goods. And these details would also be an invitation for everyone
to criticize everything we do. For example, we don’t insure anything we
have here because we can fix anything that goes wrong ourselves. And we
probably don’t have all the many safety devices that the rest of the world
now thinks are so essential for life. We want to make our own decisions
about the way we live our life. So we are fully in charge of our own lives
here as much as this is possible. This is what being self-sufficient means to
us.
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				PART 2
7.

A CAMPFIRE

A little more than six years has now passed since that first anniversary
picnic I’ve just described. And now I am the proud mother of four
beautiful, spritely, healthy children. Julie, my oldest, looks just like me.
So she is beautiful. Furthermore, she is well behaved and tries to help me
look after the younger children. Not that this helps very much. Wesley,
I have to admit, was a real trial when he was a young. He just wouldn’t
eat, the horror. But now, at the age five, although small he is as lively and
mischievous as you can image. He is a great child to play with. Brendan,
now three, is more normal. But he is my only child who has dark curly hair.
I like this because it is so different from me. Marie, my youngest, has just
turned two. The terrible two-year-old syndrome has not yet hit her, thank
goodness. So, at the moment, she looks like a small perfect replica of Julie.
And Julie is beginning to be useful in looking after her as well. These two
seem to be very attached to each other.
Having children and bringing them up is awfully hard work. But
Steve and Toby helped a lot. And even Peter did a bit. But babies and
children are all very similar so I won’t bore you with the details. And I
didn’t have time to get up to any adventures myself in these six years. But
my various friends have had significant changes to their lives, so I must
bring you up to date with them.
Barry and Melinda have become a good solid married couple.
They have three children. I see a lot of them because our children are of
similar ages and our back gardens are next to each other. Melinda was
good with her babies but she is not so good now they are growing up. She
is too soft-hearted with them and she won’t be firm enough when they do
something wrong. But she does recognise her weakness and she gets me to
take over. And I do – it helps my own children, if they see bad behaviour
carefully but firmly dealt with. So our two families see a lot of each other.
Gerry’s technique of being away from home a lot, in order to
do good works for our community, was remarkably effective. Gerry and
Benita had just one child together. After a year of Gerry being away a lot,
Benita got a job with a real estate company in Sydney. She spent more and
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more time working in town and eventually left our community to reside
in the city. I think she earned a large amount of money there. They never
got married so it was easy for them to go their independent separate ways.
Their child, Sabrina, has been mostly looked after by Gerry.
Against my prediction, Gerry was eventually successful in
getting a larger village community going. At the moment, it consists of
just two hamlets like ourselves next to their own village centre consisting
of - a shop with a post office, a swimming pool and a small library. A few
people have left here to move up there. But the majority of its members
have come from the Newcastle area. The community is near Singleton and
we call it SingCom. None of us down here are very keen on it, because it
is too far away and it is on a boring bit of land. But Gerry has persisted and
I have to admit - he has got something to show for his pains. Gerry now
shares his time between us, at FabCom, and SingCom. Sabrina often stays
with Melinda and her family when Gerry is not around. So this means I see
a lot of her as well.
Steve and Toby both got married to other people soon after their
liaison with me. For Steve this liaison was while I was pregnant with Julie
and while she was being breast-fed. For Toby this liaison was the same as
for Steve except that in his case Wesley now was actually Toby’s child. I
was pleased when they both got married to other people. I didn’t want to
interfere with their lives too much. Toby married a good solid girl called
Trudie and they are now good active members of our community. But
Steve’s case was more amusing.
Toby’s sister, Toni, visited our community when on a round the
world trip from the UK. Steve got to know her and they got married.
But she wanted to return to the UK to show their child to her family. She
intended to return but this return kept on being delayed. She had found
herself a temporary young black toy boy-friend. She kept telling Steve
it wasn’t serious and Steve, the nice kind fellow he is, always went along
with it. She then got pregnant and had a black baby. But she still kept
writing, very cheerful about the matter, always vowing she would still
return to Steve eventually. And that is the state of affairs at the moment.
Steve, patient as ever, is still waiting for Toni to return.
Steve is the father of my last child Marie. She was conceived
while Toni was in the UK. But the name I wrote on her birth certificate was
the name of an amateur actor who was a close friend of mine at the time. I
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had joined our village dramatic society while they were doing the musical
‘Joseph and the Technicolour Dream Coat’. But I was very careful not to
be too connected with Steve at that stage. I like Steve enormously – but I
certainly didn’t want to marry him. Steve, to some extent, has become a
figure of fun in our community with Toni always leading him on.

Peter became the community local buck for a while and first he and
Angela had a very definite affair. Then later, at various times, he
seemed to have an affair with Mary as well. But you can’t be sure about
anything with Mary. Mary herself went through several stages.
At age 17 she returned from Melbourne having lost her pimples
and some of her extra weight. She looked better but she was still as
painfully obnoxious as before. She then asked me, as the woman with
most experience around the place, about a suitable guy for her. And I, to
get rid of the pest and to introduce her to a nice bit of healthy suffering,
recommended Peter to her. And she appeared to take the advice. But
unfortunately, as opposed to Angela, I didn’t observe any suffering in her
case at all.
The next time she was up was when I was having my liaison with
Peter to have my third child Brendan. But I only agreed to have this liaison
with Peter, if it was kept an absolute secret. And also that he would fund
me - in the same way that Steve and Toby had done. It was easy to have
this secret liaison, as Steve and Toby had now left, and our units were
right next to each other. And Peter was happy to agree to this as he wanted
secrecy as well. But unfortunately the brat Mary hung a listening device
from our common roof above my room one night. And she recorded a
rather boisterous episode between Peter and me. And then Mary boasted to
me about ‘how the mighty have fallen’. She knew then that I didn’t think
much of Peter. So she was still bugging me.
The next time Mary was up, her physical transformation was
complete and she even acted the part of being a quiet demure respectable
member of our community. Thus she even did good works like looking
after Gerry’s child Sabrina. But I didn’t believe her or trust her at all. Also
there still seemed to be a connection between her and Peter. However, at
this stage, Angela and I became friends and we joined forces to put Peter
firmly in his place. And we were successful. We talked carefully to all
possible young women as to what he was really like. And, through these
good works of ours, he left our community. We hoped he would take Mary
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with him. But no such luck. In fact, both Peter and Benita actually still kept
up their membership of the community. So this meant that both of them
have had to keep coming to all our monthly formal general meetings, and
in general to keep in touch. So they were keeping their options open.
Surprisingly there was a rumour around the community that Barry
and Angela were having an affair. But I didn’t believe this. Why should a
sensible good-looking girl like Angela have an affair with a married man
like Barry. And Barry had lost his good looks – he had put on weight as
well. Not that I could complain about this because I had put on a little bit
of weight myself. But Barry and Angela worked together and saw a lot of
each other. So a rumour could easily spread under these circumstances.
You may have noticed that this chapter is called ‘A Camp Fire’ and so far
there has been no mention of it. And my next episode isn’t about it either.
But this episode will explain why the campfire was important to us. So we
will get to the campfire eventually.
As Benita gradually disappeared from our scene, Gerry and I
became very good friends again. And we always had coffee together
for a chat in our community café/bakery when he returned from stint at
SingCom. The following conversation then occurred when Gerry returned
after a slightly longer stint away at SingCom than usual.
‘You, at last Gwen, seem to be finally settling down,’ Gerry said
after we he caught up on all the current news. ‘Would you now be at all
interested in us getting married again?’
I had been expecting this question and I was fully prepared for it. I
didn’t want to be taken off-guard. I knew he was still keen on me. ‘I have
worked exceedingly hard bringing up my family of four children for the
past six years,’ I said. ‘And finally life is getting a bit easier. Marie is now
two and, with a bit of help from Julie, she is now not quite so much of a
handful. So, at last, I have some time for myself. But I want to use this time
now to have fun by myself. And I can’t have the sort of fun I like, if I was
married. So I am afraid I most definitely don’t want to get married again
yet. I appreciate your friendship. I am sorry but that is the way it is.’ That
is what I said. But there was a little more to the question than this. Over the
last six years Gerry had put on some weight and at times he could be a bit
of a bore. He had lost his sparkle. So I definitely wasn’t interested in him.
But then I wasn’t interested in anyone else as well. And Gerry was very
useful as a friend.
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‘I expected you would say that,’ he replied. ‘And I’ve decided I am
due to take a break away from our community for a period. I met a guy at
SingCom who helps to run a trekking company in Nepal. He would like me
to lead trekking parties for six months. And I will now accept his offer.
So I will leave here and work in Nepal for six months.’
‘Good for you. That is exactly what you ought to do. But how will
SingCom now manage without you?’
‘SingCom is well established now. They really don’t need me. You
should see it again some time. It is well advanced.’
‘I wasn’t impressed when I saw it before.’
‘That was years ago. Lots of trees have grown up and there is now
a huge amount of variety in the whole landscape. There are small orchards,
vegetable gardens, grazing lands and wheat fields in different places. And
these cultivated areas are interspersed with woods, natural lands and a
great variety of buildings. And, in the village centre, we now have tennis
courts, a swimming pool, playing fields and a small school is almost ready
to accept pupils. It is becoming a thriving community like we are here. It
is much more than the set of open fields you saw originally. And SingCom
can well now look after itself.’
I thought Gerry was probably painting a more glowing picture of
SingCom than it actually was. But I said, ‘I ought to go and see it again
some time. I agree. But who will look after Sabrina now?’
‘I talked to Benita about Sabrina. She will take charge for a while.
Benita won’t take Sabrina permanently away because she has many friends
here. But she will come here occasionally and take away here with her for
short periods. And she will make sure there is someone here she can stay
with whom she likes. So everything is in order on that score.’
I was quite impressed by Gerry’s decisive action in this matter. I
then told Steve about it all and he promptly organised that all of us should
be gathered here at one time for a farewell to Gerry. And, in particular, he
contacted Benita and Peter to be here as well. So this is what this campfire
is all about.
Over the past six years, our Saturday night dance had become a little
overcrowded. To help overcome this problem, Toby organised a campfire
that ran partially at the same time. So people, who found the dancing
overcrowded, could go to the campfire instead. And, of course, the natural
place to hold this campfire was in the glade next to the rock-pool where
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we had our picnic. (This is shown on page 96.) It was only a ten-minute
walk between our dance-hall and the campfire. So what a lot of people did
was to go to the dance for the first half. And then, after supper, they would
wander up and join the campfire in the glade. But also some people liked
to get a little drunk at the campfire as well. So these people often set up
their tents in the glade beforehand and then they could crash into their tent
afterwards and not have to worry about getting home.
So, to farewell Gerry, Steve decided we would join in this
general activity. So, before it got dark, we walked up to the glade with all
our children and all our camping gear. It was Autumn now so the weather
was neither too hot nor too cold. We set up our tents and then we all shared
a large barbequed meal. We then had a little singsong for the children
around the fire. We then returned home and those us with children put them
to bed and checked that our babysitters were installed. The older members
of our community are always happy to baby-sit for us. We then joined the
dance till supper and, after this, we made our way back to the campfire.
I know this all sounds a bit mundane and boring but our community is
basically set up so that our children shall be well integrated with our life.
And, of course, like all well organised events it all went well. Gerry had a
good farewell.
But one interesting item did occur during the later part of the
evening around the campfire. I was chatting to Benita. ‘Are you ever
thinking of returning to FabCom now?’ I asked of her.
‘I’ve got used to the high life in the Eastern suburbs,’ Benita
replied. ‘It is too boring back here. I know it is a healthy, sensible way of
life. But I need a bit of genuine excitement occasionally to really get me
going.’
‘Are you going to let your membership lapse then?’
‘No. I’m going to do exactly the opposite. That is partly why I
am here. In order to let SingCom expand more quickly, this community
is allowing the existing members here to extend their equity to cover the
setting-up expenses of SingCom. And I am going to extend my equity
to the maximum amount. A completely safe 4% return that is fully
independent of inflation is a very good rate of return by my books. And also
this equity will provide me with a safe haven should things should ever turn
sour where I am. I do have my head screwed on when it comes to financial
matters. And I have plenty of money.’
We both paused to think over this matter. At that moment, our
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own campfire was relatively silent because everyone was busy talking.
But, from the distance, a song could be heard sung in a very lusty fashion
indeed. I recognised the words.
‘What is that?’ Benita naturally asked.
‘Let us wait till the chorus comes around again,’ I replied. ‘Then I
will quietly join in.’
We waited and then I sang
		‘Cos, they were big b- - -s, large b- - -s,
			
B- - -s as heavy as lead.
		
With a dexterous twist of his muscular wrist,
			
He could toss ’em right over his head.
		
Ta ra da boom,
			
Ta ra da boom,
					
Ta ra da boom boom boom.’
‘But where does it come from and who is singing it?’
I made myself comfortable because this needed a bit of explanation.
‘Since you were here, there has been a new development in our community.
It was started by Toby. He felt that our community was becoming
over-civilised and so we were being shunned by a large portion of the
Australian population. For example, no indigenous people had joined
us at all. And his suggestion was that; the far corner of our land should be
designated as a wild area. And in this area, any behaviour would be allowed
provided that it did not interfere in any physical way with the working of
our community. So people couldn’t be injured. But people could certainly
take their clothes off when and where they liked.
‘And the idea has been successful. That far corner of our land
is now being used a lot and some indigenous people, rugby players,
bikies and other rough elements of society of both sexes have joined our
community because of this. And they go there. And they have their own
little campfire here and that is where that song is coming from. I know and
love the song they are singing. But I am not going over to join them. There
are a lot of things people can do to another person before that person can
claim that they have actually suffered any physical injury.’
‘Is Toby over there at the moment?’
‘Yes. It will probably be him that is leading the singing now.’
‘Let’s go over and join them then. You aren’t chicken are you?’
But I was chicken. I am a proud girl and I knew a lot of people
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regard
me as
being
a bit
snooty.
They
would
love to
see me
taken
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to their
own
level. It
would
be too
This picture shows what the “Wild Corner” looks like. (It is on the top
dangerous
left).
for me to
go. However, Benita did persuade Melinda to join her and they both
trotted over to join the campfire in the wild area. I was surprised that
Melinda agreed to go. But then, she is like that – she is very relaxed about
everything. I was just a little envious of them. But I definitely wasn’t going
to join them.

I was itching to see Melinda in the morning and find out what went on
up there. But she didn’t come back to her tent. But that is not abnormal
because plenty of people do sleep up in the wild area. And I had to pack up
my tent and leave early so that I could collect my children. I would have to
wait about the news.
When I got back, my children were keen to play with Melinda’s
children. And so I had the perfect excuse for our family to go over and join
them. So, as soon as Wesley spotted that Melinda had returned, over we all
went to see them all.
‘So what happened last night?’ I asked of Melinda.
Melinda quietly smiled at me. ‘I am sorry but I can’t tell you. I am
bound by a vow of secrecy about telling what goes on in the wild corner.’
‘But - that is appalling. People might do atrocious things to people
up there and no one would know about it at all.’
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‘No – I completely support our secrecy rule. There is nothing
wrong with a bit of privacy in certain occasions. And we haven’t told
people about what happened on our canyon trip. And you can see for
yourself that I am perfectly healthy and well. So there is no reason for you
to know.’
We argued for ages. But there was no way that I could budge that
stupid woman into to telling me what went on. It was most infuriating.
When I got back I thought about this for a long time. I hate not being at the
centre of the action and not knowing what was going on. But unfortunately
this wild corner was a place that I personally didn’t want to go to. So I
started to form a plan for myself. I had to create a place for myself in our
community that would still keep me above the likes of Benita and Melinda.
And yet, at the same time, somehow find out something of what went on up
there in the wild corner. This then was my plan.
First of all, I would get fit again. When I was climbing, I used to
keep myself aerobically fit by going running three times a week for half-anhour. I would start this again. To begin with, I would start with just a very
slow jog. But with practise I knew I could gradually get fit again. But this
innocent exercise would also be a perfect excuse for examining the wild
corner a little. A very sensible half-hour run would be for me to go around
our natural land perhaps a couple of times. And during this run, I would
naturally go through the wild corner. And, if I was running and no
one knew I was coming, then I should be completely safe. A person who
is sitting down and relaxing would never be able to suddenly get up and
be able to catch a person who is in running gear and who is already fully
warmed up. So I would be safe and I would be able to catch a glimpse of
what was there and what was going on.
And to help my fitness as well, I would return to climbing just a
little. I still didn’t want my previous climbing exploits to be known in the
community. But there were a couple of large climbing gyms in Sydney that
I could go to, and no one here would know about my climbing. And I could
possibly meet some more interesting male characters there as well. After
all, I knew all the possible men in our community exceedingly well already.
But my main activity would be to try to start a new folk-dance
group in our community. I had been thinking about this possibility for
some time. So this wasn’t a new idea. On Saturday nights, we just do the
old standard bush dances. But there are a lot of dances from other countries
that are a bit harder and have a lot more style to them. We could learn some
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of these and occasionally perform them in public in costume. This would
be fun. But, more than this, it would put me firmly at the centre of the stage
in our community and people could then forget about what was going on in
our wild corner.
So on following Monday morning, I started on my new regime with a
slow jog twice around our community land. And, for the first time, I
entered the new wild corner of our land. The corner was clearly marked
because there was a ring of trees marked with red plastic tape. But behind
these trees, there was a ring of low bushes that effectively stopped people
seeing what was going on behind them. But I could see as I ran through the
land. But it wasn’t really very exciting. Around a small glade, there were
a couple of thatched mud huts on one side and a campfire with a small
swimming hole next to it. But this pool had no water. But, throughout our
natural land, we have plenty of taps to help us fight bush-fires. So the pool
could easily be refilled from a tap quite close by to it. And perhaps the
people had been good and they had used this water to water any close good
vegetation - rather than to just let the water evaporate when no one was
there.
Besides this I saw couple of wooden huts up in the trees as well as
a small crop of marijuana. But, as you might expect on a Monday morning,
there was no one around at all. But I was glad of that – with many people
around I wouldn’t feel safe at all. I felt I was intruding on other people’s
land. For my second lap I was feeling quite tired so I just walked a much
shortened lap so I didn’t go near the wild corner. I resolved that, if I felt
there could be people there, then I would give it the wild corner a miss.
This wasn’t my scene.
This campfire then heralded in a new stage in my life. I was going
to change from being a good hard-working mum, into being a fun-loving
single person once again. But I would have to work for my fun. It is my
little experience of life that fun doesn’t simply come to you handed out on
a plate.
Finally, I should just mention my current situation as regards officer
positions. A person cannot continue in the same officer position here for
more than three years. So I could only do three years as the energy officer.
In general, I was a great success. But it was hard work being an officer
so I was happy to leave it for a year or so. Then I had two years as the
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Care and Education officer. I was sort of expected to take this position
because I was then heavily involved in the whole area. But after two years
I felt I had done my duty here and so I didn’t stand again. I wanted to be
as free as possible to enjoy myself completely when my children were
becoming less dependent on me. My one remaining responsibility is to be
in charge of the cub/brownie group. I enjoy this and the children are much
attached to me. So I didn’t want to lose this position.
Finally, I want to have a little boast about my financial position.
In spite of the fact that I have raised four children mostly by myself, my
equity in the community now stands at just over five thousand hours. If you
remember what I told you in the last chapter, this is a pretty good figure for
a person of my age. I had done well.
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8.

CELTIC DANCING

As you might guess from the fact that I chose Sweets of May as my
special dance on my party night, I would have liked my group to do some
Irish dancing. But unfortunately at the moment, I didn’t know enough
about Irish dancing to teach it myself. But Toby introduced me to a woman
called Melissa in Penrith and she was very good on Scottish dancing. So
I persuaded her to come here for a few weeks so we could learn this style
first. Then later I would try to learn more about Irish myself. So I called
what we did Celtic because this name could include both forms. Besides the name sounds better.
Our hall is fairly heavily booked with cubs/brownies, scouts/
guides and our general meeting all using it on various nights. The only free
night was Tuesday – so it had to be then. I would have preferred later in
the week. But I had no choice. I said we would start at 7.30. But I knew
people would turn up late so I myself arrived at this time and set everything
up. This meant I had to sort out the CD player and the CD discs that I had
bought and also put some chairs on the side. The majority of people then
arrived a bit before eight. We were to go till 9.30 and then have a cup of
tea.
I worked hard on all my friends to make sure they would all turn
up and they did. So naturally Steve, Toby, Trudie, Barry, Melinda
and Angela were all there. I didn’t regard Mary as my friend but I had
to specifically ask her, because she now had an executive position as the
minute-secretary. She must have pulled strings to get a position like this,
when she was still so young. But it would look bad, if she wasn’t asked.
And she then persuaded Fiona to come as well. Fiona, as you might
remember, was one of the two friends that came with her on that picnic day
six years ago. The other younger friend Shelley was overseas for the year.
Surprisingly both Benita and Peter had decided that they would
return to the community and become active members again. And they
both also came here for my night. I didn’t feel like prying and asking
them as to why they had returned. But I assumed Benita decided to return
because of the dubious thrills associated with the wild corner campfire.
And she brought three particular friends associated with this. One, Joe,
was indigenous and he looked like a bikie. The other two were Charlie and
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his teenage daughter Tania. He was a tattooist. They were quite dark but I
didn’t think they were indigenous. Joe, as I found out later, was a very kind
hearted soul but a hopeless dancer. But Charlie and his daughter, on the
other hand, were very good dancers. It takes all sorts to make this world of
ours. These people were not resident members. But, in the outside village,
a row of terraces like ours had been built and this housed external people
but who partially wanted to live in a green style as well. So these terraces
were self-sufficient in energy, like us. They also had a small amount of land
and so they were also self-sufficient in fruit and vegetables. They also had a
few chooks. And, of course, they joined in with a lot of our social activities.
Peter, I assumed, returned here because he was now interested in
Benita. At least they danced with each other a lot. I had thought that Benita
was older than Peter and so Peter wouldn’t be particularly interested in her.
But now, after the good work I and Angela had done, Peter didn’t have too
many options with other girls. So he had to make do with Benita. But, as
opposed to Benita, Peter would have nothing to do with the wild corner
and its associated people at all. This wasn’t his scene. But then it certainly
wasn’t my scene as well. I felt a bit of empathy with Peter on this point.
Besides all these, some older people came, as well as a few older
children. So we had 18 people in all. The majority of Scottish and Irish
dances are done in a set with a couple on each side of a square. So we had
enough people for two sets and this was a good number for a group like
ours.
Melissa first taught us the correct Scottish travelling step and Scottish
setting step. And then we used these correct steps in dances that we already
partially knew from our Saturday night dance. Thus the dances: Dashing
White Sergeant, Posties Jig, Trip to Bavaria, Reel of Eight and Gay
Gordons are all of Scottish origin and they should be done in a Scottish
style. So we did most of these dances in Scottish style and this went very
well indeed. But then, towards the end of the night, Melissa started to
teach us the slower but more difficult Strathspey step. I myself was quite
happy to learn this step because I could cope with it. But I could see that
the majority of the group didn’t like it at all. If you can’t do this step well
enough, then you end up by just appearing to be a fool. And most people
don’t like to appear a fool. So, if Melissa persevered with teaching this too
much, no one would come to my group and it would fall apart. So I had to
do something.
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Now I had only booked Melissa to come here for two weeks. We
could cope with this and we needed the knowledge that Melissa could
impart. But two weeks would be enough for this. But then I wasn’t too keen
on running the whole night all by myself. So, when the dancing was over
and we were having a cup of tea, I went to see my principal friend Angela.
‘Melissa will only be here for two weeks and then we will be on
our own.’ I said. ‘It will be difficult for me to run everything here all alone.
Could I persuade you to help me?’
‘I would love to help you. But I have big plans of my own for the
next month or two.’
‘I didn’t know you had big plans. Tell me? I am intrigued.’
‘I want to go on a good sailing holiday, because this has always
been my main sport. But, at the same time, I want to check out if it is
possible to get a new community like ours started that is much closer
to the sea. Some of my sailing friends would be very interested in such a
venture. And also there are quite a few people here who would like to move
closer to the sea. So I simply won’t be around to help you while I am on
holiday investigating this. But why don’t you ask Barry? I’m sure he
would be very happy to help you.’
‘I would feel awkward about asking Barry. Also he is certainly not
a natural dancer. And what would Melinda feel about it?’
‘I know Barry and Melinda much better than you do. I work
with them every day. Melinda won’t be coming back dancing after today
because she makes far too many mistakes and she hates making a fool of
herself. Barry is not a good dancer but that doesn’t matter. You can do all
the dancing. What you mostly need is help in setting things up and clearing
things away. And Barry would be perfect for that sort of thing. And also he
likes being part of the scene and coming here.’
I still thought that Barry was a strange choice. But, on the other
hand, this was the perfect time to ask a question that had been bugging
me for a long time. ‘Did you know there is a rumour going around the
community that you and Barry are having an affair? I don’t believe it
myself because you wouldn’t be interested in Barry. You are too good for
him. But there is a rumour like this.’
I thought that Angela would be embarrassed by this pointed
question. But she wasn’t at all. She just smiled at me. ‘I know Barry very
well and we work together very well indeed. But he has a slight weakness
and this is that he fancies himself as a bit of a womaniser. It is a harmless
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little fancy of his. And I play up to this fantasy of his just a little – it is good
for his own self-esteem. Why shouldn’t I – I like him and we are good
friends. But, just to show you that there is no problem at all, I will go to
him now and tell him you need some help in running this show. I am sure
he will come to you and offer to help you in a couple of minutes’ time.’
And Angela was right. Barry came to me immediately and
offered his services. So that was OK. He wasn’t the obvious choice but
he would give me the help I needed. But you, my reader, are probably
wondering why I didn’t ask Steve to help me instead. Well, it wouldn’t
have been safe. Steve would have loved to have been my helper. But then
the community would think that we ought to get married. But Barry could
do the job and no one could possibly couple us together.
However, Barry wasn’t the only person that came to me that night offering
me help. Mary quietly approached me and said, ‘As you should know, I
have never yet helped in our scout movement. And this is our community’s
main method of educating our young. I would really like to rectify this
deficiency. Akela, – could I be your Baloo?’
In case you don’t know, the original cub movement was based on
Kipling’s Mowgli stories. And we like to maintain this tradition. In these
stories, Akela is the leader of the wolf pack. And Baloo is the brown bear
and he is one of several animals that teaches Mowgli how to cope with
life. So the leader of the pack, who was me, is called Akela and one of her
helpers can be called Baloo. So, in addressing me in this way, Mary was
showing off that she already knew how our cub pack was run. I naturally
wasn’t keen to have Mary as my offsider when she had been the chief bug
in my life for the last seven years. But I had no choice. Several people
helped me with the pack but no one was very regular. And Mary did need
the experience. So I had to accept her.
When tea was over, Barry helped me wash up the cups and put them away.
Then he helped me to carry the gear home. We had quite a few books about
Scottish dancing and several CDs. Also, for extra sound volume, my CD
player was attached to an amplifier and speaker. So it was useful to have
him help me carry everything home. Also it was very convenient because,
as you know, he could drop things at my place and then go on to his house
via the back gate in my garden.
In general, I was very pleased how everything had turned out for
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the first night of my new venture.
A little over a month passed by successfully and then I was then ready for
the next stage. But I wanted some one to help me and the obvious person
was Barry. I wanted him in a receptive mood. So one night, after he had
helped me take the gear back to my unit, I offered him a glass of wine.
‘We are ready to try some Irish dancing now,’ I said after we had
sat down with the wine in front of us. ‘I have found there is an Irish group
that meets in Sydney in Arncliffe on Thursday nights. I would love to go.
But it is a long way for me to drive to and front up all by myself when I
don’t know anyone there. Could you go with me? It would help me a lot.’
‘You know I am no great dancer. But, if it would help you, then I
certainly will go.’
So that was agreed and we arranged to go on the following
Thursday. We would use one of the community cars.
So off we went. I got Barry to take off his wedding ring. It
would be too confusing for us to turn up there with him wearing a wedding
ring. The group would start to wonder about our relationship and I didn’t
want that. After all we were just normal friends who wanted to learn Irish
dancing.
It took a while to get there. I got Barry to drive because I had to
work out how to get there. And it wasn’t easy. The venue turned out to be
in an old scout hall in a park. I was expecting something bigger and better
than this - so I missed it for a while. Barry was starting to lose his patience
with my mistakes.
But when we finally got inside the dancing was terrific. Much
better than the Irish dancing I had done before. You might expect that folk
traditions would remain reasonably constant. It is sad to relate that this is
most definitely not the case. The Irish dancing, which I had learnt so far,
comes from the first half of the twentieth century. It is high off the ground
and, when done by young girls with pretty legs, it can look rather good. But
the current Irish dancing now in vogue, and done by this Arncliffe group,
comes from an earlier period in time. It is much faster, it is done low to the
ground and has a much more lay-back style. Some of the couples, as they
gyrated around the floor doing the fast Irish three step, would let go their
leading hands and nonchantly continue around the floor connected only by
the back hand and good old centrifugal force. I was most impressed and
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loved it.
The group was very good and so they paired each of us off with a
different partner, so that we could learn more quickly with an experienced
dancer. But Barry still couldn’t cope at all and had to sit out after one
dance. My partner was a guy called Jeff who was recently out from Ireland
and he was great. The main dance I learnt was called the Plain Set. This
dance was quite long and it lasted about ten minutes. It consisted of five
distinct figures. I bought the music for this. Barry was looking a bit forlorn
so I sat next to him for quite a while as I wrote down the instructions for
the dance. So I did my duty by him and didn’t forget him completely.
When the dancing was over Jeff suggested that we all go to a
nearby pub called the Harp where Irish musicians tended to gather
together for a jam session. With a bit of luck, we could do some dancing
there. This was too good an opportunity to miss, so I persuaded Barry to
come and off we went. I had a wonderful time dancing with Jeff. Barry
filled in the time checking out the Guinness.
All good things come to an end and eventually we had to make our
way home. Barry was a bit drunk - so I had to drive. But I soon realised
that Barry was now in a bit of a huff and he wouldn’t speak to me. I can’t
stand that sort of thing. I stopped the car and resolved to have it out with
him. I took my seat belt off and got Barry to do the same. We could then
turn around and to face each other properly.
‘Now what is bugging you Barry?’ I asked. ‘Let us get this
problem sorted out between us properly right here.’
‘I am a little drunk. I need to be left alone with my sorrows. Please
leave me to myself.’
‘No I won’t - not when you are in this surly mood. I suspect that
you must really still be a bit keen on me and you didn’t like me flirting with
Jeff tonight.’
‘I admit there was just a little bit of that,’ Barry said but looking
down and away from me.
‘May I remind you that there was I time when I was in love with
you. And you said you were in love with me then as well. But what you
actually did was to push me into an impossibly difficult situation. On that
all important Saturday night a little over seven years ago, by insisting I
move in with you, you were forcing me to renounce Gerry completely.
I have never forgotten that situation. You actually showed your love for
me by being a complete bastard to me. That was the way I saw the matter
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then.’

Barry took this very hard. I thought I should have left bygones be
bygones in the interest in keeping his friendship. I was about to say sorry
to him when Barry suddenly spoke up and said, ‘I admit I was horribly
wrong then.’ Then he suddenly burst into tears. He was in a bad way.
I had to take him in my arms while he continued to cry. I knew this didn’t
mean all that much. It was just the way the drink had taken him. But he was
a good and very useful friend to me - so I had to look after him while he
was in this mood.
Eventually he recovered. He took a tissue and dried his eyes. ‘I am
sorry.’ He said rather throatily. ‘I have got rather emotional about it all.’
‘Are you ready to continue on home yet? It is getting late.’ I
thought it was best to get home as soon as possible in case we got into
another argument.
‘Please. Could you wait a little longer?’
‘I suppose so. If you really want to.’
He took my hand and I felt I had to let him do so. He still looked
in a bad way. ‘I have thought about what happened between us seven years
ago many times.’ Barry said. ‘And the more I think about the matter, the
more I realise I was very deeply in the wrong. You offered your love to
me that night and, in return, I should have immediately agreed to the very
good terms you offered me. You were very generous to me and I did not
return your generosity. It was an exceedingly stupid thing for me to do. I
was up myself because I was a vet and I didn’t appreciate you anything like
enough. I was stupid. There are a lot more important things in this life of
ours other than simply being good at your job. I can see now there is a lot
more to you than there was to me.’
I smiled at Barry. I never mind a bit of praise. ‘Thank you Barry
my dear. With that little matter sorted out, we can now become even better
friends.’
‘You will always be far more than just a friend to me. I have
thought about you and watched you so much over the last seven years. In
a way I idolise you. But I know I shouldn’t do that. But, in simple terms, I
am in love with you.’
And so, I jolly well thought, he ought to be. I am not Gwendolen
the Great for nothing. But I couldn’t tell him this. ‘That is nice of you.’ And
I used my right hand to stroke his hands that were holding my left hand.
‘But I fear I neither idolise you and nor am I in love with you. You are just
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a good friend of mine and that is all that you can ever be to me. You have
your good wife Melinda to love and cherish you. That is as much as most
people can hope to have in this world. And you have already got that. Be
satisfied with what you have.’
‘Yes, I agree. Melinda and I do love each other and we are quite
satisfied with that. But I noticed that, when you were happily married to
Gerry, this didn’t stop you having fun with me.’
I smiled at him. ‘Yes, I have to admit that that is very true. And we
did have some great fun together.’
‘And there is nothing wrong with you having fun with me now.
Now I know I got hurt when you were flirting with Jeff. But there was
nothing wrong with that. If I am in love with you, then I must, at
times, expect to get hurt. I must expect that. And now I am with you
holding your hands and looking at you. I have had a really wonderful
evening with you tonight - even though I have been hurt.’
‘So you, my dear Barry, have some excellent masochistic
tendencies and you would like me to keep hurting you.’
‘No, I certainly don’t. But I wouldn’t mind us continuing to see
each other. And you can occasionally tease me, just a little, when you like.
Just like you did seven years ago.’
‘Fair enough.’ I said. ‘I will tease you right now by giving you a
proper kiss.’ And we had a good solid kiss. And it was a very good kiss
indeed. The best kiss I had had for seven long years. What is life, if
full of care, we don’t have time to have an occasional bit of fun.
And then we drove on home. It had been a long night. But it had
certainly been great fun. It had brought me and Barry a bit closer. But that
didn’t worry me at all.
On the following Tuesday night practise, I used all my recently gained
knowledge to teach the first two figures of the Irish Plain Set. And it
went well. Although naturally it took our group a while to learn to adjust
to the higher speed and very different style. And surprisingly, now back at
home, Barry managed to learn to do the dance as well. Finally, everyone
became very enthusiastic about the new style of dancing.
And then, when Barry had helped me take the gear back, we sat
together on the lounge and we talked about how the night went. I always
like to rethink about the important things of the day. Particularly when
things go so well. And Tuesday night was now the important time of my
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week. And then, when Barry left, we had a pleasant goodnight kiss. If
Barry wished to be teased, then I was very happy to do the teasing. After
all, I was just doing my social duty to him.
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9.

SEACOM

A few weeks passed by and then Angela finally returned from holiday.
She sought me out in the crèche room where I was helping with the littlies.
A significant amount of many women’s lives, and even men’s lives as well
sometimes, is spent here. It is a very natural place to relax and watch our
children play.
‘Come away to the side,’ Angela said. ‘I have some fantastic news
to give to you.’
I followed her away from any prying ears. Of course it was obvious
what this news would be. But I had to play my part. ‘I can’t guess what has
happened,’ I replied.
‘My sailing holiday was terrific. I went everywhere. But my main
news is that I have found about twenty people among my sailing friends,
who are interested in joining in a green community close to the ocean.
And furthermore, amongst these people, there is a guy called Walter who
is fairly rich. He is happily married with children so there is no romantic
connection between as at all. So don’t start getting any funny ideas about
him and me. Together we went over all the land for sale in the central coast
area. And we found some suitable land of about fifteen hectares. This land
would be sufficient to start a new community just slightly smaller than we
are here. Walter is prepared to buy this land himself, if he could be sure
that we, in our community, would help with getting this new community
started. Isn’t that brilliant?’
I was very impressed about it. ‘Yes, that is absolutely amazing. I
thought you might do something. But I never thought you would manage
to go as far as this. Congratulations.’ And I gave her a very big hug and she
returned this hug strongly herself.
‘But I very much need your help,’ She continued on. ‘I want to be
very sure that FabCom will support us. If I was to just tell everyone what
I have organised, then our community here could well feel this is just our
idea and then leave us do everything ourselves. And this would be very
hard for us. So my idea is for the two of us to call a big meeting here. But
we will call the subject of this meeting simply “Expansion Ideas”. Then
everyone could put forward their own particular ideas to this meeting.
But clearly my idea would be by far the best because no one else here has
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thought about expansion ideas recently. In this way, our community is
bound to support my idea. But I desperately need your help, because I don’t
want people to think it is too much my own idea. Besides, you are a much
more established and important member of our community than I am. So
please – you will help me won’t you?’
And of course I was very happy and keen to support her. I thought
it a great idea and I was very happy for some of the glamour associated
with starting a new movement to fall on me as well. And, if this venture
was successful, then it would put me on a par with Gerry. For me, this was
a very pleasurable thought indeed.
As you know, we hold our community meetings on Wednesday nights. The
first Wednesday night of the month is our important formal meeting and we
couldn’t change this. The other Wednesdays are devoted successively to:
our five general activities, our five service functions and our five executive
functions. But all our very general ideas are always considered initially
with the executive functions. So we could then have our big meeting on
this fourth Wednesday. And this was then two weeks off. Before then,
Angela and myself talked to everyone in the community about the idea
and we put up posters about it in the village as well. So everything was
well prepared for another future expansion of our community. And this
expansion would then be to a spot that everyone would be much happier to
move to. So this spot wasn’t in the far outback near Singleton. And Angela
organised for Walter and a few of his friends to come as well. So all was
set for a very important meeting indeed. We decided we would call our new
community SeaCom.
So finally the big night came. More than a hundred people came so
there were more people at this meeting than normally go to our big formal
monthly meeting. The chairman rapidly dealt with any executive problems.
Then he called on Angela and myself. I first gave a general introduction to
the whole idea. And then Angela went through the details of the plan with
many photographs of the proposed area and where everything could be.
She was wildly applauded when she was finished. Everyone appeared to be
strongly in favour of the whole idea.
But then it was my job to check there were no other rival ideas. I
was sure there wouldn’t be. But my close friend, Steve himself, put up
his hand to speak. And, of course, I had to let him.
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‘I thoroughly support Angela and Gwen’s idea in general,’ Steve
said. This statement clearly didn’t mean anything. Steve was just being
tactful here. ‘But this whole general idea could be expanded so that a lot
more people could benefit from the whole idea. Our SingCom community
is, at present, much too isolated from Sydney and from our community here
as well. My idea then is that we start a larger ocean community with its
major accommodation in Sydney itself. And the agricultural land, which
this community would use to support itself, could be in the Peats Ridge
area. Members in this community could oscillate between living at the
major accommodation in the city and a small amount of accommodation at
Peats Ridge land itself.
‘But other people would benefit in the following ways. Angela’s
sailing friends could live in a very green manner and still be very close
to the ocean. Our SingCom members would now be able to have long
holidays in the city with its many pleasures and integrate with the rest of
us. And Peats Ridge area is on the road to SingCom. So we could develop a
regular transport route and this would link together SingCom, Peats Ridge
and our city community. And so people could move easily between these
places, as well transport our agricultural produce to the city and return our
city excreta and refuse to Peats Ridge to recycle. And we here at FabCom
would also benefit by having a nice big community in the city where we
can stay, while our children have a holiday by the ocean and we ourselves
taste the pleasures of big city life occasionally.
‘And finally we would attract a lot more new-members to all our
communities because it would be far easier for people, living in Sydney,
to learn about the advantages of green living in such a city community.
They wouldn’t have to uproot themselves anything like as much from their
current work and friends.’
Angela leant over to me and whispered. ‘I can deal with Steve later.
But can you, for the moment, speak against Steve’s over-ambitious
ideas right now? You should be able to appear to be less impartial than I
am.’ And I agreed - though it wasn’t going to be real easy to do.
‘I think Steve’s idea is brilliant.’ I replied to Steve’s speech. I was,
of course, just following Steve’s technique of appearing to agree with my
opponent. ‘But we can actually do both plans. We can follow Angela’s plan
immediately because everything is ready right now. We have the people,
finance and the land ready to go. And then, when we have all the much
bigger numbers of new members and finance for a big city community,
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we can try for that as well. And, of course, it might take us a long time to
obtain the various planning permissions for a city community such as Steve
is proposing. But we ought to try. We have plenty of time to do all this in
the future.’ I was rather proud of my very subtle tactful reply made up on
the spur of the moment.
And this proposal of mine more-or-less carried the day. And then
I knew Steve’s idea would soon be just forgotten. It was too big, too
complicated and too expensive. We didn’t have a formal vote or anything
like that. But this was the general gist of most of the later speakers. And I
knew Angela would soon bring Steve into line as well. So Steve wouldn’t
bring the matter up again. So all was well – all due to my brilliant quick
thinking. I am not Gwendolen the Great for nothing.
We arranged to have a similar meeting to this one every month until
we succeeded in getting the new venture on the road.
After the meeting I saw Angela and Steve, still in hot debate, walk back to
Steve’s unit. And, although I watched for a while, I didn’t see Angela come
out again. She was clearly being very dedicated in her good conversion
work. So, to find out how everything went, I went to her unit soon after
breakfast. And she had done brilliantly - Steve was now completely
converted to our way of thinking.
‘So how did you manage it all?’ I asked, at the same time giving her
a few “nudge-nudge” movements with my elbow.
Angela smiled. ‘I am not trying to hide anything from you.’ She
replied. ‘We continued our argument all night in bed. We enjoyed
ourselves.’
‘But isn’t that going a bit to far? After all you are not really
interested in him.’
‘I certainly wasn’t to begin with. But then I started to realise that he
is genuinely kind sort of person. He thinks about what is best for everyone.
And now he is really keen on me and so he has forgotten all his own ideas
in favour of mine. I have to marry someone - so why not him?’
‘Are you really thinking of marrying him then?’
‘I don’t know. But I could do a lot worse than Steve. And there
is no harm in Steve thinking that I might. I told him I would consider
marrying him, if we together could get SeaCom started. I was partly in jest
at the time. But, the more I think about it, the more I’m inclined to think I
will.’
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I was very surprised. To me Angela seemed far too good for Steve.
But then I could see her point of view. We then had a wonderful cup of tea
together and gloated at length over our great achievements of last night.
Near the end of this conversation, the phone rang for Angela.
Naturally I could only hear Angela’s side on the conversation. ‘Hi Walter.
Didn’t everything go superbly well last night.’ . . . ‘Yes, that was great.’ . .
. ‘Yes, very true.’ . . . ‘Yes.’ . . . ‘True.’ . . . ‘Are you sure?’ . . . ‘Go on.’ . . .
very long pause. ‘I suppose I can understand their point of view.’ . . . ‘Yes.’
. . . ‘I will think about it all.’ And Angela returned to the remains of her cup
of tea crestfallen.
‘Tell me all,’ I said. ‘But I know it is very bad news.’
‘It is not quite as bad as you might think. Walter and his friends are
still just as keen to go ahead with our SeaCom venture. It is just that they
all now strongly favour Steve’s new idea in preference to what we
had planned.’
‘But why?’
‘Because they think Steve’s plan is best for them. First of all, they
all prefer to have their accommodation in Sydney and their agricultural
land further out. This is better for their current sailing arrangements,
seeing their friends and continuing with their jobs. And secondly, they felt
that their financial investment would be much safer in Steve’s scheme.
Thus they would know that our two communities would be much more
committed to supporting this venture. And also my friends, personally,
knew far more people who would now want to join our new community.’
‘But what about my great point that our community would take for
ever to get such a show on the road?’
‘They simply said that you, Gwen, had nothing to lose. But they, on
the other hand, had a great deal of money they could lose. So they preferred
to take their time and thus they would make sure the venture would be a
financial success.’
Unfortunately, this was absolutely true. ‘What do they suggest we
do now then?’
‘They would like us to continue on exactly as before. We have
already booked to have another meeting in a month’s time. And our
community has not yet made any firm commitment to my plan. All our
community has to do is to change to Steve’s plan instead.’
I thought for a moment. ‘Let’s have another cup of tea to ponder
over the problem.’ I said.
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Angela took her time about getting the cup of tea and drinking it.
Finally, she said, ‘I think it is best, if we both change our views and now
completely accept Steve’s idea. We have no choice because that is what
my friends want to do. And I, at least, enjoy having the status of being the
person that started the idea. And you should join us as well.’
And, when I started to think about it in detail, I rapidly now saw
that Steve’s option was best for me as well. I knew the children would
love to have the option of having a holiday close to the beach in the
city quite often. And I was keen to be able to occasionally stay near the
centre of the big city to see what was going on in the greater social world.
And I also wanted to be able to claim the status of being one of the people
that started the whole venture. So Angela rang Walter to confirm our new
direction. And I went to Steve to tell him we now supported his slight
variation of our original general plan.
Our next meeting was due in a month’s time and it went as planned. Our
new plan, as originally devised by Steve, was accepted. Steve, the good
fellow that he is, sat quietly at the back of the hall nodding his approval
to all we said. There was some discussion that the new community should
be called CitCom rather than SeaCom. But Angela and I managed to
squash that idea. Steve and Angela had had a few trips to the Peats Ridge
area and they had found a good stretch of land of 50 hectares that was for
sale. This land was sufficient to support 300 people so this land was an
ideal amount for us to buy. Also this land was hillier and more picturesque
than the SingCom land was or even our land at FabCom here. So this
land would be a nice contrast to what we had already. So, at this meeting,
we formed a motion to buy this land to present to our formal community
general meeting on the following week. And the community passed
this motion at this next meeting. With two thriving communities now
progressing well, our community wasn’t short of money at all.
At the meeting a month after this, we then got down to the problem
of the city accommodation. This was a much more difficult problem
because we wanted to have accommodation and facilities for about
250 people. And there weren’t too many sites near to the city centre that
could accommodate this sort of number of people. So this would be a real
problem for us.
But Angela and Steve at least had been beavering away at the
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details of the form of this new accommodation. We needed a form that
we could build ourselves and which was more economic in its use of land
than our terrace housing was here. And they presented their solution to this
meeting. As you might expect they wanted the simplest form that would do
the job. And their solution was to have a large building with six levels
of accommodation. Each level then would have a central corridor with
twenty single units on either side thus giving 240 units in total. Which,
as they said, sounds simple to the point of being horrible. But, given this
simplicity, we could then go out of our way to make this form very pleasant
indeed.
Their suggestions, to make this form more acceptable, were then
the following.
First of all, each unit would have a very large veranda, which
would be 4 m wide and 3 m deep. And this veranda would be enclosed by
a very good, electrically-operated shutter system. As 4 m is too wide for
just one shutter, there would need to be 3 or 4 shutters with rails between
to support the individual shutters. And there would be four different
shutters. On the outside, there would usual electrically-operated insulated
aluminium shutters that are now becoming quite common. Next to this,
there would be a clear good-quality plastic sheet for seeing through. Next
there would be netting to prevent either our children from falling out or
from birds coming in. And finally, on the inside, we would have the usual
mosquito netting. This system would be expensive but it would be worth
it. First of all, it would make our balconies much more habitable. We
could use them for growing things like herbs, capsicums and tomatoes.
Also we could relax on our balconies a lot more often. And secondly, if
the building supervisor could also control the shutters, then, by using the
outside shutter to exclude sun heat when we didn’t want it and accept it
when we did, the supervisor could keep this whole building at the optimum
temperature with very little need for external energy.
At the back of balcony there would be large glass sliding doors
to let as much light as possible to enter the living area of the unit behind.
The living area itself would then be 4 m wide and 8 m deep. In a
similar way to what we have in the units in our terraces here, we would
have a lounge/dining/kitchen on the outside, a toilet/shower in the middle
and a bedroom on the inside. But, as these rooms would be just formed by
light internal walls, there could be many different forms.
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The bedroom of each unit would have a window but this would
now just look onto a large central corridor. But, if this corridor is 4 m
wide and, if it was to led to large glassed in communal areas at both ends
of the building, then this whole common area could be well lit and be
quite a good area for our children to play in. They could race their bikes
up and down the corridor and there could be swings and play facilities in
the recreational areas at both ends as well. So the windows on our unit
bedrooms would at least look out onto an interesting, well-lit, community
scene.
This complete building would now be about 100 m long and 26
m wide. If we use the ground level solely for general communal facilities,
then the building would be about 25 m high. So it would be a large, squat,
rectangular building. But this does not mean that it has to be boring.
The side-walls of our building should show the outside world, a thriving
panorama of shrubs, herbs and vegetables rather than the usual brick and
glass you see everywhere else. Our top roof would also be covered with
hot water and PV panels and perhaps a couple of small windmills.
Also there could be drying and further recreational facilities here. And,
surrounding our building, we could have - a swimming pool, trees,
gardens, a variety of playing fields, and other recreational buildings. We
could make the total complex to look quite exciting.
We can also give this building many of the good features we have
at FabCom. Thus all the units can be optionally joined together by side
doors on either the internal walls or the balcony. So we can create any sized
unit we require. We can have an accessible duct on the side-wall between
every second unit. So all our many service pipes and wires can be easily
fixed or changed. And finally the relatively low ratio of our building’s
height to its width means that it will be fairly easy and safe for us to build
ourselves.
But, best of all, this form of building will allow this community
to be just as green and self-sufficient as we are here at FabSoc. So this
community can continue to be fully self-sufficient in food, water and
energy. So even the vehicles, that we will use to transport our people,
produce and excreta between the city and our land, can be battery operated
and these batteries would be charged using our own PV panels in the city
and at Peats Ridge. We would use just a fraction of the amount of the
resources of the world that most city dwellers actually use. And, of course,
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we would cause no pollution at all and so we would be genuinely carbon
neutral.
At the end of this long meeting I naturally congratulated Angela on
the work that she and Steve had done. And she told me that she and Steve
would now definitely get married as soon as SeaCom was definitely on the
road.
While all this was going on, Mary had started to help me at cubs.
Whenever I use the term cubs, I mean cubs and brownies. We don’t have
enough children for two packs but we are very happy to combine them into
one group. However, we still stick to a lot of the old traditions. So our cubs
all wear green and the brownies wear brown. And we keep them in separate
patrols or “sixes”. We have in fact two cub patrols and two brownie patrols.
Ostensibly Mary was a perfect Baloo for me. She carefully did
everything I told her and remembered everything I said. When teaching the
children, Mary usually said Akela likes it to be done this way – even when
I was wrong. On the whole she knew her work very well. And she never
even sought to upstage me. And, while she was with me, our numbers
increased steadily. All our children in our community of the right age have
to go to cubs whether they want to or not. But more children were coming
from our associated outside community.
But what Mary did, the horror, was to start to steal my
children’s hearts. To some extent, even this wasn’t true. They still adored
me as their leader. But they were in love with Baloo. And there was no
doubt how she did it. She simply played at being the little, sweet, demure,
pretty female. And the children lapped it up. She clearly took a lot of care
about her appearance. As a bear, she dressed in various shades of brown
and even had brown fur trimmings to her dress. Her makeup wasn’t visible
but very carefully done. Her hair was fluffed up and her dress, at the top,
just open up enough to invite study of what was further down. And she
naturally had very shapely, pretty legs. And with the children, she always
asked the children to explain to her then how a particular task ought to be
done. And the children, being in love with her, then always did their best to
learn and remember everything that was being taught.
I was a good cub leader in a simple, healthy, active sort of way. But
damn Mary was stealing their hearts and I couldn’t do anything about it. I
had to suffer in silence.
Finally, I should just mention about my climbing. I went weekly
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to the climbing gym in the city, had a good bit of exercise and gradually
started to regain my climbing ability. But all the guys there, who could be
of interest to me, were married. So climbing just remained a useful form of
exercise for me. And, for cardiovascular exercise, I continued with my
runs. I like being fit. I still avoided the wild corner if I thought anyone was
there.
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10.

BARRY

Some time later, one Celtic dance night went particularly well. Thus,
for the first time, we had enough people at the practise to form three sets.
And then, when we did the Plain Set, we did the whole dance without
me having to “call” the dance at all. This is the way the dance is done in
Ireland. In Australia, a person, referred to as the “caller”, usually reminds
the dancers what comes next before each figure. But it is much more fun,
if everyone really knows what they should be doing in the dance. And then
the calling of a dance is unnecessary. Admittedly we had been doing the
Plain Set every night for the past two months, so most people should know
it. And I had organised that our inexperienced people danced with people
that knew what they were doing. So the experienced dancers guided the
less experienced through it. But, even so, it was nice to see how we had
progressed over the months under my tuition.
I, myself, did the Plain Set with Barry. And I was amazed how
much better he had gradually become. He was a real joy to dance with now.
I never thought that Barry could become a genuinely good dancer. But he
had. I was most impressed and I told him so.
Barry, as he always did, helped me wash the cups, pack up and help
me take the gear home. This carrying process was now becoming more
difficult because we were gathering more music and instruction manuals.
And then, when we got to my unit, we sat down as usual on the settee to
discuss how everything had gone that night. And then Barry produced a
bottle of wine on the basis of how well the night had gone.
‘But how did you know this particular night was going to go so
well?’ I asked. ‘It certainly did. But you wouldn’t have known this before
hand. And you were present at the practise all night.’
Barry smiled at me, ‘I have some younger friends that can help me
when I need them. So I sent a young lad back to Melinda to get a bottle.’
So we continued our conversation until the bottle was finished.
We had a lot to talk about congratulating ourselves on how well we had
all done. Barry, of course, was very pleased about the fact he could now
really dance. And then we had a deeper and longer kiss with each other
than usual. After all, if Barry wanted to be teased into the fact that I might
be getting keen on him, then I was very happy to oblige him. Besides I
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was finding him less physically repugnant. With all the dancing he had
lost some weight and so he was getting a bit fitter. During the kiss, Barry’s
hands started to explore my body more than usual. I let him go slightly
further than normal because I felt he deserved it. Barry was clearly keen
to go further. But I kept control and sent him home as normal.
I was settling down to sleep when I felt someone getting into bed with
me. I thought it might have been one of my children with a nightmare. But
it wasn’t – it was Barry, the devil himself.
‘Barry you are very much overstepping in coming back here,’ I said
very firmly. ‘You will have to leave immediately or I shall get very angry
indeed. Go now!’
‘While I was walking home,’ Barry replied, ‘I suddenly worked out
that this night was the seventh anniversary of that night that you came into
my bed. You only stayed in my bed for just ten minutes. In the same way,
I will only stay for ten minutes with you. We now do a lot together, so I
thought I deserved to be able to do for you, what you previously did
for me. Please Gwendolen - it would mean a lot to me.’
And I felt I had to let him stay. Ten minutes wasn’t long and he
wouldn’t have time to get up to any serious business with me in this time. I
was also persuaded to let us rest together in the same way as we had on that
special night more than seven years ago. That is facing each other with my
head on his arm. I had a fairly solid nightie on so I was decent.
‘When you came into my bed seven years ago, Gwendolen,’ Barry
said, ‘you said that I was in a state of denial. And so I was. But I have had
a long time to think about everything since then. And I now realise that that
Saturday night in the canyon was by far the most wonderful night that I
have ever had in my life - or I am ever likely to have. I have never thanked
you for it. Can I thank you now?’
‘Orr – shucks Barry. You can if you like.’ And he thanked me.
‘ “Orr – shucks” was exactly what you said when I first called
you Gwendolen. I remember almost everything that occurred that night. I
have thought over the details many times. And every time I think it over I
appreciate how good you were to me. Do you remember it as well?’
And I certainly did. Then, of course, we went through all the details
of that big night. First about the conditions that I set out about how Barry
could take my top off. And then - about my play of the white and black
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ants fighting in Barry’s hairy chest and my fetching of the anteater.
And then Barry’s play with Prince Valiant, - then the calling of the godfairy Gwendolen and the climbing the mountains - and the fighting with
the princess Gwendolen in my very personal jungle. This took a long time.
My ten-minute restriction for Barry’s stay here was quietly forgotten. And
then we started to play out some of the ant war game. It was fun, and I do
like my fun. And then we started to go a little bit further. I did like Barry
very much and it was almost three years since I had had any sex. I wasn’t
on the pill but fortunately it wasn’t the dangerous time of the month for me.
And, when I look back at it, I realise that I am quite liable to be taken in by
Barry’s rather subtle form of flattery. You see I do like myself very much.
And when someone else feels the same way about me - then I get very sexy
to that person indeed. So we had a very good time and I fear we went the
full way.
‘Barry, this has been great fun and, I have to admit, I’m very glad
you repaid the visit I made to you seven years ago,’ I said, after I had
recovered my composure. ‘But it must not occur again and now it is time
for you to leave.’
‘There is surely no need for me to hurry away quite so soon.’
‘Surely Melinda will be expecting you home.’
‘Melinda and I, over the years, have become great friends and we
get on very well with each other. But we also both like to lead independent
lives. Melinda will be quite happy for me not to return tonight. She knows
I am in safe hands. And I am very happy for Melinda to spend nights up in
the wild corner. And I only wish that she was as safe as I am here.’
‘What does, in fact, Melinda do in the wild corner then?’ I asked.
‘I never ask her. And she similarly will not ask what I have done
tonight. She won’t need to – she can guess. That is the way we like things
to be between us.’
‘OK. I accept that. But the children occasionally get into bed with
me, if they have bad dreams. So I certainly don’t want them to see you
here. But now I think about it, the children might have seen you coming in
here. The doors to their rooms are open and they may have seen you as you
came in.’
To explain this problem, I must tell you about how I use the rooms
of my unit. When Peter moved out, I took over his unit so that I would
have enough room for my four children. And I use his old side unit as a
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lounge in the front and a kitchen /dining room at the back. On my original
side, I use the large front room as my bedroom/personal-room and the
back two rooms as bedrooms for the children. The entry to the whole unit
is via the lounge. I don’t bother to lock this door, like most other people in
the community, because we have no fear of intruders. But I keep the other
possible entry door in my room permanently locked, because I don’t want
the children leaving the unit, when I can’t see them do so. Thus Barry must
have come to my room, by coming through the lounge and then through the
side passage where the children could have seen him.
‘I had thought about that possibility,’ Barry replied ‘and I knew you
wouldn’t like it. So what I did was to enter your lounge. There I correctly
guessed that you would keep the key to your bedroom front-entry-door
in your desk. So I found your key and came to you without disturbing the
children.’
‘I appreciate your care in coming this way. And I am particularly
glad that you can now leave without the children being disturbed. But I
would still like you to leave now. I don’t want the children to find out about
us.’
‘I have some good news for you, my dear Gwendolen. The children
already know about us. They have seen us kissing in the front room. They
already show a keen interest in our various goings-on.’
‘What makes you think that?’
‘Julie, as you know, is probably my daughter. So I talk to her a
lot. Naturally I have not told her of the possibility that I am her father. But
there is a bond between us. And Julie told me the about kissing. You can
ask her if you like.’
This was very disturbing news for me. So this damn Barry was
making inroads into the privacy of my family. I would need to keep him in
check. But, for the moment, I said. ‘Well you could be right. But I still want
you to leave right now.’
‘Well I for my part, while I am not really causing you a problem,
want to stay with you for just a little longer. I am very much in love with
you, as you know. And I have been good and kept the children from
knowing about us so far.’
‘Well you can stay for just a little longer. But the children always
like to come into bed with me as soon as it gets light. You must promise me
faithfully that you will leave well before the children come in here in the
morning.’
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‘Yes. I promise I will leave at an early appropriate hour. So your
children will not cause you any sort of a problem.’
So I had to let the matter rest like that. I would much have preferred
that Barry leave from here right then. But I didn’t want to cause a fuss.
After all, if I had spoken out too loudly, then the children might have heard
me and so they would find out in any case. And I certainly didn’t want that.
I usually wake up before the children come in to bed with me. But I
certainly wasn’t prepared to take any risks about this matter. So what I did
was then to go for a pee and, on the way back, I picked up my alarm clock
and set it for half-past five. The children usually came in a little after six so that would give me plenty of time to get rid of Barry. I always use one
of those incredibly efficient night-lights, that that only use 0.2 of a watt of
power, next to my bed. So I could do all this without disturbing Barry. I
never like to cause a great fuss about things like this.
The alarm duly went off. I quickly turned it off, then turned over
and tapped Barry on the shoulder. ‘Time to leave now Barry,’ I said. ‘We
have had a good night but now, as you promised, you must leave.’ I was
tempted to add and there certainly won’t be any repeat of this incident. But
I had already told him that, so it wasn’t necessary. And I wanted him to
remain a very good close friend. My previous relationship over last couple
of months, with me just teasing him once a week with a good night kiss,
was perfect. I didn’t particularly want to stop that.
Barry took his time in waking up and turning over and facing me.
But eventually he did. ‘I have been thinking about you at lot, Gwendolen,
and how much you have done for me and how you have changed me a lot. I
strongly appreciate what you have done.’
‘Thank you Barry. I like my good works to be appreciated.’
‘To me,’ Barry continued, ‘it seems to be one of the fundamental
facts of life that to help people sometimes you have to give them a
hard time. One of my favourite books is Thackeray’s “The Rose and the
Ring”. And, in this book, the Fairy Godmother Blackstick decides the only
way she can help her last godchild is to give her some genuine hardship.
And she does this and it is very successful. It was the same with me. You
looked after my moral wellbeing by giving me some genuine suffering.
And it was eventually very good for me. So I will now do the same for you.
I am not moving from here and so the children will soon find us together.
And there is nothing wrong with that. You won’t like it but finding us
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together represents the truth about us. We have enjoyed our night together
sharing our great old memories. All people should be allowed to do that.
And you will find that the children won’t mind either. You just wait and
see.’
‘Barry. You promised faithfully that you would leave before the
children came in. That was the only condition that I let you stay here. You
must keep your word.’
‘My actual promise was that “I will leave at an early appropriate
hour”. I have decided that the appropriate hour now is after the children
come in because the children will enjoy seeing us together. But I will still
leave at an early hour, so that no one else in the community can suspect that
I have spent the night here. And Melinda won’t say anything either. So I
will save you from that embarrassment at least.’
I was absolutely furious. ‘You are just quibbling with words.
The true meaning of our agreement was completely clear between both
of us. And you are intending to break that very clear agreement. If you
do something like this, then our great friendship must completely
go forever. Our partnership over our dance group and the friendship of
our families must cease utterly. And we don’t want that. So come to your
senses and do what we agreed.’ And I was fairly sure he would then.
‘No, I will not,’ He very simply replied.
I argued - but he couldn’t be moved.
I lay and smouldered with fury. I couldn’t physically move him
because he was too big. I could leave and go and tell the children that he
ought not be here. But that would be difficult. He had been here the whole
night and they children probably had seen us kissing. Children love prying
on matters like that. And I wouldn’t be surprised, if Barry hadn’t hinted
to Julie that she might take a look at us on the night after dancing. I could
yell and scream at him but then the children would hear. And I hate that
sort of thing. No, I had to simply grin and bear it. There was nothing else I
could do. But I would stick to my word and break with Barry completely.
Angela was back now and she could help me with the dance group instead
of Barry.
I reaffirmed with Barry what I would do - but he still would not
budge. I continued to smoulder with fury. Eventually the children came
in and I had to put on a good face about the whole matter. They were
delighted to see Barry and cuddled up to him just as much as to me. And
Julie told Barry to thank Melinda for letting her Mum borrow Melinda’s
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husband. Julie knew that all good Mums needed a good man in their lives
occasionally. And Barry was a good man to me. And I had to suffer it all.
But Barry, at least, didn’t stay too long. He got up, dressed and
gave us all a kiss. Then he told the children not to tell anyone else about his
visit because the rest of the world might not approve of such a visit. It was
best to keep it a secret between us. And the children agreed. Then Barry left
and life continued on as normal between me and the children.

For the next several hours I pondered in fury against that bloody
bastard Barry. But my job for that morning happened to be working
in our fields, picking our produce and then preparing it for our use. And
this sort of labour is good for the soul. It calms one down. It allowed me
to think about my problems from a different perspective. And the more I
though about the problem the more I realised that some of my actions could
make my situation a damn site worse.
I could go to Angela and ask her to now become my new helper
with the dance group. And Angela would certainly agree. Although she
certainly wouldn’t need to agree because she was already very busy with
her SeaCom project. But the reason that she would be very happily agree to
help me would be, because this would give her the ideal opportunity to find
out what went wrong between me and Barry. And then she would pump me
for details about the problem unmercifully. Angela is a very good friend of
mine. But she is not above enjoying herself in listening to all about my
problems with Barry. She wouldn’t actually tell anyone else about it. But
she would look at them with a knowing look in her eyes and then people
would start to guess. I would be at her mercy. I am still Gwendolen the
Great - I have my pride. I definitely wasn’t going to do that.
And, if I insisted on a complete break between our two families,
this would also make everything much worse for me as well. The children
would hate it. And the action would also simply end up as a means of
advertising to the community that there had been a close connection
between Barry and me before. And I didn’t want that. I simply had to face
the fact that the children already knew about the night. The damage was
done - I couldn’t do anything about it now. But I could make absolutely
certain that this situation never happened again. And that was all I could
do. It was best for me to make peace with Barry again – the skulking
bloody rat.
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So, at lunchtime, I went to Barry’s house to make peace with him.
Fortunately, he was alone and he welcomed me immediately with open
arms.
‘I’m truly sorry about what I did this morning,’ Barry said. ‘I got a
bit carried away with myself. I shouldn’t have stayed in your room against
your wishes. Can you forgive me and so that we can become friends once
again?’
And I accepted Barry’s hug and we rapidly came to an agreement
that everything would continue as before. Except that Barry was no longer
allowed to enter my unit. So that was OK.
But, of course, I certainly wasn’t taken in by Barry’s little act
of repentance. Barry knew exactly what he was doing by staying in my
room. He wanted the recognition of his association with me to be known
by my children. And he would do the same again, if he got half the chance
again. But I wasn’t going to give him that chance. In fact, I thought that
Barry could have planned this whole episode right from the start. So he
knew that the anniversary of that old party night was coming up, when
I took Melinda’s place in bed. And Barry knows and has influence with
enough people in our community to get the extra numbers to come to our
dance practise and so he would make it a special night. And he probably
came along with that bottle of wine as part of that plot. But I put on the
appearance of accepted his false repentance. I would deal with him later. I
am not Gwendolen the Great for nothing.
However, in spite of everything, I found still liked Barry. He
appreciated me very much and in a way he was in love with me. He was
my friend and Julie was our child. And we shared a lot of history together.
And I knew I could eventually deal with the black bastard whatever he did.
I had done it before.
On the next dance practise, everything followed as normal. I specifically
danced with Barry twice just to emphasise to everyone that Barry and I
were still very good friends. And besides, I knew Barry would appreciate
this. Barry helped me with the washing up and also helped me take all the
gear home. When we got to the stairwell that leads to my unit, I had to
tell Barry I would take the gear into my unit myself. I wasn’t taking any
chances. But Barry suggested that it would be easier now, to leave all the
gear at his place. I agreed to this, so we continued on to his place and left
all the gear there. And, as a friendly gesture, Barry then came back with
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me to my back garden. It was a bit cold outside in the wind, so we went
into the little garden shed, next to the gate, to talk out of the wind. We
chattered there for a while.
‘I notice that you now leave the community on every Thursday
night.’ Barry eventually said to me.
I wasn’t very keen on Barry prying into my personal life too much.
So I replied, ‘Everyone should have their own personal private interests.’
‘I agree with you completely. But, for what it is worth, I think you
now probably go climbing in of the climbing gyms in town on Thursday
nights. And I think it is a great thing for you to do. I am sure you will soon
regain your previous high ability. We could talk about it - but only if you
want to.’
But I do love to talk about my climbing exploits. So we talked on
for quite awhile - even longer than we used to talk in my lounge. Barry was
very good at showing an interest in my activities. And, when we finished
and Barry was ready to give me a goodnight kiss, I felt he deserved it.
So we had a proper kiss goodbye. So Barry and I were now back our good
friendly relationship. But he was not coming into my unit. So there was no
danger of me going too far. So all was well.
But, as I later found out, things weren’t the same as before. I started to
think about Barry a lot more – the things we had done together and the
battles we had had with each other. Then, on dance practise nights, I never
allowed myself to ever dance with Barry more than twice. But these two
dances were now the highlight of the night for me. I loved to feel Barry’s
arms round me and us moving together as one. And, when we talked
together in the back garden shed, it went on for longer and longer. And,
when we kissed at the end the talk, little tingles started to go down my
spine. And now I found I had to go to Barry’s house quite often to check
out on the dance instructions and work out new dances. And Barry, just as
keen as me on dancing now, would help me with the dances and we would
practise the dances together. We both liked our time together. And we had a
reasonable amount of time together.
Strangely, one thing I liked about Barry was that I knew he had
wicked intentions towards me. But that was exciting. It kept me on my
toes. He was an opponent - but I should be able to deal him. I had done it
before.
So I had a horrible feeling that I was now starting to fall in love
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with Barry. In a way, I had never fallen in love like this before. It was a
nice feeling in a strange sort of manner – perhaps I was becoming a more
complete sort of person. Could it be that Gwendolen the Great was
degenerating into a normal dependant sort of person? This was a terrible
thought for me.
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11.

CUB CAMP

A few weeks later we were off for our cub camp. We have this camp every
spring when it is getting warmer and it is very much the highlight of
our cub pack’s year. And this particular camp was going to be bigger
and better than ever before, due to Mary’s influence in increasing our
numbers. We were now at our maximum strength with mostly six children
in each of our four patrols. Ostensibly this whole camp would still be just
run by myself (Akela) and Mary (Baloo). But we would receive further
help, as I shall describe later.
We all met at nine o’clock in uniform on Saturday morning
at our community centre. Each child had a small pack containing their
own personal items – a change of clothes for wearing around camp, a
towel, swimmers, toothbrush etc. Our first task was for each of our four
patrols to get a trek-cart for itself. This was easy in our community because
the hand-pushed carts, we use for our agricultural produce, could double
up as trek-carts for the cubs. They were light with pneumatic tires and
could each carry a little over 100 kilos of gear. Each cub first dumped their
personal gear in their patrol’s trek-cart. But there were many other
items that each patrol needed to go camping. And we like our cubs to
know all that they need for the weekend and then to gather all the items by
themselves. This is a test for them to see if they know what they are doing.
Our community is devoted to being as self-sufficient as possible, and we
like our children to start learning how to do this here in the cubs.
Our community itself owns a large amount of camping gear stored
in our centre so the children could gather the gear themselves. First each
cub had to select a suitable - anorack, sleeping bag and sleeping mat
for themselves. Then each patrol had to choose a suitable tent, camping
stove, lights/torches, cooking utensils and eating utensils for the patrol.
Baloo and I checked that each patrol chose sensibly. But the sixer (i.e.
patrol leader) and seconder of each patrol had all passed their two-star tests
and they had all camped before. So they didn’t need much help. Then Mary
and I had to collect the general items – a large tarpaulin to cook under if
it started to rain, toilet screens, buckets, first aid gear and various ropes.
These items, together with my and Baloo’s personal gear, had also to be
shared among the patrol trek-carts. The trek-carts were starting to fill up.
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Mary and I didn’t want to carry our own gear because we could then help
with whichever patrol needed some aid in pushing their trek-cart.
Then the final task was to gather sufficient food and water for
each patrol. We believe in our community that, by the age of eleven, our
children should know roughly what they need to eat for a day and how to
cook this food, - but only in the simplest possible way. So this was now
their big test – to choose the food they would need for the weekend and
then later how to cook it. So, we all then went to our produce store where
the children chose what they needed from there. And then finally we went
on to our bakery to get the food we needed from there. Of the four patrols,
two were slightly were more advanced and these patrols had six members.
The other two were less advanced and they had just five members. Mary
and I would cook and eat with the less advanced patrols. So we could
give these patrols slightly more help than the more advanced patrols. We
had taught our children well and so the children mostly chose wisely. Our
camping spot was to be next to the Nepean river. So we could use this
water if we used some of our purification tablets. But we still needed to fill
up with a reasonable amount of water before we began.
And finally we were ready for the big journey. I said then good-bye to my
children who were staying with Melinda, Barry and family for the night.
This was their treat. My child Julie and Melinda’s child Max had just
turned seven and there was some discussion whether we let them come on
the camp. When we are short of cub numbers we often let seven-year-old
children join us. But in this case we were up to full strength - so we didn’t.
Our campsite was about six kilometres away next to the
Nepean river. We maintain a reasonable track to this site because
members of our community go there quite regularly. But, for young cubs
with all our gear to push in a trek-cart, this was a significant journey. The
first part of this journey is through our own natural land behind our houses
and buildings. Near the end of this, the track goes next to our wild corner
area. And from here the sound of drums and a didgeridoo could be
heard. The cubs looked in there rather enviously. I didn’t like this – the
secrecy of the area gives it a kind of fascination. I moved the cubs on
quickly.
We then entered the nature reserve and continued through this to
a lookout that overlooks the Nepean river. And then finally we have the
exciting bit, which was the descent down to the river itself. The challenge
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here was to stop our trek-carts from running away from us.
At least to begin with, the cubs enjoyed pushing their trek-carts
and marching along. And there was a little rivalry between the different
patrols to be in front. But we also like to sing. I started this singing with
the first song in our bushwalkers songbook, which I call “This is the time
to be walking”. I have included this song in my appendix at the back. The
cubs joined in with this song but without too much enthusiasm. There were
then some murmurs for “Parlez Vous” but naturally I had to squash this.
But Toby had written a bit of doggerel to the tune of “John Brown’s Body”
which the cubs had learnt from the scouts. The first verse goes:
We’re off, we’re off, we’re off, we’re off, - we’re off into the bush;
Where there’s, rocks, ’nd flies, ’nd leeches, – and centipedes and snakes;
There’s sabre-toothed wombats that will burn you at the stakes;
We’re off, we’re off, - we’re off into the bush.
And many more verses concerning: ghosts, dingoes, bunyips,
possums, vampires, rats, tigers, crows etc. The children sang all this
rubbish with great gusto. Toby had copied some sheets for them to sing
from.
This brings me to the main form of entertainment for the weekend.
This happens when it gets dark and it is run by Toby together with some of
the parents and older scouts. They give the children a thrill by appearing
as ghosts and wild animals of the bush. But I will tell you about this
later. The children know that this will happen and that is why the cubs were
singing “We’re off into the bush” with so much gusto. And this is also the
reason that so many local children are keen to join us.
This group of people is also on hand to give Mary and me some
help - should we run into trouble. But it is far better for everyone if these
helpers can remain out of sight - if we can manage without them. We want
the cubs to feel that they can mostly cope with the whole weekend all by
themselves. This is what their cub training has been all about.
We had lunch at the lookout over the Nepean. And then we had the
dangerous task of getting the trek-carts down the steep slope to the
river. But what we did was to tie a long rope to the back of each trek-cart.
And then, when we ever came to a difficult or dangerous part, we wrapped
this rope around a tree. And then the children on the far side of the tree
would use the friction around the tree to slowly let the trek-cart down. It
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was slow work but it was fun. It took us about an hour to get down but
eventually we arrived safely at our campsite at the bottom. The cubs were
justly proud of their achievement.
The cubs then rested a little while Mary and I got a fire going.
And then we all had a hot drink of some form. Afterwards the cubs had the
hard task of putting up their tents by themselves. But they had practised the
procedure before. So we let the children do it by themselves, unless they
got into a complete muddle. And even then we only told them what they
had done wrong. They still had to do the job by themselves. After this, the
cubs had to sort out their mats, sleeping bags and personal gear in the tents.
At the same time, Mary and I had to put up our small individual tents and
then sort out our own gear.
Finally, the cubs had to help Baloo and me do the major communal
jobs. First we had to put up a large tarpaulin, which we would use to
cook under. Then we had to put some nylon sheets around our toilet areas
for the two sexes. What we do for toileting is to simply pee on the ground
either in the toilet area (or further away if we want to). But, for the solid
jobs, we take some solid sheets of paper. We then do our jobs on these
and then wrap them up and put them in a bucket. We will take this home
to recycle into the ground. We are genuinely green in every possible way.
Unfortunately, the grass at the campsite gets the benefit of our urine rather
than our land at home. But, as you know, lightning adds extra nitrogen so
the soil. So the complete recycling of urine is not essential.
Then our last communal job is a very special idea of my own that
I had worked out many years ago when I was climbing. I like to create a
very high swing indeed among the trees. And this is normally very
difficult to do because it is hard to find solid high branches in large trees
without minor branches beneath them. So what I do is to select two suitable
high trees with well-positioned solid branches. I then climb them and
connect them with a strong but loose rope. And, from the middle of this
rope, I then suspend a swing. It is quite a challenge to do it all correctly.
But, in my years of climbing, I have mastered the technique. I can make
a magnificently high swing. And the cubs love it and I become their hero.
This task took us most of the rest of the afternoon. If the weather had been
good, we would have gone swimming instead of this. But the weather was
cool so we did this instead.
The cub patrols then had to cook their evening meal on their stoves.
This would normally be a difficult job for children of this age. But, in our
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community, we believe that children should learn to do the basic jobs of
life as soon as they are capable of doing them. And, on the whole, the cubs
managed well. Baloo and I had to check that everything was safe and also
help our two younger patrols a little. But, eventually, everyone cooked
and ate a wholesome evening meal. I was well pleased.
Then finally Baloo’s and my labours were over for the day. The other
members of our community would provide the entertainment for the
night. We all gathered around our campfire and there we waited with keen
anticipation for the fun to begin. As it gradually got dark, animal sounds
gradually were heard on various sides. First the howls of dingoes
whined out – the weird and wonderful sounds ascended to the skies. Then
several cockerel “cock-a-doodle-do” sounds came from near the river. And
then some screams of agony broke forth as the cocks were being eaten by
the dingoes. And, as it got really dark, ghosts started to appear – some just
in white but others consisted of hideous animal faces with a lights inside.
And then the game proper started. Some of the cubs broke out to
try and catch the ghosts that were getting near to them. And the ghosts
made ghastly sounds as they ran away. But sometimes the ghosts captured
the cubs instead. And this continued on for quite a while. But eventually
the captured ghosts or the captured cubs were taken back to the campfire
screaming. And then the ghosts organised the campfire. For me and Baloo,
it was really nice to relax, be amused and let other people take the full
responsibility for everything that was going on. We had done our bit of
work for the time being.
Over this day, I had gradually become more relaxed with Mary. Out in the
bush she was clearly not as competent as myself, and so she had to become
more dependent on me. Also, in the open air, she couldn’t appear to be as
sexy. She simply had to do what I told her to do and she did. I found that I
now completely out-shone her in this less civilised world.
Mary and I retired to our tents reasonably early. We let the
ghosts have the terrible task of getting twenty or so very over-excited
children quietly settled in their tents. Not an easy task - but that was the
ghost’s problem. I was just about to go to sleep when I heard a light tapping
on my tent.
‘I have something very special I would like to discuss with you,’
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Mary said. ‘May I come in?’
‘Certainly, if you want to,’ I replied. But I was very mystified. Mary
and I had very little in common. After all she was a sweet little indoors
person whereas I was a big healthy outdoors person. What could she want
to discuss with me?
But she came in and made herself comfortable. ‘I know you used to
climb an enormous amount,’ Mary said. ‘However, unbeknown to anyone
here, I have started to climb myself. I was wondering if you would be
interested in us spending a year together climbing both in Australia
and overseas?’
This was a preposterous idea. I almost laughed outright. Mary
wasn’t capable of doing anything like this. But, on the other hand, she was
highly respected in the community now. I couldn’t immediately simply say
forget it. Instead I said, ‘I would imagine that you have climbed a little at
some indoor gyms. It is quite a different matter to climb outside on real
rock. It would be much too hard for you to climb outdoors extensively.’
‘It is true I have mostly practised my climbing indoors. But I
have climbed outside. When I go home I have climbed at Werribee Gorge
several times. And, in Sydney, I have been to Lindfield rocks twice. I am
not a complete beginner.’
‘But I used to climb to a high standard. And I like doing hard
climbs.’ This wasn’t entirely true. It can be very pleasant to relax and do
some of the classic easy climbs. But I wanted to put Mary off. After all,
even though today I had learnt to live with her, I still didn’t really like her.
‘I am not all that bad now. In my bedroom, in a concealed corner, I
have built my own little “woody” bouldering facility. I practise on this for
ten minutes every day when I do my morning exercises. And, in climbing
gyms, I can usually cope with most “yellow” climbs now. And, at Werribee,
I have seconded a couple of grade 18 climbs. I won’t be as good as you.
But I am getting better.’
I was stunned. Mary really was taking climbing very seriously
indeed. To make a “woody” a person takes some small pieces of wood
and screws them to a wall to make a variety of short climbs that you can
jump off. It is a very good way to get regular practise at climbing. But
very few people bother to do that. I never have. But it was an indication
that Mary was very keen indeed. She might even be better than me at the
moment. But I still didn’t want to go climbing with her. However, I asked
her, ‘But how did you know I climbed to a high standard? In fact, how did
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you know I climbed at all? Did Barry tell you?’
‘No, Barry certainly didn’t tell me. I mostly guessed it myself. But
Gerry sort of confirmed this when I questioned him. And he told me you
had some old climbing guides. Then secretly, over the years, I occasionally
let myself into your unit and borrowed one guide book at a time. And
I studied them all in great detail. They were an inspiration to me. I bet I
know the climbs you did even better than you do yourself. For example,
the hardest climb you did was Troach. But I don’t want to do that climb. It
sounds horribly dangerous. You used to be very good indeed.’
‘Why did you do all this?’
‘Isn’t it obvious? You are everyone’s hero here. And so you are
my hero as well. Except that I was then determined to learn as much as I
possibly could about my hero. And I did. That is the sort of person I am.’
‘When you were young, you had a funny way of showing it. I
thought you were obnoxious.’
‘Again that is obvious. I was simply terribly jealous. All the guys
were in love with you to the exclusion of all other girls. I got distinctly
peeved. But I have got better now, haven’t I?’
And I had to agree with her. Then we talked for a long time about
climbing. Mary hadn’t done much climbing yet. But she was very keen and
dedicated. Eventually she should become very good indeed. But, on the
other hand, she might have difficulty in coping with the tough life outdoors
climbing usually entails. I was still in doubt if I wanted to do an extended
trip with her. But I didn’t want to say no to her too definitely. But I felt
that all this conversation now gave me a good excuse to question her about
some matters that had puzzled me for many years.
‘Years ago you were carrying on with Barry and Peter something
horrible. Was this all simply a big act on your part?’ I asked.
Mary smiled at me. ‘Those were glorious days for me. I enjoyed
taking risks and getting up people’s noses. In my little affair with Barry, in
a way, I was entirely for real. On that picnic day long ago, we simply didn’t
have time to go too far. But that day, I extracted a promise from him that, if
Melinda agreed, we would have a weekend together at the sea staying at a
hotel at Cronulla. And we did. I got Barry to go as far as possible without
actual entry. But, try as I would, I couldn’t get him to do the last bit. He
was too careful. But it was a great weekend. I think over it many times.
And since then we have remained very good friends. I really like Barry.’
‘Weren’t you worried about getting pregnant and things like
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that?’

‘No, not at all. I have never had the least desire to be a very saintly
sort of person. But you know what it is like here. People strongly expect
everyone here to form normal stable marriages. But if people don’t – then
the community simply has to put up with it. That is what happened with
you, isn’t it?’
And I was forced to agree. ‘What about Peter?’ I asked
afterwards.
‘That was entirely different. I felt the same way about Peter that
you do – that is that he is far too full of himself. But he was a suitable
person for me to learn about the sexual facts of life with. But, to add a bit
of fun to the activity, I put on an act of admiring him immensely and of
being in love with him. And he swallowed this hook, line, and sinker. And
then, when you and Angela were sending him to Coventry, he decided he
really wanted to marry me. I continued my game of admiring him but now
I avoided sex completely – because I said I might not be good enough for
him. And, after a long time, Peter finally twigged that I was pulling his leg
all the time. He was humiliated. I think it could have been me, even more
than you and Angela, that caused Peter to leave. Those were glorious times
for me.’
‘That was certainly a lot more-subtle way of getting Peter to leave
than what Angela and I did. Thanks. Can I tell Angela?’
‘No. It is far too dangerous for you to tell anyone of my past.
Besides, Peter is a very useful member of our community now.’
‘No, I won’t. But why did you turn over a new leaf and become the
much more refined person you are now?’
‘I, Mary, have a weakness. I have an enormous ego. I suffer
from this even more than you do. Deep down I think I am a bloody damn
good sort of a person. And Gerry, the cunning fellow he is, played upon this
weakness of mine. He told me that I was the one person who could lead our
community to achieve the ultimate goal of this world of ours – and this is
to eventually form a fully green independent community. It would be hard
work and it would take me a long time. But I was the one who could do it.
And I believed him – he sucked me in.’
‘What do you mean by an independent community and why should
we form one?’
‘Currently here, we are subject to Australian laws. And this
severely limits us in what we can do. But most of all, we would like to
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invite people from other nations to join with us. This would allow far
more people to come to us and allow us to embrace many different kinds
of culture. It would give us more variety and so be much more fun. And
we could then show the whole world how we can all live in a green and
equitable manner. To do this we would need to form a community that
would have to be at least ten times as large as the capacity of our SingCom
community can grow to. And such a community would have to be an
independent state in its own right. And there would be an enormous number
of problems in trying to form such a state. But that is my ultimate dream.’
‘So how did Gerry persuade you to think you could do such
an impossible task.’
‘Just a bit of good old flattery. He told me that I was young and
keen enough. And also I had that fundamental perseverance that could do
it. At the time, we were both down in Melbourne - he was on holiday with
his parents and I was living there with my family. So he had plenty of time
to work on me and persuade me. And I am just very susceptible to some
very well-calculated flattery.’
‘I expect that Gerry also helped you get your executive position in
return for the enthusiasm you showed.’
‘You, Gwen, unfortunately never completed doing all the courses
for the officer positions in our community. If you had, you would not think
that. The principal requirement for the minute-secretary position is that
they should know what each other officer ought to be doing. Thus this
officer can correctly check that each other officer is doing their job in the
right manner. Normally an older person qualifies to stand for this position
by demonstrating experience with all the jobs. I was too young to have had
this experience. But what I did was to take every single officer exam
and my results showed that I knew each officer job extremely well.
I had no help from Gerry at all. All my exam scripts are in the community
archives and are open for your personal scrutiny. You can check everything
for yourself, if you like.’
And I was put to shame. I had to apologise to Mary profusely. I
resolved I had to be very careful in what I said to Mary in the future.
‘That is OK,’ Mary said. ‘I understand your position perfectly.
But, for the last few years, I have had to work very hard in understanding
everything about how our community works and also in getting on with
everyone in the community here. But I don’t want to continue on like this
forever. And the perfect break for me would be to go around Australia and
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the rest of the world doing all the classic climbs. And also I would like to
meet a lot of keen climbing guys as well. Perhaps I might fall in love with a
climber. I have never really been in love yet. That is why I would like to go
with you. You would be the perfect person for me to go with.’ In saying this
I think she was hinting that I was a compulsive flirt. But I couldn’t deny
this. But Mary, deep-down, was a flirt as well. So that was OK.
But I was starting to rather like this idea of having a year off to go
climbing myself. But I wasn’t at all sure I wanted to do this with Mary. She
was clearly a pushy little bugger and I didn’t trust her entirely. On the other
hand, it would be very hard to find anyone else to do such a project with.
But I couldn’t tell her any of this. So I said, ‘Yes, I could be interested in
such a project. But at the moment I am enjoying running the Celtic dancing
group and helping form SeaCom. When were you thinking of going?’
‘I can’t go for another six months because I must complete my
current year as the minute-secretary. But anytime after this would do. We
could even do it in several-years time if you like. We must fit in with how
our other activities work out. It is early days yet. But for both of us, it is
probably best to keep this whole climbing idea of ours completely secret.
This is what we have always done and I, for one, would want us to continue
on this way.’
And I agreed with Mary. I certainly didn’t want to commit myself
to such an idea. But, on the other hand, it was an exciting possibility. Mary
clearly had some hidden depths to herself. But, whether these hidden
depths were good or bad, I just didn’t know. However, one of the great
advantages of this whole idea was that, if ever I got too enmeshed with
Barry, I could push off with Mary overseas - and so put Barry well
behind me.
Mary left soon after this - leaving me to ponder on the whole matter
for the rest of the night. It was an interesting prospect.
Our “ghost” entertainers had camped for the night further down the river.
So Baloo and I took charge again in the morning and we oversaw
that the four patrols cooked and ate a reasonable breakfast. And then we
indulged in that ancient scouting tradition and we got the four patrols to
line up and have a kit inspection. This involves a lot of “yes Akela” and “no
Akela”, which I like to hear. Then my responsibilities were mostly over.
The “ghosts” reappeared and took the children swimming and in general
entertained them. And then they had their difficult task and this was to push
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the four loaded trek-carts up the hill to the lookout. They managed it – but
it was a fun challenge for the rest of us to watch. Baloo and I then took
over again and our “ghosts” disappeared. We had lunch and then pushed
our trek-carts home. The children sang the same bit of doggerel again but
this time as:
We’re back, we’re back, we’re back, we’re back, 		
we’re back from out the bush;
There were, rocks, ’nd flies, ’nd leeches, –
		
and centipedes and snakes;
There were sabre-toothed wombats
		
that tried to burn us at the stakes;
We’re back, we’re back, 		
we’re back from out the bush.
Etc.
It had been a very successful cub camp. And as we walked past
the wild corner this time, the cubs hardly bothered to give it a glance. They
clearly felt that they had had more adventure on the cub camp than they
would ever have in the wild corner. I had triumphed. I might not be quite
the Gwenlolen the Great as of old. But I was still pretty good.
As we approached home I had the problem of deciding whether
I could put up with that horrible little squirt Mary for a whole year. And,
as I watched her try to help one of the weaker patrols push their trek-cart
home, I decided that it might be fun to put this obnoxious brat firmly in her
place. I had to admit she was clever and I thought she could even become
a very good climber. She had the perseverance for that. And the squirt had
stolen the children’s hearts partly away from me as well. But she couldn’t
really compete with me in the looks department, particularly when outside.
And I have always been the darling of any good red-blooded male climber.
It would be fun for me to steal a climber away from Mary whom she was
keen to fall in love with. I could get my revenge on her after all these
years. This was a very pleasant thought for me indeed. If we went climbing
together for a whole year, I could finally deal with that bloody Mary as
she so richly deserved.
When we got back I found, to my surprise, that Gerry had returned. It
didn’t seem like six months since he had left us. But I checked with the
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calendar and I found that it was. Time had flown. I felt just a little bit guilty
because, before he left, Gerry had been my primary male friend. And
now Barry had, somehow, very much taken his place. But, of course, I still
had to have coffee with Gerry as normal at our bakery on Monday morning.
Besides, I was still keen to find out what he had been up to and also to
boast about my success with my Celtic dance group and with SeaCom.
So we met and I was surprised to see how fit and healthy Gerry
now looked. First we caught up on all our news on what we had each done.
But you won’t be interested in what Gerry had done in Nepal and you
already know what I have been doing here. So I will miss this out.
‘Did you find a romantic interest for yourself in Nepal?’ I finally
asked of Gerry. I knew he wouldn’t – Gerry isn’t inclined in that way at all
now. But if I asked the question it would pave the way for me explaining
my situation with Barry. And I wanted to tell Gerry about Barry before he
saw us together so much with his own eyes.
‘You, Gwen, continue to be the only person that I can really love.
But, as you continue not to return this interest, I would accept any woman
that was genuinely keen on me. But most women want their love fully
returned. So I think I am destined to remain single. But what about you
now?’
So I explained to Gerry why Barry and I now did so much together.
I hinted that Barry was in love with me. But, for my part, I said our
association was just a matter of convenience. Besides, I wasn’t sure of what
I felt for Barry myself. Love is a very complex emotion. ‘So what are you
thinking about now,’ I asked, ‘if you aren’t thinking about women?’ I had
been working on a little project myself that I was very keen to boast about
to Gerry. But I had to let Gerry have a chance to gas on first before I could
confound him with my own brilliant new idea.
‘I have been thinking about a very complex subject. Until I went
to Nepal, I have always assumed that the goals of life could be summed
up in terms of the four words – ‘truth’, ‘life’, ‘peace’ and ‘love’. And my
religious belief has been based on this idea. But, in Nepal, I realised that, if
you think about these concepts with respect to the ownership and control of
land, then the concepts of ‘truth’ and ‘life’ can be in conflict with the
concepts ‘peace’ and ‘love’. So, as I like to think of myself as an honest
person, I have had to give up some of my belief in ‘peace’ and ‘love’. And
this is difficult because the bible, and to a large extent civilization itself, are
based on the concepts of ‘peace’ and ‘love’.’
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‘What an absolutely enthralling discovery for you to make!’ I
exclaimed. ‘Our world will be waiting with bated breath to hear about the
fearful problem you are posing us all now.’
‘You don’t need to be sarcastic about the subject. It is important
and I am now forced to support the views you expressed in the canyon
seven years ago about not looking after people too much.’
‘OK, I’m sorry I was being flippant. I am sure your ideas have
some meaning for you. But for most people, the concepts of ‘truth’, ‘life’,
‘peace’ and ‘love’ are so vague that they can mean anything. So I got
exasperated. But you have finished your very successful SingCom village
project now. Surely there is something more concrete that you are now
thinking about doing.’ I had to make peace with Gerry. He had been a good
friend of mine for many years.
‘Yes, you are right. And this other subject is a lot more concrete.
It is about the ownership of assets in Australia, which, as you know, has
been a worry to us here for many years. We have solved the problem in
our community. But I am worried about the general problem of healthy
young people in Australia who want to start a family and can’t afford to.
I thought I could write a book called “The Division of the Cake”. And,
in this book, I would show how the wealth assets of Australia in total have
been changing over the last fifty years. Thus the community wealth has
been decreasing because it is being sold off. The rich have bought up these
community assets and become richer. And the people without assets have
had to pay more to live. Also then the rich have bought up all the land in
the cities forcing the young couples into new outer suburbs with no public
transport. And then such young couples can’t afford to have children. And
the extremely rich people own all our media and persuade everyone that
the world must run in this way that supports the rich and powerful. Such a
book would help to highlight the problem more precisely.’
‘So what is your solution?’
‘Just the same as we here have all being saying for years. And this
is that both the assets and the income of the rich must be taxed much more
heavily. There would be nothing new in the book because we here have
known about this problem for years. But such a book could set out the
problem in a more precise form. But that is enough about me. Tell me what
you have been doing with SeaCom?’
So finally Gerry had done the right thing and given me the chance
to rave about my own great new little project. ‘Angela and Steve have done
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most of the work on the SeaCom project and that is in good order. All we
need to do now is find a suitable site for a very large accommodation
block in the city. And that will take time. But I have my own special
contribution that I want to add to this. A couple of months ago, I visited
an old climbing friend of mine who had broken his back in a climbing
accident. So he is now in a wheelchair. And he showed me the way he had
adapted his bed to deal with his new circumstances. Because a wheelchair
takes so much space, there wasn’t enough space in his room for him to
access the far side of his single bed. And he had enormous difficulty
tucking his sheets and blankets on the wall side of his bed.’
‘His adapted bed was like this.’ I told Gerry. ‘Instead of using
two normal single sheets and two normal single blankets, his bed used just
one double-bed sheet and one double-bed blanket. Both these items were
adapted by first folding them in half. Then a seam was sown next to the
fold forming a narrow tube. Then light rods are inserted into these tubes.
These sheets and blankets with rods were placed over the bed so that the
rods were next to the wall. On the wall he had attached two hooks and
these rods were then clipped into these hooks. Then the sheet was drawn
over the bed to form a both bottom and top sheet. And both parts of the
blanket were drawn over the sheets to form two blankets. I thought his
solution was rather clever.
‘I thought about his solution for a while and then I realised that
I could do something similar for my own four children’s beds. And then
my children could make their own beds relatively easily themselves.
And I have successfully made one bed in this new format. Julie is now
using it and making this bed successfully herself. But there will be a large
number of new single beds that we will need to make for our new SeaCom
accommodation. And my new bed format will be ideal for most of our
single beds. So my plan is to get our community to adopt my new single
bed format.
‘And I want you to help me with this. Please come with me and see
Julie’s bed.’ He agreed and so off we went to my flat.
Back in my flat I could show off to Gerry the extra things I had
done to the bed myself. So I had changed the hooks so that they were now
attached to the bed. This meant that this bed could still be moved around as
easily as a normal bed. And I had attached some Velcro strips to the bottom
sheet so that the bed now needed no tucking in of sheets and blankets at all.
I was very proud of my handiwork.
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‘Yes, I think this is terrific idea.’ Gerry said. ‘We should
certainly install these beds as the standard single beds at SeaCom. This
bed will be much easier to make than any normal bed and it will use less
space as well. And besides this, this bed will be much easier to adapt for
changing temperatures during the night. Thus, when it is hot, the top sheet
and blankets can be tossed off to the side very easily. And, when it is cold,
then they can be thrown back over very easily and they will naturally fall
into the correct position. I am most impressed. I will certainly support your
idea at our next SeaCom meeting completely.’
We then talked about the details of the idea for ages. Gerry is very
good in this sort of way. He always seems to have lots of time to think
carefully about new ideas.
On the following Saturday night, Toby introduced a new dance to us all. He
had just been up the National Folk Festival in Canberra and learnt it there.
It is called “the Wild Goose Chase” and is one figure in a really long
Appalachian dance called “The Running Set”. It is done to fast running
steps and it weaves and flows in a quite subtle but tight manner. It is almost
better than Irish dancing. But it is in an entirely different style. During
this dance, Gerry was partnered with Shelley, who had just returned from
overseas. And Gerry now looked terrific. His six months in Nepal had made
him much fitter and it really showed in the easy flowing manner in which
he did the dance. Perhaps Gerry wasn’t now such an old has-been as I had
been considering him to be.
After the dance, Shelley continued to flirt with Gerry. Shelley
had blossomed after her year overseas and now, with her youth, she was
probably the most attractive woman in our community. Clearly she was
much too young for Gerry. But she liked teasing him. She even insisted that
Gerry accompany her home after the dance. She was now a feisty young
girl out to extract every bit of fun out of life that she could possibly get.
Even I was now a little envious of her position.
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12.

A FAMILY NIGHT

On the following Monday afternoon, Barry was helping me prepare what
we would do at our dance practise on the next Tuesday night. We often
did this. I had decided that we should go back and do a little more Scottish
dancing again. The slow Strathspey step would make a good contrast to
the fast Irish dances we had been doing for the last few months. And our
group were now capable of dealing these slow steps. And Barry was now
an excellent person to practise with. Besides, I liked having some time with
Barry now.
‘I was wondering if you could do a special favour for Melinda
and me?’ Barry asked me, when we were sitting down together after the
practise. ‘Some good friends of mine want me to look at their dog who has
just taken ill. But they want to see Melinda and me as well. So they have
invited us to come for a meal tonight. Would it be possible if you could
baby-sit for us for the night? You and your children could all come for
an early meal because the children like being together as well. And, if you
like, you can all also sleep over. As you know, there is plenty of room at
our place. It would be most useful for us.’
I naturally agreed. It is the sort of thing I would always do for them.
Besides, they had looked after my children for the whole weekend while I
ran the cub camp. I would ask the children whether they wanted to stay for
the night.
The children were dead keen to stay for the night. But, for myself,
I wasn’t going to take any risks. I would only stay if I was absolutely sure
I could lock my room securely. Just because I enjoyed Barry’s company
now didn’t mean I trusted him. I could return to my own unit when Barry
and Melinda returned leaving the children there. But I would take my night
stuff with me and stay at Barry’s house if I was safe. It would look better
for the children if I did it in this way.
So I and my children went to Barry’s house and the room they offered me
could be securely locked. So I agreed to stay. I ate with the children and
Barry and Melinda left soon after this. And, as soon as the children were
all alone with me, there was a huge cry from everyone for me to lead them
in a really rousing version of the “Tassie Tiger”. Over the past year, I had
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occasionally done this with my children, particularly if there was a special
occasion like someone’s birthday. My children really liked it. And my
children had told Barry and Melinda’s children about it and now they were
all keen to do it together. And I was pleased to do my thing once again for
a bigger audience. In fact, I got quite exited about it and did it with great
zest.
When I do it with children I tone it down a bit. And now I always
call the chief culprit “Jim” as in the original version by Hilaire Belloc instead of myself. But I always call the tiger after some child who has just
misbehaved or who, in some way, is in the limelight. For this night, I chose
Max. The item went very well with all the children joining in all the actions
with great enthusiasm.
At the end Max asked, ‘Did you do the Tassie Tiger on that
famous canyon trip when all our families were formed?’
And of course I had to tell him we did.
But now this important subject had been mentioned, there was a
chorus of questions from many children.
‘Why can’t you tell us about what really happened on that
weekend?’
‘It is not fair. Lots of people in our community say they know
what happened. But we, the children of the people most involved, know
nothing.’
‘Sabrina says that it was Benita that started the whole thing.’
‘Most older people say it was Peter that caused it all.’
And lots of other questions besides all these.
Up to that point in time, I had been very careful not to say anything
to the children about that weekend at all. But now I could see that I did
need to say something. I couldn’t bare the thought of Benita or Peter taking
the glory for that weekend. ‘Quiet, - quiet, - quiet.’ I replied. ‘I will give
you just a few of the definite facts of the night. On that weekend, a heavy
downpour divided our party into two groups for the Saturday night.
There was Gerry, Melinda and Benita in the back party, and myself, Steve,
Toby, Peter and Barry in the front party. So Benita couldn’t have started the
whole episode because she was alone with Gerry and her sister Melinda.
And I will tell you absolutely straight, Gerry is not the sort of person to
consider starting something with Benita. So it was physically impossible
for Benita to have started what happened because she was about a mile
away from the action.’ Of course this wasn’t entirely true. In a way Benita
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did start whole episode by giving me an excuse to de-shackle myself
slightly from Gerry. But children wouldn’t appreciate the subtleties of the
true situation.
‘But what about Peter?’ Wesley asked.
‘I am definitely not telling you what happened on that night. But I
can tell you this – and this is that Peter was less involved in this whole
matter than anyone else. And now I will say no more on the subject.’
‘But getting back to the Tassie Tiger,’ Julie asked, ‘when did you do
it and did everyone join in?’
‘That is a sensible question. We did it on Sunday morning when
everyone was together again. So everyone joined in and we did it very
well.’
‘And who was the Tassie Tiger in that version?’ Max then
innocently asked.
But I wasn’t going to be taken in by Max’s innocent look. He knew
what the answer to this would imply. So I told them that it was none of their
business. Then I suggested that while we were thinking about bushwalking
we should practise again some of the songs from the songbook. I, with
great forethought, had brought my book with me so we then settled down
to this safer task. When I thought about it, I realized Barry might have
primed Max to ask that wicked leading question beforehand. Barry is not
above doing that sort of thing. I needed to be careful with Barry. But then, I
can always hold my own against that black bastard no matter what he does.
When our singing session was over, I had the serious task of getting six
young children to bed. But Julie came with me and she was a real help. I
was very proud of her. Before going to bed herself, she came to me and put
her arms around me.
‘I have something very important I want to tell you,’ Julie said.
‘You said something which confirmed what I have been thinking for a
while. You said that Peter was less involved than anyone else. But Peter
was in fact involved and this means that Barry must have been more
involved than him. But everyone else always thinks that Barry wasn’t
involved at all. So, at least to me, you related a quite important fact indeed.’
‘Oh dear. I didn’t mean to tell you that.’ Little Julie clearly had her
wits about her. And here was I thinking how clever I had been in avoiding
Max’s question. And yet I had let the cat out of the bag before this in
talking about Peter.
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‘Don’t worry Mum. I won’t say anything about it to anyone else.
But this is what I now think. There were four guys with you on that allimportant Saturday night - and strangely you now have four children.
I think this is significant. Now Toby is named on Wesley’s birth certificate
and Peter is named on Brendan’s birth certificate. And I have noticed
that Toby tends to take an interest in Wesley and Peter takes an interest
in Brendan. So these two are probably the real dads. Steve is named on
my birth certificate but he seems to take a more special interest in Marie.
But Barry always takes a very special interest in me. And Barry was very
definitely fully involved. So I think Barry is my Dad and Steve is Marie’s
Dad. A very sensible and wonderful thing for you to do and I am jolly glad
you did – otherwise I might not be here. And we are a terrific family. Thank
you my dearest and bestest of all possible Mums.’ And she gave me a very
tight hug and kiss that went on for a long time.
I thanked her - and then I grew quite tearful about the whole matter.
I had thought it would be best to keep everything secret. But when your
own dear little daughter finds out the secret all by herself and thinks it
is wonderful – then I somehow got very emotional. Julie is very special to
me. I am lucky to have her.
‘And so Barry was the tiger in the Tassie Tiger on Sunday
morning, wasn’t he Mum?’ Julie finally suggested.
And I agreed. But I asked Julie to keep this all a secret. And she
promised she would. But she said the other children might eventually start
to think the same as her. And she would not say they were wrong. I had to
agree with her again. And so eventually everyone might start to know. And
this might be for the best. Julie was a very sensible girl. We had another
kiss and hug and then she also finally went to bed.
Barry and Melinda returned at a reasonable hour. Melinda thanked me and
said she would do her part and look after all the children in the morning.
Then Melinda left and Barry sat down with me on the sofa. Melinda often
left us alone together because she knew we liked each other’s company.
And I was very appreciative of it tonight, because I wanted to tell him
all about the Tassie Tiger and Julie finding out about everything. When
something important happens to me, I like to talk about it to someone.
And Julie was, after all, Barry’s and my very own daughter. So we talked
about the Tassie Tiger, who the tiger was, Julie, my conversation with the
children, what happened on the canyon - for ages and ages. Barry was just
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as keen to talk about everything as I was.
Barry then escorted me to my bedroom. Up to this stage we hadn’t
kissed at all. And when I get emotional I enjoy a good long kiss. So we had
a good solid deep kiss. But I kept everything properly under control.
‘Barry,’ I said. ‘I enjoy my time with you. On that journey back
from dancing at Arncliffe you said you were in love with me. And now, I
have to admit, I am just as much in love with you. But our love for each
other can go no further. So I shall now enter my room and I shall firmly
lock the door. So don’t get any further funny ideas about coming into my
room later on as you did several weeks ago. This door here will be locked.’
‘Gwendolen, my dear. It is wonderful to hear that you love me as
much as I love you. That is sufficient for me. I must accept a locked door.’
Then we had a final kiss and Barry left. I locked the door and
retired to bed.
I was in the midst of one those calm, deep sleeps, which only the blessed
receive. After all – I had a perfect family of four children who loved me
dearly; I had a good male friend to do things with and we loved each other
just the right amount; I had lots of other good friends all around me; and I
didn’t have a pesky husband around to lay obligations upon me that I didn’t
wish to assume. And furthermore, if I wanted a bit of excitement in my life,
I could always go climbing with that brat Mary. What more could a girl
require?
But I was awakened “from this deep dream of peace” by
someone tickling my nose. And there was Barry lying right next to me.
‘How can you possibly be here?’ I cried. ‘I locked the door
securely.’
‘I am afraid, Gwendolen, that you are unaware of the nature of
most modern locks. You rarely use them. To avoid the possibly of young
children locking themselves in rooms or the toilet now, most modern locks
can be opened from the outside with the use of an appropriate screwdriver.
So such locked doors can be easily opened from the outside.’
‘But you weren’t acting fair to me then. You still said you would
respect a locked door.’
‘And I did.’ Barry said.
‘So how did you get in here then?’
‘This, I’m afraid, will require a lot of explanation. When your
children were here for the cub-camp weekend, we naturally talked about
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you a lot – what a capable person you are – what a superb mum you are –
and how much we all liked you. And then we came to the important subject
of; when you should have some more children? And all your children were
strongly in favour of you having some more children as soon as possible.
You were such a good mum and they liked helping with babies themselves
as well. As you know, we teach our children well in this respect. But I had
to point out to them that new children couldn’t be born without a father.
And then there was a chorus from them all. “But you are Mum’s boyfriend.
It is your job to give her more children.” I, of course, pointed out there
could be problems because you might not immediately be too keen. But we
should work at the problem. And this whole night is a result of that long
family workshop on how to get you to have more children.
‘And this afternoon, while we were preparing our dances, I detected
you were in your fertile period. As you know I am good at recognising
this. So we all immediately put into operation our pre-arranged plan.’
‘So your going out to dinner tonight was all baloney.’
‘I like to do things better than that. I try to never completely lie.
I do have friends with a sick dog. But Melinda and I could go there for
dinner when it was convenient for us. So we chose to go tonight.’
‘You rat.’
Barry ignored this. ‘I had also suggested to your children that you
might lock your door. But then Max explained to your children how the
door to this room can be unlocked with a screwdriver they supplied. And so
it your children and not me that unlocked your door tonight.’
‘But I bet you put them up to it all.’
‘I may have given them a hint.’ Barry said. ‘But even young
children can be surprisingly inventive in the right circumstances. But I
also explained to your children that absolutely no woman can be forced
to have a child if she doesn’t want one. But there is nothing wrong in
giving your mother the opportunity to have another child, if she wished to
avail herself of this opportunity. So this is why I am here. I am here for the
night but there is no way that I will force myself upon you. I didn’t before
and I certainly won’t tonight. I will just lie here and you can ignore me
completely if you want to.’
Of course this was precisely what Barry had said nearly eight years
ago. And look at what had happened then. But I was older and wiser now
so I should be able to cope with this new circumstance. Barry had been
good in telling me I was in my fertile period because I didn’t know myself.
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I had ceased to bother about such things. But I could see Barry was being
very clever in getting me enmeshed with him and his family. I then made a
very firm resolution. I would definitely go climbing with Mary for a year. I
might not like the brat. But it would get me away from Barry. Mary was a
godsend to me now.
I turned away from Barry and tried to sleep. But I couldn’t. I kept
thinking of Barry lying right next to me with his hand resting on my waist.
And I was in love with him. I turned over and asked for a cuddle just to
calm myself down. He gave me a cuddle but he didn’t push himself upon
me any further. He was very good. We then started talking about all
the nasty things we had done to each other over our lives. And this was
extremely satisfying. Then, as we still couldn’t sleep, we played out all
our ant wars again – just to fill in the time. And then the games grew more
boisterous as I, Princess Gwendolen, stopped Prince Valiant from entering
my cave. I do like my fun. Then I, the anteater, then attacked Barry’s
termite castle rather vigorously. We kissed. We talked about my beloved
Julie and how it was she who had betrayed me and delivered me into this
night with Barry. But a night is a terribly long time when you can’t sleep.
I grew tired and weaker - and Barry grew stronger and more in charge.
Everything had conspired against me. What could I do - I am a normal
female and I love to be appreciated. I knew that everyone would want to
hear I had done something when we turned up together for breakfast in
the morning. And my body wanted to do more and more what nature had
designed it to do. I never actually agreed to have another child. But Barry
eventually took charge and my body followed its innate nature. What
could I do? It wasn’t my fault. It was just life. And I like life.
I then slept exceedingly well. And then in the morning, with my brain at its
best, I thought about the whole matter clearly for some time. Barry was still
asleep so I tapped him on the shoulder.
‘Barry,’ I finally said when he had properly got his brain into gear.
‘I am not complaining - but you did have your way with me completely
last night. So it is your turn now to do your bit for me. Now no one, in our
community, likes people to flout the normal marriage conventions here too
much. So, when we do, it is best to keep everything as secret and vague
as possible. This is my experience and this policy has served me well so
far. Do you agree?’
‘Yes, I agree. And this policy is definitely best for Melinda and
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myself as well.’
‘And young children can never hold their tongues. So we must
tell them as little as possible. So we will tell them we had a pleasant time
together last night and thus their plan worked – because the children will
know this already. But, as regards about me having another baby, we say
we just don’t know. That is all. Is that OK?’
And Barry agreed to this. He also agreed that any questions on the
subject of a new baby should only be fielded by me - because I am the only
person that truly knows if I might have a baby. Barry then left - to again
emphasise to the children that we weren’t too much of a couple. We would
all meet again at breakfast.
I then got up and dressed myself. And during this operation Julie
came in.
‘I hope you don’t mind what I did last night,’ She said very meekly.
‘I only did it because I love you. I thought it would be for the best.’
And, of course, I had to assure her that it was. She was still the very
best of daughters. And then we had a hug and kiss. And the wonderful child
asked no more of me. She seemed to immediately sense that what happened
last night between Barry and me should remain a secret. Such discreet
silence is more than you can normally expect of an adult – let alone a child.
We then went down to have breakfast with everyone else.
But, at breakfast, all the other children were absolutely demanding
to know if I now was going to have another baby. And I, in return, was
equally adamant to say nothing. So I said smiling at them. ‘All things
possible - but no one knows anything yet - end of story’. But I had to say it
many times in different ways.
‘But, if you do have a child,’ Wesley finally said, ‘at least this time
we know that the father will be Barry.’
‘No, you do not know that.’ I replied. ‘I, and I alone, know who the
father will be. It could be Barry. But it could be someone else.’
Then there was a chorus of complaint from my children all saying
in different ways – everyone else knows their father - but we never do – it
is not fair.
And then, gleefully, Max spoke out. ‘But we, in our family,
certainly do. And our Dad is such a clever vet that he can tell who the
father of a child is - even if he has not been told.’
Now Melinda rarely speaks much and, when she does, she speaks
in a quiet and calm sort of manner. But not this time. She went bright red
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with anger, rose from the table and went to where she could directly speak
to Barry across the table. And there, standing but leaning over and looking
at him directly in his eyes, she said in fury, ‘What have you been telling
Max now?’
‘Only the truth as I understood it to be,’ Barry said, meekly
trembling before her.
‘I told you the truth about my situation absolutely and clearly
before we got married didn’t I? And only the woman knows the full truth. I
never wanted to make a big deal about this matter. But, as you have spread
a falsehood, the situation must be corrected. Now refute what you have told
to Max, and tell what I told you before we got married.’
So poor Barry had to tell Max that he was quite wrong, and Max
might not be his child. Max burst into tears. But Melinda gathered him up,
gave him a kiss and a cuddle, sat down and placed him on her knee.
‘Max, there is nothing to cry about. On that wonderful weekend,
when our two families were formed, we all had a heroic adventure. And
Barry and I were part of that adventure as much as anyone else. We didn’t
compare with Gwen, because she is a hero above all others. But we still
played our parts. Now the nature of this adventure you are still too young to
understand. But, in such adventures, who is responsible for what becomes
little unclear. That is the nature of life. And this means you might not know
who your dad is.
‘But this is matter to be proud of. Some ghastly, boring people
go through whole of their life without having an adventure at all. This is
awful. I hope you, Max, won’t be like this when you grow up. Adventures
are things to be proud of. And you, Max, came into this world as a
result of a great adventure. And you should be proud of it - same as Gwen,
Barry and myself are. You can’t be as proud as Julie, Wesley, Brendan
and Marie are, because they are the children of the real fantastic hero.
But you are still pretty good. So you must go out into this world, proud of
your great connection, and then grow so that you yourself will be capable
of undergoing a true adventure in this world yourself when you are old
enough. Do you understand?’
Max said he did understand. He dried his eyes, smiled at everyone
again and took his place at the table again with pride. Melinda had given all
the children much to think about and wonder over. And I now didn’t have
to field any more questions about coming babies.
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As we were walking home, I was thinking it was almost worthwhile having
another child simply just for the pleasure of seeing Barry so completely
humiliated in front of all the children. But, at that stage, Julie separated
from my four children walking in front of me and joined with me.
‘It was wonderful how Melinda supported our family so strongly
this morning,’ Julie said.
‘Yes, she certainly came up trumps,’ I replied.
‘But, if you do have a baby, as I hope you do, everyone will still
correctly think that Barry is the father.’
‘There is unfortunately that possibility.’
‘And don’t forget. You have always told me that children should
have a brother or sister, close to their age, to play with. That is what you
have done for us and we children like our big close family. But your
possible new child would be three years younger than Marie. That is too
big a gap. So you will need a further child still. You are a great mum – you
can do it for us all.’
I just laughed at Julie. ‘Three years is not a big gap. In any case, in
our community there are lots of other children close-by to play with. Such
a child would still be far better off for play-mates than the vast majority of
children in Australia. You are not going to, in any way, get me to consider a
further child. It was good of you to remind me of this. But go back now and
join the other children.’ And Julie duly did. She is very obedient.
But this conversation got me thinking again. Firstly - Julie was
clearly heavily in league with Barry. She wouldn’t have thought out that
idea just by herself. And the same could apply for everything else she said.
So Barry had even further plans for me. And Barry is a clever bastard.
I still needed to watch myself. So I forgot about gloating over Barry’s
humiliation at Melinda’s hands for the time being. Barry was still a very
dangerous fellow indeed.
Back at our unit, I helped to get Julie and Wesley ready for school. Then I
took Brendan and Marie to our play-group/crèche. My job for the morning
was to help there. But there were plenty of other people there to do the job.
So I could leave and seek out my main friend, Angela. I was desperately in
need of someone to talk to about my possible problems with Barry.
Fortunately, Angela was still in her unit. I told her everything
that happened last night. And she listened with rapt attention. I have never
had a better listener.
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‘It might seem surprising to you,’ Angela said, ‘but I am not
surprised about this at all. I know Barry very well. He is like that.’
‘Well why didn’t you tell me before I started? After all, it was
you who recommended that I chose him as a helper at dancing in the first
place.’
‘I will tell you - but it will take a long time.’
‘Go on. Tell me all.’
‘When you work with Barry for a long time, you realise he is an
extremely good vet.’ Angela said. ‘And, as a keen vet myself, it was
fantastic to work with someone who is so good. He could always tell what
an animal was feeling. He seemed to be able to put himself in the animal’s
place and this gave him great empathy with the animals. But it wasn’t
just the animals he was working on that he developed a great empathy
with. He also had a great empathy with the animal, who was working with
him – namely myself. And it is terribly hard not to get very attached to a
person who you see a lot and who knows just how you feel. So, when I felt
frustrated, he talked to me about what I was frustrated about. And, when I
was sad, he talked to me about what I was sad about. But, worst of all, he
knew when I was feeling sexy. So, when I felt it would be exciting to be
touched, he duly touched the bit of me which wanted to be touched. And
then, when I felt like being kissed, he kissed me in the way I wanted to be
kissed.
‘And our vet building has a secluded room with a bed, which
we could use for any animal that needed to recover from an anaesthetic
operation. So it was very easy for us to go on to the next more intimate
stage. It was after my affair with Peter and I was on the pill - so I thought it
would not matter. And Melinda never came into the building at all to bother
us. It was all so very easy and pleasant.
‘This went on in a very harmonious manner for quite a long time.
But then Barry started to talk about me having children. And I wanted to
have children as well. And Barry pointed out that I could have children
with him – there was plenty of room either in their house or in our
community for more children. And Melinda would be completely happy
with the arrangement. Of course I refused. But by this stage I was very
much in love with Barry and I wanted children as well. It was all very
tempting. I was starting to slide into going along with the idea.’
‘So what did you do?’
‘I simply fled. That is why I went sailing. And now I am safely
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coupled with Steve and so I am safe from Barry.’
‘But why did you suggest that I should work with Barry at
dancing.’
‘Barry was keen on me – but not as keen as he is on you. And
you are much more suitable for Barry than I am as an extra partner. You
have already been married and have led a full independent life separate
from Barry. And everyone in our community knows this. You could have
a couple of children with Barry and it wouldn’t worry you at all. But, if I
did this, I would simply become Barry and Melinda’s chattel. Barry wants
another woman and it is much better for you to be this woman rather than
me.
‘Also, since returning here from sailing, I have avoided working
with Barry as a vet because it would be too dangerous. But, if you are
Barry’s extra woman, then I can safely return to working as a vet with
him - which I love. So I’m afraid that you must accept your new fate and
be Barry’s extra woman now. Barry is a really nice guy, as you know. I am
very pleased for you in your new position.’
I was dumbfounded by all this. I didn’t know what to say. And
there was no point in having a row with Angela. I would have done exactly
the same thing myself, if I had been in Angela’s position. But clearly, life
as Barry’s extra woman did not exactly turn me on – it was not an exalted
position. Not me, who used to consider herself to be Gwendolen the Great,
themselves. Fortunately, I still had Mary to escape with and go climbing
with. But I might have another option that I could investigate. Desperate
times clearly called for desperate measures.
It took a while but I finally located Gerry labouring in the workshop
fixing one of our trek-carts. I told Gerry I was in trouble and he left
immediately. Gerry loves to hear about damsels in distress – particularly
me. We went to Gerry’s unit, which was closer to the workshop than mine
was.
I first related to Gerry everything that happened last night and this
morning. But I also told him about what Angela had told me about Barry.
And finally I told him about Mary’s desire to go climbing with me for
a year. And I told him I would still like to go with Mary even if the trip
needed to be delayed for a year or two while I had another child.
‘I suppose you have come to me now with the desire to be married
to me and so avoid your highly dangerous involvement with Barry.’ Gerry
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replied.

I smiled at him. ‘You are very good. You understand me
completely. I know it is asking a lot and Shelley might be interested in you.
But at least you can think about it. We do know each other very well and I
have been entirely honest with you about everything I have done.’
‘You don’t need to worry about Shelley. She was just teasing me.
But I do need to think carefully about us. Let us have a cup of tea together
while I sit and think.’
I took the hint and got the tea ready for both of us, even though we
were in Gerry’s own unit. Besides, I always had done this when we were
married. But this suggestion was also a subtle indication by Gerry that if
we got married then I would have to do what I was told. And I thought,
under the circumstances, that this is what I would have to accept.
Gerry took a long time – he looked as if he was pondering over
some difficult chess problem. But finally he was ready to proclaim his
well-considered judgement. ‘You Gwen might not have noticed it, but over
the years I have grown wiser. When I was young, I thought I could mould
you into being a good wife. But I was completely and utterly wrong. I will
never try to do that again. You are a terrific woman just as you are.
‘First of all I think it is a wonderful idea for you to go climbing
with Mary for a year. But I know you – during that year you would hate
to be stuck with the confines of marriage. You would like to feel that, if
by chance you found a new person you really liked, then you would like
to have the option of living with them. So, if we were married now, it is
best for both of us not to expect this marriage to continue on forever. Our
marriage might continue – but neither of us should rely or expect it to do
so. I never want you to feel that you are bound by marriage. That is not
your nature.’
‘That is good of you.’
‘I have no choice – I don’t want to fight against your nature. But
you are also now in love with Barry and he is in love with you. And I think
that love is a wonderful passion and I have no desire to interfere with this
natural process. But, under the current circumstances, it is best if your love
for each other is not observed in public. So, what I think you need to do,
is to work as Barry’s assistant for a couple days a week for perhaps the
coming year. And here, as Angela has told you, you can very discreetly
be as intimate as you like. But now in your Celtic dance group, I think
you should use Angela as your helper rather than Barry. This means your
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affair with Barry cannot be observed in public.’
‘Do you think it is wise to leave me with Barry so much?’
‘It has to be that way. One has to let love run its course. Otherwise
you will stay in love with Barry forever. And you have such a robust sense
of pride that constant association with Barry will eventually curb your love
for him.’
‘I can now see that you really are wiser than before.’
‘Thank you. But - finally about possible marriage between us. For
me, a marriage must be more than just a convenient, publicly-recognised
partnership. So, if we are to be married, then we together must have our
own child. And this child must come after the child you will soon be having
with Barry. This means that your climbing year with Mary must be put off
for a year or two. But I know Mary very well and I think she will agree to
this. We could be publicly married as soon as you like. But our marriage
would only become a proper marriage when your liaison with Barry comes
to an end. But I would accept that - how about you?’
I naturally wasn’t real keen to have a further child. But, if I was
to have a further child, it was far better to have this child with Gerry
rather than with Barry. And Gerry was really being very kind to me.
He was giving me a very good deal. I thought for quite a while about the
subject because it was a very big decision. But eventually I gratefully
accepted and Gerry and I had a long and deep hug and kiss. And, when I
thought about everything very carefully, I realised it was a very sensible
arrangement. Gerry does have his head screwed on correctly about such
very difficult matters. But, then again, there are times when I still find
dear old Gerry to be a pompous stuffy old fart. Well – I couldn’t have
everything.
So now I needed to go and see Mary and hope that she would accept a
new time-scale for our climbing together. The five executive officers,
together with the communications officer, all have desks in a large room
at the front of our community centre. And there was Mary duly beavering
away at whatever she was supposed to be doing. Because Mary’s job was
partly to investigate criticisms of the current office holders, her desk was
isolated from the other desks so that people could come and talk to her,
without there being any chance of the other executive officers hearing.
At this stage I will take a break from my own story to explain why
the communications officer was situated here as well. While people are
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living in our community, we like everyone to be as involved as possible
with the activities of our community. And people will be less involved,
if they are constantly in contact with the outside world by using - the
phone, the Internet or TV. So, in our community, we discourage the
use of these facilities for individual use. So I, as a good member, don’t
have - a phone, TV or a connection to the Internet. I don’t need to
because it is only a 50 m walk to our centre and this has a room devoted
to each of these three facilities. But, if someone wants to contact you on
the phone, then it is nice if there is someone at the community phone who
can take a message. And this job is given to our communications officer
(or their assistant). But, if the communication’s officer has their desk in
the executive room, then one of the other officers can answer the phone
while the communications officer is not around. So this arrangement
was convenient for everyone. We here are all very proud of being a wellorganised community in these sort of ways.
So Mary’s desk was in a little niche on the far side of the
communication officer’s desk. I went over and sat beside her.
‘I bet I know why you have come to see me this morning,’ Mary
quietly said, as I sat down.
‘No, you certainly don’t,’ I confidently replied.
‘I think you have come here to tell me our climbing year must now
be delayed because you are now probably bearing Barry’s child,’ She said
smiling.
‘How could you possible guess that?’ I asked in amazement.
‘I have told you that you are my hero. Now I am not the sort of girl
that just worships their hero from afar. I want to know everything I possibly
can about my hero. That is partly why I had my affair with Peter. And, by a
carefully chosen set of questions to Peter, I have found out the full details
of what happened in the canyon. Although Peter thinks he didn’t tell me
anything. I can even describe the nature of the whole cave you spent the
night in. And this means I know that Barry is almost certainly the father of
Julie. But I also know Barry well enough to know that his greatest aim in
life now is to have another child with you. And I know just how clever and
persistent Barry is. So, when I heard that Barry had spent a night with you,
I thought it was time for me to act. So that is why I explained my idea to
you for us to go climbing for a year at the cub camp. I always wanted to do
so - but I was going to tell you later. But I didn’t want my beloved hero to
fall too badly into Barry’s clutches. So I had to act immediately.’
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There were too many people around to give her a big hug. So I had
to make do by squeezing both her hands with mine. ‘But how did you know
about my night with Barry last night?’
‘The other person I have had a full affair with was Gerry. That was
down in Melbourne. And even that affair was also partly to learn more
about my hero. But, since then, I have always maintained a very close
relationship with Sabrina. I often look after her when Gerry is away. And
also one of my little community duties is to accompany our children every
morning to the village school. Then the children always chat to me about
what is going on - and so this also keeps me in touch. And, as you know,
Sabrina is a close friend of Julie and Max. And, from these conversations, I
deduced that that Barry spent the night with you after the Celtic night about
four weeks ago and that you spent the night at Barry’s house last night.
‘And also I know that Barry can tell when a girl is in her fertile
period. So I guessed you could be in big trouble this morning. But it won’t
be too bad – whatever happens we can say goodbye to our community for
a year and go climbing. We can let the men, for a change, do their share of
looking after the children they have produced.’
But then I had to explain to Mary about my marrying Gerry
and he requiring a second child of his own.
‘I am pleased you have done that. And I’m glad that Gerry’s
approves of us still going climbing. But you were lucky. I am still close
friends with Shelley. She wasn’t just teasing Gerry on Saturday night.
Because you have been married to Gerry, you don’t entirely appreciate
what a really nice guy he is. Shelley was quite prepared to marry Gerry.
The fact that he was much older than her was a benefit in her eyes. This
meant that she would have an excuse to dump him if she then found
someone else that she fancied. Shelley likes her fun and Gerry would have
provided some fun for a time. You were lucky to catch Gerry while he was
still available. But I am happy to put off our climbing till you are free.’
‘So what will you do while I am having two more children?’
‘I have been working very hard for the community now for four
years. I think I will soon be ready for a really good break. So I would like
to spend a year - during which my main interest would be to go climbing
on the cliffs in the Blue Mountains. I would like to become an
accomplished outdoor rock-climber - same as you are. And then, after this,
I could think more seriously about how I might help to form a fully green
independent state. But don’t worry about me – I can wait till you are fully
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ready.’

I thanked her a lot. So Mary rather than Angela should now
be my real friend. After all, Mary was saving me from falling into the
arms of Barry - whereas Angela had pushed me into Barry’s arms in the
first place. So I should have been very grateful to Mary. And so I was – a
little. But I still liked Angela a lot more than I liked Mary – Angela was
like me, a big, healthy, outdoors sort of person. Mary was still just a small,
persistent, clever little brat. So, when I went climbing with Mary, I might
still think it my duty to pinch a male interest away from her - when it
would help her moral development. Everyone in this world needs to be
saved from delusions of grandeur. And, fancy that little Mary thinking that
she could be instrumental in forming a green independent state. She still
needed to be put in her place. And I, Gwendolen the Great, was the just
right person to do this. But I had to keep these thoughts very strictly to
myself. I certainly needed Mary to go climbing with.
In the afternoon I went into Penrith to find out if I was pregnant. And I
was. Strangely I was very pleased. I have grown very proud of how easily I
can produce children.
So now I had to put Gerry’s plan into operation. I saw Barry and
he was happy for me to work with him two days a week instead of
helping me at dancing. I told him his name would appear on our child’s
birth-certificate - even though I would then be married to Gerry. Gerry
insisted I do this. Gerry might have thrown away his ‘peace’ and ‘love’
principles. But he was now supporting his ‘truth’ and ‘life’ principles with
increased fervour.
I saw the old lady who now occupied Toby’s old unit below me. I
persuaded her to swap her single unit with Gerry’s single unit over the next
coming month. I would use this unit as our lounge and dining room when
Gerry moved in. Then Gerry would have a large bedroom where our old
lounge had been. So Gerry would have a bedroom similar to my own. And
we would have another spare bedroom at the back for either Sabrina or
extra children, where my old dining room had been. Precisely when Gerry
and I would start sleeping together was still a matter of doubt. Gerry didn’t
think a woman should sleep with two guys at once. But that sort of thing
wouldn’t bother me.
And finally I started to spread the word around our community that
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Gerry and I would get together again and get married. Everyone was
very pleased – but just a little cynical as well. They didn’t trust my past
track record.
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13.

BENITA’S NIGHT

You may have noticed that Benita does not feature too much in this story.
The reason is very simple – I don’t like Benita very much. And, as it is
me that is doing the hard work of writing this story, why should I junk up
my story with incidents concerning a much inferior person. Particularly
when there is a magnificent person to tell you about in detail – namely me,
Gwendolen the Great herself.
But alas, in this real world of ours, even inferior characters do
occasionally have a part to play in how everything works out. And such is
the case in respect to Benita. I don’t know too much about her story. I avoid
associating with either Benita or the somewhat dubious characters from
with the wild corner with whom Benita is friendly. But I do have to tell you
what I know. Besides, there is nothing further I can tell you about myself.
For the next few years, I am simply going to have two more children –
one with Barry and one with Gerry. And, during this time, I must be a
respectable member of our community. So, although this is a very worthy
activity, it does not make for a riveting story.
The following Saturday night was going to be a rather important night for
Gerry and myself because this would be the first night we would appear
in our community again as a couple. We didn’t want to make too much
fuss about it and announce our engagement in the supper break. But I
was going to wear my old engagement ring and we would act as a couple
together. Before the dance gets started, our community allows all the
children to play in the hall while the band is getting ready. This allows the
children to feel that they have had their bit of fun. So I, as usual, allowed
my children to do this. Then I took them home, put them to bed and my
baby-sitter, from the unit below, came in. Gerry then joined me and we
went to the dance as a couple. And this time I had a really good partner to
do the “Wild Goose Chase” figure from the “Running Set” dance. This
was a great pleasure.
During the break, Benita and Joe mounted the stage together
clearly with the intention of making a very important announcement. Joe,
you might remember, was that slightly overweight indigenous guy who
looks like a bikie. He goes to my Celtic dance group and so I have got to
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know him quite well. He is really a very pleasant guy – but he certainly
doesn’t look that way. He is heavily tattooed in the usual bikie fashion.
‘Joe and I have a very special announcement to make.’ Benita said
into the microphone. ‘We have secured a good stretch of land where we
can build our large accommodation block for our SeaCom project.
So our SeaCom community is finally on the road. Joe must give you the
details - so hold your applause till then.’ And Benita waved down the
applause that had already started.
‘You know that in Sydney,’ Joe said when he had taken over the
mike, ‘it is terribly hard to obtain planning permission for the sort of
building we want to construct. Well I, because of my heritage, have come
to your aid. There are a lot of Koori people in the area south of the city
centre where we want to put our building. I know these people very well.
And Benita and I have been visiting them all and we have shown them our
plans for SeaCom. And they all support the idea completely and many of
them would like to join our new community. Now we indigenous people
often give the local councils in the area a hard time, because we are not too
keen on many office forms of work and we get drunk too often. And these
councils can see that giving us people a chance to work in harmony with
nature will certainly help to solve this problem. So they have bent their
rules for us and so they found a stretch of land that we can now buy.
‘This land is in the Pagewood area, a couple of kilometres from
the ocean and eight kilometres south of the city centre. From the top
of our building we would still have a view of the ocean. So this land is
ideally situated. Our people know your strict rule that anyone who allows
drunkenness or substance abuse to affect their working capacity, can be
voted out of the community. And we accept this rule. So any of us who join
you will expect to be treated just like everyone else. And we will have to
do our fair share of work as well. So with our support, this whole project
should now be able to go ahead immediately.’
And finally everyone here could cheer, clap and show their
appreciation in all the appropriate ways. This went on for a long time.
Benita then spoke again.
‘There is one minor item we wish to change. All the people I
have spoken to would prefer our new community to be called CitCom
rather than SeaCom. They feel that this new community is more of a
city/country community rather than simply a sea community as originally
envisaged. And so the CitCom name is more appropriate. And the majority
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of members here feel this way now as well. But, of course, all this will be
ratified at our next general meeting.
‘But tonight is also special to many of us in another way. Steve
and Angela can now get married because CitCom is now ready to go.
Gerry and Gwen are getting married again independently of this. And Joe
and I are going to get married as well. And all these people were heavily
involved in getting this new community started. So, if Steve, Angela,
Gerry and Gwen now join Joe and myself, you can applaud all the
people who were most involved in this new community’s formation and
are now getting married.’
So the four of us had to go up onto the stage and receive our applause.
This was fine. But what was irking Angela and myself was that Benita had
pulled a fast one on us. She had changed the name of the community to the
name that we had opposed. And, in general, she had made herself the leader
of the community rather than Angela and myself. And unfortunately
there was damn all that Angela or I could do about this. Benita probably did
have the numbers now because she had solved our most difficult problem.
So Benita had chosen to marry Joe rather than Peter. This seems
strange. But there is rumour going around our community of the following
form. Somehow Benita has acquired a beautiful large red-backed
spider tattooed on her bum. Presumably this was done at some stage
in the wild corner. And Peter wouldn’t like the circumstances of how this
tattoo was obtained. Also the tattoo was like a badge that stated that Benita
in a way belonged to the Koori people. Peter again wouldn’t like this. So
perhaps Benita now thought she had lost her option of marrying Peter.
But this episode wasn’t over yet. Shelley appeared in the middle
of the floor and she dragged Peter by the nose up onto the stage to join us.
And Shelley now took the mike.
‘In case you haven’t noticed, of the eight people who were on that
famous canyon trip eight years ago seven are either married or due to be
married again. The one person who has not made the grade yet is Peter
here. And I was watching his face during the announcement and he was
crestfallen. Once again he had not made the grade - very understandably
because Peter has some horrible faults. But I felt sorry for him – he is not
all that appallingly bad. And I have always had an ambition to marry into
that famous crowd. So Peter and I, Benita, shall get married as well
and join them.’
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And the crowd now went absolutely wild with applause. Forming a
new community and three marriage happy endings all at once, is worthy of
a lot of applause. But Shelly, now the beauty of our community, marrying
the disgraced rake of our community under those circumstances, took the
cake. In my view Shelly really has got what it takes. She might have even
become my hero – except I still remembered that ghastly poem she recited
about me seven years ago.
At the end of the dance, many people felt like continuing the celebrations
with some more drinking around the campfire - like we had done for
Gerry’s farewell. And naturally Gerry and I joined them. But this time a
large number of indigenous people had joined the crowd. And some of
them were big hefty rugby league players. And then, when we got to the
campfire, Joe hoisted Benita onto his shoulder and carted her off to the wild
campfire. And the biggest of the league players did the same for Melinda.
And Melinda loved it.
Shelley, as yet, had not been told about our new wild corner and
what it meant. But, when told, she was delighted. She grabbed Peter by
the hand. ‘Come along - we will join them. Let’s have some fun.’
‘But, you don’t understand.’ Peter replied. ‘We would not be safe.
That corner is genuinely wild. The people there don’t have to pay the due
proper respect to the privacy of our personal bodies at all.’
‘We are going there. I know what you said to Gwen eight years
ago when you promised to protect her against the evil intentions of the
rest of the party. You weren’t needed then. But now your time has come
for you to prove yourself - and so show that you can truly protect your
future wife. And I am going - so you have to come with me. They won’t
physically do us any harm.’ And she dragged him off. Peter was simply
terrified.
For the first time in my life, I felt really sorry for Peter. I would
just hate to be at the mercy of those people up there. And certainly all my
friends like - Steve, Angela, Gerry, Trudy, Barry and Mary, wouldn’t dream
of going there as well. Also those wild-area guys weren’t too keen on
Peter’s snobby attitude and his status as a dentist. But Peter had to go. He
had scored the prettiest girl in our community and now he had to pay the
price for this. But then, I was just as ignorant as Peter as to what they might
do up there. As they were leaving, those glorious words floated out from
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the wild campfire:
Cos, they were big b- - -s, large b- - -s,
			
B- - -s as heavy as lead.
		
With a dexterous twist of his muscular wrist,
			
He could toss ‘em right over his head.
		
Ta ra da boom,
			
Ta ra da boom,
				
Ta ra da boom boom boom.
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My Book Front Covers
On the following pages, I now show the front-covers of all the books I have
written over the past 25 years.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Glorious Ambitions (My Autobiography)
Society of Choice
Creating a New Language
Green Living
The Ultimate Ascent
Forming Green Communities
A Special Period to stop Climate Change
Important Conflicts
Eight Items
Forming Just Communities
Solving All Our Problems

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

My Novels
Corbenic College
Forming a Small Self-Sufficient Community
Barry and Gwen
Sandstone and Clock-Towers
The Wonder Plant
Our Wonderful Future World
A Simple Love Story
My Indian Interlude
Piddo and the Bungles

21.

My Website also contains all these books. So you can down-load
them all very easily. This also includes this current book.
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Glorious
Ambitions

Bryden Allen is well known
for his early, famous,
climbing, first-ascents in
Australia. But he has spent
most of his life working
on six important global
challenges. So this is what
this unique autobiography
is also about.

Dr Bryden
Allen
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CREATING A NEW LANGUAGE
The accepted
view now is that a
language, besides
being a means of
communication,
is also a form of
cultural identity. As
such it should be left
to develop naturally
(by the people that
use it). I naturally
support this view.
However, there is
a slight problem –
English is becoming
the ‘Lingua Franca’
of the world and,
because English
is such a huge
and inconsistent
language, other
languages are being
forgotten (because
simply people
haven’t room in
their brains to hold
English and their
mother tongue as
well). Thus the
world’s cultural
These are the symbols of my language. In my book I demonstrate
variety is being
that these symbols can form all the words that are necessary to
destroyed. So this
write on any subject.
is what this project
is all about – to create a very simple consistent language to be used only
when international dialogue is required.
Bryden Allen 1/10/2004
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A Path to Create a Space Colony
(500 People)

Green Village Community
(1600 People)

Green
Community
(100 People)

T
H
E
Town
Centre

Recognition
Tower

A Green Independent Town-State
(100,000 People)

Transport

States & Wildlife Parks

U
L
T
I
M
A
T
E

Wildlife Park

Revolving
Residence

Living
Quarters

(500 People)

Dr. Bryden Allen
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A Path to Create a Colony on Mars (Back Cover)

A
S
C
E
N
T
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Important
Conflicts

by
Bryden Allen
Everyone would
like to think that
human kind could
all work together in
peace and harmony.
The purpose of this
little booklet is to
show that this is not
possible.
First I show how
“peace” and “love” conflict with “truth” and “life”.
And then I show how the good concepts of
“equality”, “democracy”, “free-time”, “self-sufficiency”, “variety”,
“low-footprints” and “autonomy”
conflict with our current concepts of
“capitalism”, “globalism” and “economic growth”.
So our future life
probably won’t
be as easy and
pleasant as the life
we have enjoyed
for the past 50
years. But then
I also do give
two important
solutions.
The 4 pictures are the
covers for my major
novels.
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Forming Just Communities
(To show the World how we ought to be living)
(The red lines show how the four pictures are related)
A Just Village of 2,000 People

A Just Hamlet of 100 People

Wildlife

Water
Our
Crops

Wildlife
Village
Centre

Community
Facilities
Our Homes

A Just Town-State
of 100,000 People

This is a vehicle that will
travel on the red lines
which are our tunnels.
This is our road access to
the town centre.

Dr Bryden Allen
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Solving All Our Problems
In my most important book, “Forming Just Communities”, I show how
we can form sensible communities that don’t have any of the problems of
the current world. But most people don’t want to have to think about how a
different type of society will run. So, in this little book, I want to describe
five changes to the current world, which could gradually help to form a
better world for us all. They are:
1.

Remembering a Good Period
(from 1955 to 1975).

2.

Limiting Crime by the use of
Identity Cards.

3.

Equalizing Wealth in a very
Natural Manner.

4.

Allowing City Suburbs to have
their own Farms in the Country

5.

Peace - through - Self-Defence.
by Dr Bryden Allen

But, when you have thought about
implementing these measures, you might well
come to the decision that it is much easier to
form a Hamlet of 100 people first. It would be
much easier to gather a 100 people to create a
small new community - rather than to change
the nature of a state of perhaps a million
people.
The picture above will give you an idea of what a
Hamlet of 100 people could look like. And it would
be very self-sufficient indeed.
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Forming A
Small Self-Sufﬁcient
Community

A story about forming a democratic selfsufﬁcient community in the Megalong valley.

by Bryden
Allen
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BARRY

AND

GWEN

A story about canyoning and living in a green community.
by
Bryden Allen
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A Simple Love Story
by
Bryden Allen

This story had a very real beginning. When I was young I wasn’t very good
at writing. So to help me, my parents told me that they were prepared to
pay someone to give me some tuition in writing – if there was someone
who I thought could help me. I didn’t think my own English teacher was
very good at all. So I didn’t want him. But a new young female teacher,
called Miss Evans, had just joined our school. And I thought she was
terrific. She had stood in for my normal teacher once, when my own
teacher was ill. I thought Miss Evans was very beautiful and vivacious
indeed. So I was keen to have to get her to come and teach me more about
writing.
Strangely Miss Evans was even happy to come to our house, which
was a fair distance away from our school. I am sure it would have taken
her more than an hour to come to our house and help me. So she must have
been rather keen to come. I myself was one of the best students in my year
and my Dad was a professor at U.C.L. So perhaps she thought that there
was a bit of prestige in giving me tuition – besides the money she received
as well.
She came about 6 times and I thought we both enjoyed these
sessions very much. I was 15 or 16 years old at the time and I would
imagine she was 21 or 22. The school photos, on the
following page, show both of us
at that stage - probably in 1955.
We are both sitting, by chance,
third from the left. She looks a
bit severe in her photo – but she
wasn’t at all. I thought she was
the most beautiful and vivacious
woman I had ever known.
But the story, which I will
now describe on the following
pages, is, unfortunately, entirely
fictitious.
These pictures show two of the
climbing ascents I made at about
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Plan of all my Webpages and PDFs.
To start, Google “bryden allen”.
This page won’t quite hold all my
webpages and pdfs. But I give an
indication when there are more pages.
My “Home Page” is the first thing
to read, My autobiography is “Glorious
Ambitions”(pdf) tells about my life.
“Profile of Bryden Allen”(pdf) is taken
from an article in Rock magazine.
“My Farewell Message” (pdf) is a recent piece of work.
These are my recent books. “Eight Items” (pdf) was written
2 years ago. “Forming Just Communities” (pdf) is my major
work. “Piddo and the Bungles” (pdf) is my most recent
novel. And ”Solving All Our Problems” (pdf) is my current
work. “Barry and Gwen” (pdf) is a recently changed novel.
“My Climbing”,
“My 3 Famous Big First Ascents”.
“First Ascent of the Face of Bluff Mountain”, “First Ascent
of the Face of Frenchman’s Cap”,
“First Ascent of Ball’s Pyramid”.
“Illegal Ascents of Sydney’s most Iconic Buildings”,
“Illegal Ascent of Sydney Central Railway Clock-Tower”,
“Illegal Ascent of Sydney Town Hall + Clock-Tower”,
“Illegal Direct Ascent of Sydney Harbour Bridge”,
“Illegal Ascent of the Land’s Department + Clock-Tower”,
“Illegal Ascent of Centre Point”.
“First Ascent of Sweet Dreams”, “My Exploits
in the Warrumbungles”. “My Original Climbing Guide
to NSW” ( + book pdf). “Four Deaths on the Crags”,
“Climbing Days at Lindfield”, “A Proposal for a New NSW
Climbers Club”, “Our_Ascent_of_Ginsberg_on_Bluff_
Mountain”, “The_Original_Ascent_of_Mt_Banks”, “My_
Ascent_of_Toyland”.
“Society of Choice”( + book pdf).
“Green Living”.( + book pdf)
“Forming Green Communities”, ( + book pdf).
“Why Create new Green Communities”, “Green Homes”,
“Green House-Unit Communities”, “Green Agriculture”,
“Green Hamlets - Independent”, “Green Hamlets Integrated”, “Green Villages”, “Village Centres”, “Green
Town-States”, “Town Centres”, “Green Transport”, “States
and Wildlife Parks”.

“Democracy Measures”, “Variety
Measures”, “A Summary of these
Various Measures”.
“Known Mathematical
Political Results”, “Pure, Visible
Democracy – versus – Current
Democracies”, “The Difficulty of
Reforming a Society”.
“The Unstable Nature of
Life”
“A Utopian Period in my Life”, “We
always accept the Easiest Path”, “Our five Serious Current
Problems”, “How Our Problems Evolve and get Worse”,
“Solving All Problems in One Go”.
“The Degenerate Species”. “The Four
Fundamental Problems – that Civilization Must Face”(
+ 4) . “The Far Distant Future and Negativism”( +3). “A
Safe Village Governmental Element – Should Disaster
Strike”. “A Summary of my Political Solutions”, “Equality
of Opportunity should be the basis of all Political Forms”,
“Helping other Nations in Trouble”.
Here are some simpler webpages: “All_Our_
Problems”, “Self-Sufficiency_or_Globalism”, “Officers_
or_A-Leader”, “Economic-Growth_or_Free-Time”,
“Capitalism_or_Socialism”, “Citizenship+Recognition_
or_Money”, “Selfish_or_A-Saint”, “What_is_The-Law”,
“There_are_Two_Very_Different_Solutions”.
“The Ultimate Ascent”( + book pdf).
“The 4 Cover Pages”, “A Path to Create a Full Space
Colony”( + 22). “The Fundamental Problems which we must
Overcome”, “A Path to Create a Colony on Mars”.
“My Novels”( + 4 books pdf)
“The Voice of the Fire ”, “The No-Boots Club”, “Sandstone
and Clock-Towers”, “The Wonder Plant”, “Corbenic
College”, “Our Wonderful Future World”.
“My Inventions”( + 5).
“Quarter Calendar”, “Carrot Bolt Belay System”, “A High
3-rope Swing”, “Easy Compact Home Living”, “The Lost
Chord”, “A New Easy-to-Use Bedding-Package System”
“A New Simple International Language”( + book pdf).

		
“My Life”.
“My Cards”, “My Dreams”, “My Dad”. “A
Better Way to Solve Problems with Computers”, “Academic
“A Special Period to stop Climate Change”( + book).
Activities”. “Scouting”, “Bush-Walking”, “Sports, Games
“A Special Period”( + 1).
and Running”, “Singing”, “Dancing”, “The Running Set”,
“All people will receive the Necessities of Life”, “All people “Musical Activities”, “My Books”, “Philosophy, Beliefs and
will receive Employment”, “All Costs will be paid by Taxes
Purpose of Life”.“My Accident”, “A Time of Suffering”,
on all Luxuries”, “The Rich will be prevented from getting
“Dealing with the Problems of Paraplegia”, “My Advice to
Richer”, “The Poor will be protected from getting Poorer”.
Young People”.
“Family Photos”,
“Political Fundamentals”.
“Mt Stromlo - 1940-1951”, “Mill Hill - 1952-1961”,
“Measures of a Good Society”.
“Stanmore - 1962-1965”, “Oxford - 1965-1967”, “Epping “Current Measures – Economic Growth, Wealth, Low
1968-1975”, “Glebe - 1975-1982”, “Sheffield - 1983-1985”,
Footprint”, “Equality Measures”. “Freedom Measures”,
204“Stanmore - 1986-1999”, “Ashfield - 2000-2016”.

